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Ozone in the stratosphere protects life on Earth by absorbing much of the 
ultraviolet solar radiation, as well as being a major source of ozone to the troposphere. 
A number of factors can influence stratospheric ozone levels and explain past, present 
and future changes. While there is a large literature exploring changes in stratospheric 
ozone due to, for example, ozone depleting substances (ODSs) and climate change, 
the study of its interactions with the rest of the Earth system is relatively recent. The 
work presented in this thesis investigates changes in stratospheric ozone and its links 
with other elements of the Earth system (tropospheric chemical composition and 
climate), using observations, a global chemistry-climate model (CESM1-WACCM), 
and existing multi-model output. 
 This work evaluates past changes and explores future evolution of 
stratospheric ozone and associated climate impacts using multi-model output 
(ACCMIP simulations) from the pre-industrial period to the end of the 21st century. 
ACCMIP multi-model mean total column ozone trends compare favourably against 
observations. These models show a strong link between the Antarctic ozone hole and 
surface climate, which demonstrates that stratospheric ozone changes are coupled with 
the troposphere. 
A series of sensitivity simulations is conducted to investigate multi-decadal 
variability. A striking finding is that low frequency variability of ozone in the tropical 
middle stratosphere resembles multi-decadal climate variability in Pacific Ocean sea 
surface temperatures. This analysis also shows that internally generated climate 
variability is the leading factor explaining recent negative trends of mid-stratospheric 
tropical ozone. 
 Finally, an additional set of sensitivity simulations is performed to quantify 
future radiative forcing between 2000s and 2100s that results from changes in ozone 
due to climate change, ODSs and methane concentrations. These results highlight the 
importance of stratosphere-troposphere exchange, as well as the key role of the 
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Introduction and thesis aims 
 
The work in this thesis concerns past changes, present, and future evolution of ozone 
in the stratosphere, the role of different drivers in those changes, such as ozone 
depleting substances (ODSs), climate change and natural variability, and how such 
changes interact with other parts of the Earth system (tropospheric composition and 
climate).  
The stratosphere is a distinct region of the atmosphere (~ 12–50 km) with a 
particular chemical composition and dynamics, and is strongly influenced by the 
presence of ozone (WMO, 2014). It can affect – and be influenced by – the 
troposphere, both directly (e.g. transport of trace gases) and indirectly (e.g. radiative 
processes). Ozone is mainly found in the stratosphere, where it protects life on Earth 
by absorbing most of the incoming solar ultraviolet radiation. Also stratospheric 
ozone is an important source of ozone to the troposphere, affecting its abundance and 
distribution (e.g. Zeng and Pyle, 2003). In the troposphere, however, ozone is a 
pollutant (affecting ecosystems, crops and human health), greenhouse gas (GHG), and 
influences the oxidising capacity of the atmosphere (hydroxyl radicals) (Prather et al., 
2001; UNEP, 2015). Therefore, understanding how different drivers affect 
stratospheric ozone and the implications of past and future changes is important for a 
range of issues.  
Stratospheric ozone abundance and distribution is in balance between 
photochemical production and loss reactions, and transport processes. Anthropogenic 
emissions of ODSs since the 2nd half of the 20th century have perturbed this balance, 
 2 
leading to net ozone losses (WMO, 2014). The Antarctic in austral spring experiences 
largest ozone losses in stratospheric ozone, the so-called ‘ozone hole’. In turn, the 
ozone hole due to dynamical and radiative coupling can affect tropospheric and 
surface climate, such as temperatures, winds and precipitation (e.g. Thompson and 
Solomon, 2002). Owing to international efforts, the ozone layer is expected to recover 
from anthropogenic ODSs during the 21st century. Yet natural variability acting at 
different timescales complicates a clear detection of ozone recovery (e.g. Solomon et 
al., 2016). 
Furthermore, stratospheric ozone may be influenced by other factors and never 
return to pre-industrial levels. Due to increasing concentrations of GHGs, climate 
change results in tropospheric warming, but cooling in the stratosphere with 
associated feedbacks, such as ozone chemistry and transport processes (e.g. Haigh and 
Pyle, 1982). Global models project an acceleration of the Brewer-Dobson circulation 
(BDC) – i.e. mean meridional transport of air mass in the stratosphere – which would 
affect the distribution of stratospheric ozone and stratosphere-troposphere exchange 
(e.g. Garcia and Randel, 2008). In addition, increased abundances of GHGs such as 
nitrogen oxide and methane would not only contribute to climate change, but also 
affect stratospheric ozone chemistry (e.g. Randeniya et al., 2002). The above drivers 
and related feedbacks complicate our understanding of stratospheric ozone responses 
and their implications.  
The aim of this thesis is to investigate stratospheric ozone changes, including 
their interactions with other elements of the Earth system, and to assess their 
implications. Using previously completed multi-model experiments, I have explored 
past changes and future evolution of stratospheric ozone and related climate impacts. 
Furthermore, I have used a global chemistry-climate model to complete my own 
simulations and examined links between modelled ozone changes, natural variability 
and tropospheric composition and climate.  
The remainder of this thesis is organised as follows. Chapter 2 presents our 
current understanding and the overall background relevant for this work. I describe the 
main processes determining stratospheric ozone abundances and distribution, before 
discussing recent observed changes and stratosphere-troposphere links. Here, I also 
provide a brief description of chemistry-climate models and discuss projected changes 
of stratospheric ozone during the 21st century. 
 3 
Chapter 3 quantifies stratospheric ozone changes and related climate impacts 
in the Atmospheric Chemistry and Climate Model Intercomparison Project (ACCMIP) 
(Lamarque et al., 2013b) from pre-industrial times (1850) to the 21st century (2100). 
In addition, this analysis also includes the simulations from the phase 5 of the Coupled 
Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP5) (Taylor et al., 2012) and the phase 2 of the 
Chemistry-Climate Model Validation activity (CCMVal2) (Morgenstern et al., 2010b) 
as a benchmark for the former models. 
Chapter 4 demonstrates internal low frequency variability in ozone in the 
tropical middle stratosphere related to dynamical (BDC) and chemical (NOx-catalysed 
loss) processes. Also, this chapter discusses that acknowledging multi-decadal internal 
climate variability can help interpret recent observationally derived changes in the 
BDC. 
Chapter 5 explores future changes in stratospheric ozone and related radiative 
forcing due to climate change, stratospheric ozone recovery, and methane emissions. 
In this chapter, particular attention is given to non-linearities and the robustness of the 
forcing attributed to individual drivers. For the first time, this work unambiguously 
identifies ozone forcing based on its origin (i.e. stratospheric- and tropospheric-
produced ozone forcing). 
Chapter 6 summarises the findings of the previous chapters as well as 
discussing the limitations and caveats of this thesis. Finally I discuss how future work 










Investigating stratospheric ozone and its interactions with the rest of the Earth system 
requires understanding of the chemical and dynamical processes controlling the 
stratosphere, as well as global features determining atmospheric composition and 
climate in the troposphere. Anthropogenic emissions of radiatively active greenhouse 
gases (GHGs), ozone depleting substances (ODSs) and ozone precursors have altered 
chemistry and energy balances in the atmosphere and will continue doing so in the 
coming century, with distinct changes occurring in the stratosphere and the 
troposphere (IPCC, 2013). Observations (direct and indirect) have provided 
fundamental knowledge of the mechanisms involved in such changes, although they 
may be limited in time (e.g. satellite records extend only few decades) and/or 
coverage (e.g. fewer ground-based measurements are available in the Southern 
Hemisphere, SH) (WMO, 2014). Numerical models are generally able to capture 
observed changes, can provide insight on the important processes and make 
projections following possible socio-economic developments (i.e. future emission 
scenarios) (e.g. Morgenstern et al., 2017). 
 In this chapter, I introduce our current understanding to provide the 
overall background to the experiments and analyses in subsequent chapters. In Section 
2.1, I describe chemical and dynamical processes determining stratospheric ozone, 
recent observed changes and their causes. Then I present the salient factors of 
tropospheric climate and composition in Section 2.2, before discussing key 




followed by a discussion on stratospheric ozone evolution during the 21st century and 
its drivers in Section 2.4, along with a brief description of chemistry-climate models 
(CCMs) used for future simulations in Section 2.5. Finally, I provide a summary of 
the chapter in Section 2.6. 
 
2.1. The stratosphere and the ozone layer 
First, this section presents a general overview of the stratospheric ozone layer, 
focusing on the early observations and photochemical theory (Sect. 2.1.1). Then, I 
describe the important features of the stratosphere, including chemistry (Sect. 2.1.2) 
and dynamics (Sect. 2.1.3). Finally, this section also presents past changes of ozone, 
distinguishing between polar and extra-polar regions, and discusses their causes (Sect. 
2.1.4). 
 
2.1.1. The stratospheric ozone layer 
The stratosphere, broadly defined as the region of the atmosphere from ~ 10–15 km 
(lower at high latitudes and higher in the tropics) to ~ 50 km, holds the vast majority 
of ozone in the atmosphere. In this region, heating by ozone due to the absorption of 
incoming solar radiation leads to a positive temperature lapse rate – higher 
temperature with altitude – (e.g. Andrews, et al., 1987). The absorption of high-energy 
ultraviolet radiation by ozone (Cornu, 1879; Hartley, 1880) not only determines 
stratospheric temperature and dynamics but also protects living things on Earth 
(WMO, 2014). Reductions in stratospheric ozone, therefore, results in increases of 
harmful ultraviolet radiation with negative consequences for human health, plants and 
animals (UNEP, 2015). 
 
Observations 
First measurements of ozone in the stratosphere date from 1924 (Dobson and 
Harrison, 1926). Dobson and Harrison (1926) recorded the measurements using the 
total thickness of ozone in a column of air at standard conditions (1013.25 hPa and 
273.15 K) using a spectrograph (Dobson, 1968), the so-called Dobson Units (DU).     
1 DU is defined as 2.687 × 106 molec cm−2 of ozone. For example, 100 DU brought to 




Comprehensive up-to-date description of available data sets of ozone and other 
trace gases (e.g. ODSs, H2O) can be found in the latest World Meteorological 
Organization (WMO) Scientific Assessment of Ozone Depletion report (WMO, 
2014), and is summarised in Figure 2.1. Briefly, total column ozone ground-based 
measurements, using Dobson and Brewer spectrometers, provide the longest data 
records available since 1960s (Fioletov et al., 2002, 2008; Hendrick et al., 2011). 
However, observations are sparse and biased toward the Northern Hemisphere (NH) – 
i.e. fewer data records exist in the SH, with best coverage over North America, 
Europe and Japan (WMO, 2014).  
Satellite records are available since the late 1970s (i.e. sparse and more 
uncertain observations in the early 1970s), providing near-global and continuous 
coverage (e.g. Stolarski and Frith, 2006; Weber et al., 2011). Because the lifetime of 
satellite instruments – such as the Solar Backscatter Ultraviolet (SBUV) – is limited 
(e.g. drifts), long-term records require merging and homogenisation to overcome 
differences between instruments, local time measurements, vertical and temporal 
resolution, and coordinate systems (e.g. pressure- or altitude-based system) (e.g. 
Bodeker et al., 2005, 2013).  
 Ozone profiles – vertically resolved measurements – are also available from 
ground-based stations (i.e. balloon-borne ozonesondes) and satellites (limb- and nadir-
viewing instruments). While the ground-based network station provides high vertical 
resolution profiles (~ 100 m) since the 1970s, they reach as high as the middle 
stratosphere (~ 33 km) (e.g. Thompson et al., 2012). Recent activities have merged 
and homogenised various satellite instruments – e.g. the Stratospheric Aerosol and 
Gas Experiment instruments (SAGE I and II), HALogen Occultation Experiment 
(HALOE), and Microwave Limb Sounder (MLS) – to provide a gap free record since 
the early 1980s, which cover the upper troposphere to the upper stratosphere             
(~ 1–300 hPa) with a coarser resolution (e.g. Davis et al., 2016). 
 
Photochemistry 
An oxygen only theory of the formation and destruction of ozone was first proposed 
by Chapman (1930). The production of stratospheric ozone is initiated by the 









where hν is a photon, and λ represents wavelength. The resultant oxygen atom (O) 
reacts very rapidly with O2 to form ozone (O3), !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!O+ O! +M!!! → !!!O! + !M∗!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!(2.2) 
where M is a third body (N2 or O2), which dissipates energy from the collision. 
Photolysis of O3 is also rapid, !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!O! + hν! λ < 320!nm !!!→ !!!O+ !O!.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!(2.3) 
As commented above, the absorption of ultraviolet radiation by O3 (reaction 
2.3) determines the thermal structure of the stratosphere (positive gradient with 
altitude). Chapman pointed out that O3 and O are in photochemical equilibrium (rapid 




interchange between one another, reactions 2.2–2.3). Therefore, it is useful to consider 
the sum of O3 and O together as an “odd oxygen family” (Ox), because the latter is 
produced or destroyed much more slowly. Note that in the stratosphere O3 largely 
dominates the partitioning of the Ox family. This concept allows to distinguish 
between net production or loss of O3 over time.  
A very small fraction of the Ox family (via O3 and O interaction) produces O2, 
resulting in this case in a net loss of O3, !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!O+ O! !!!→ !!!2O!.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!(2.4) 
 
2.1.2. Stratospheric ozone chemistry 
Gas-phase ozone loss 
However, stratospheric ozone loss via the Ox family interaction (reaction 2.4) is not 
able to explain alone observed ozone abundances. Further research demonstrated that 
stratospheric ozone is also destroyed by hydrogen (Bates and Nicolet, 1950), and 
nitrogen oxide chemistry (Crutzen, 1970). Active (great reactivity) species of 
hydrogen (H + OH + HO2; HOx) and nitrogen (NO + NO2; NOx) are involved in 
catalytic cycles that destroy ozone. In other words, HOx and NOx species are 
regenerated after destroying ozone. The general form of the catalytic cycles is: !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!XO+ O!!! → !!!X+ !O!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!(2.5) !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!X!+ O! !!→ !!!XO+ !O!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!(2.6) Cycle!1;net:!!!O!+ O! !!→ !!!2O!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
where the “X” refers to reactive hydrogen, nitrogen, and halogen elements (X = H, 
OH, NO, Cl, Br) – chlorine is particularly important for this cycle, and is further 
discussed below. In addition, reactions between HOx and O compete with ozone 
production, making it less effective. While anthropogenic perturbations to levels of 
stratospheric hydrogen (e.g. via emissions of methane, CH4, and increased water 
vapour, H2O, concentrations) and nitrogen oxides (e.g. via emissions of nitrous oxide, 
N2O) may result in enhanced ozone loss, observed depletion in recent decades is 
primarily due to halogen-related chemistry (e.g. WMO, 2014).  
 The important halogen elements are chlorine, bromine and iodine. While, 
fluorine shows very low catalytic efficiency destroying ozone, as it rapidly reacts with 
methane to form a stable hydrogen fluoride (HF) reservoir (Stolarski et al., 1975), 




significantly ozone in the troposphere (e.g. Butz et al., 2009). Of particular importance 
for ozone chemistry are chlorine and bromine (e.g. due to their abundance and 
catalytic chemistry), therefore halogen chemistry will be referred to them herein.  
 Although chlorine chemistry has a long history, it was not shown until the 
early 1970s, that chlorine could destroy ozone in a catalytic cycle (Stolarski and 
Cicerone, 1974). It was also realized that anthropogenic emissions of 
chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) were perturbing natural abundances of chlorine in the 
atmosphere, and that they could reside very long periods (i.e. removal is only via 
breakup by ultraviolet radiation in the stratosphere) (Molina and Rowland, 1974). 
Today it is well established that chlorine (Molina and Molina, 1987) and bromine 
(McElroy et al., 1986; Tung et al., 1986) can destroy ozone in catalytic cycles (e.g. 
such as cycle 1). 
 The above catalytic ozone loss cycle 1 is effective when oxygen atoms are 
available. Because the abundance of oxygen atoms increases with height by the photo-
dissociation of oxygen and ozone molecules (i.e. higher intensity of ultraviolet 
radiation), the cycle 1 is the dominant catalytic ozone loss cycle in the upper 
stratosphere – peaking ~ 40 km. However, chlorine and bromine can also destroy 
ozone interacting with other chemical families (e.g. HOx and NOx). Ozone destruction 
can occur via chlorine (Johnson et al., 1995; Kovalenko et al., 2007) and bromine 
(Poulet et al., 1992) monoxides interacting with HOx, !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!O! + OH! → !!!HO! + !O!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!(2.7) !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!XO!+ HO! !!!→ !!!HOX!+ !O!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!(2.8) !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!HOX!+ hν!!! → !!!X!+ !OH!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!(2.9) !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!O! + X!!! → !!!XO+ !O!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!(2.10) !!!!Cycle!2;net:!!!!!!!!!2O! !!→ !!!3O!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 




where XONO2 (i.e. ClONO2 or BrONO2) represent halogen “reservoirs” (non-ozone 
destroying species), where X in cycles 2 and 3 refers to halogen atoms. In addition, 
chlorine can also reacts with nitrogen as follows, !!!!!O! + hν! λ < 320!nm !!!→ !!!O+ !O!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!(2.3) !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!O!+ !NO! !!!→ !!!NO+ !O!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!(2.15) !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!NO!+ !ClO!!! → !!!NO! + Cl!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!(2.16) !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!O! + Cl!!! → !!!ClO+ !O!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!(2.10a) Cycle!4;net:!!!!!!!!!2O! !!→ !!!3O!.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
 
The Antarctic ozone hole and heterogeneous halogen chemistry 
Although the above gas-phase catalytic cycles can significantly destroy ozone, the 
large reduction in total ozone reported over Antarctica during austral spring (ozone 
hole) in 1985 (Farman et al., 1985; Komhyr et al., 1986; Stolarski et al., 1986) was not 
expected. It was proposed that very high concentrations of reactive chlorine could 
occur in the presence of polar stratospheric clouds (PSCs) – via heterogeneous 
reactions (Solomon et al., 1986). Under high concentrations of reactive chlorine 
(ClOx), ozone can be depleted without the presence of oxygen atoms (Molina and 
Molina, 1987), !!!!!ClO+ ClO!!! → !!!ClOOCl!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!(2.17) !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!ClOOCl!+ hν!!! → !!!Cl+ !ClOO!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!(2.18) !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!ClOO!+ !M!!! → !!!Cl+ O! +M!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!(2.19) !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!2[Cl+ !O! !!!→ !!!ClO+ !O!]!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!(2.10a) Cycle!5;net:!!!!!!!!!2O! !!→ !!!3O!.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
The ClO dimer cycle (cycle 5; photolysis of Cl2O2 produces atomic chlorine) 
contributes to ~ 75 % in the formation of the Antarctic ozone hole. Interactions 
between ClO and BrO in catalytic chemistry also contribute to ~ 20 % to the formation 




 High concentrations of reactive chlorine and bromine, and therefore ozone loss 
via cycles 5 and 6, can only occur in the presence of PSCs. Here, a brief description of 
their composition and important heterogeneous halogen activation is provided – see 
Solomon (1999) for an in-depth review. PSCs are generally classified in two major 
groups: Type I (nitric acid, HNO3, containing PSCs); and Type II (ice PSCs) (Biele et 
al., 2001). Type I can also be separated into Type Ia and Type Ib subclasses. PSCs 
Type Ia are composed by solid and liquid particles of nitric acid trihydrate (NAT), and 
can form at temperatures well above the frost point, the so-called NAT-temperature 
(TNAT ≈ 195 K). Type Ib clouds (liquid PSCs) form at temperatures below the dew 
point of HNO3 (Tdew ≈ 192 K). At those temperatures, binary aerosols droplets of 
sulfuric acid (H2SO4) and H2O take up HNO3 to form supercooled ternary solution 
droplets (STS). Ice PSCs (Type II) are less frequent, as they form only below the frost 
point (Tice ≈ 188 K). PSCs Type I, however, are of especial interest for polar ozone 
depletion since they can form at higher temperatures than ice PSCs (~ 7 K) and limit 
the abundance of nitrogen oxide available to form halogen reservoir species                
– i.e. formation of HNO3 and irreversible denitrification of the stratosphere by 
sedimentation of large solid particles (Crutzen and Arnold, 1986; Toon et al., 1986). A 
number of heterogeneous reactions have been demonstrated to be important for polar 
halogen activation, such as: !!!!!!!!HCl!+ !ClONO! !!→ !!!HNO! + !Cl!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!(2.22) !!!!!!!N!O! + H!O!!! → !!!HNO!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!(2.23) !!!!!!!!ClONO! !+ !H!O!!! → !!!HNO! + !HOCl!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!(2.24) !!!!!!!!HCl!+ !OHCl!!! → !!!H!O+ !Cl!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!(2.25) !!!!!!!!BrONO! !+ !H!O!!! → !!!HNO! + !HOBr!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!(2.26) !!!!!!!!HCl!+ !BrONO! !!→ !!!HNO! + !BrCl!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!(2.27) !!!!!!!!HCl!+ !OHBr!! → !!!H!O+ !BrCl!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!(2.28) 
 
Chlorine and bromine partitioning 
Halogen source gases (organic halogens such as CFCs, halons and 
hydrochlorofluorocarbons, HCFCs; further discussed below) enter the stratosphere 
through the tropopause – boundary layer that ‘separates’ the troposphere and the 
stratosphere – mainly in the tropics. High–energy ultraviolet radiation breaks up the 
halogen source gases releasing reactive atomic halogens (Cl and Br), which increases 




(2003) and Wayne et al. (1995) for a detailed discussion. However, chlorine and 
bromine show a rather different reactivity with reactive species, particularly with 
methane. This reactivity ultimately determines the partitioning between active 
(reactive) and inactive (reservoir) species of the total inorganic chlorine and bromine, 
Cly and Bry respectively (Sander et al., 2006, 2009). While chlorine atoms react with 
methane to form hydrogen chlorine (HCl) reservoir species (Stolarski and Cicerone, 
1974), bromine is less tightly bounded (Wofsy et al., 1975; Yung et al., 1980). 
Chlorine and bromine atoms show similar reactivity with ozone, forming halogen 
monoxide (XO). Halogen monoxides, in turn, react at similar rates with NO2 to form 
reservoirs of halogen nitrates (XONO2). Although halogen nitrates photolyse to 
reform halogen monoxides, BrONO2 is more photolabile than ClONO2 (Lary, 1996). 
Therefore, Cly is found mainly in reservoir species (HCl and ClONO2), and Bry is 
skewed towards the reactive oxide (BrO) under sunlight conditions – i.e. at night it 
will be primarily found in reservoir species. Although bromine shows ~ 60 times 
higher efficiency than chlorine destroying ozone, the latter is ~ 160 times more 
abundant in the stratosphere and the dominant driver of ozone loss in present-day 
atmospheric conditions (e.g. Chipperfield and Pyle, 1998; WMO, 2014).  
 
Stratospheric ozone chemistry regimes 
Different chemical regimes exist in the upper and lower stratosphere controlling 
stratospheric ozone. In the upper stratosphere ozone is in photochemical equilibrium – 
very short-lived in the order of seconds to minutes (Chapman, 1930). Therefore, its 
abundance is controlled by the balance between photochemical production 
(Chapman’s photochemistry) and gas-phase catalytic ozone loss (cycle 1) (Bates and 
Nicolet, 1950; Crutzen, 1970; Molina and Rowland, 1974; Stolarski et al., 1975). 
However, ozone lifetime significantly increases in the lower stratosphere (in the order 
of few months or longer) (Sankey and Shepherd, 2003). Because transport processes 
are of a similar time scale compared to photochemistry, dynamics largely influences 
ozone abundances in this region (e.g. Shepherd, 2008).  
 From a photochemistry point of view and to understand the relative 
importance of different catalytic ozone loss cycles, it is important to bear in mind that 
photochemistry ozone rates increase with altitude – production and loss along with 
atomic oxygen (e.g. Crutzen et al., 1995; Grenfell et al., 2006). In the lowermost 




oxygen atoms are limited). In the lower and middle stratosphere (~ 25–40 km), NOx-
catalysed chemistry largely determines gas-phase ozone loss via cycles 1 and 3           
– photo-dissociation of N2O releases reactive NOx. Ozone loss is primarily controlled 
by HOx-catalysed chemistry via cycle 1 above ~ 45 km, where atomic oxygen is 
relatively abundant. Although gas-phase halogen-induced ozone loss is not a dominant 
process (i.e. a maximum is found around 40 km via cycle 1), heterogeneous halogen 
chemistry (cycles 5 and 6) drives localised largest total ozone losses in the polar lower 
stratosphere during springtime (e.g. Solomon, 1999). 
 
Source gases affecting stratospheric ozone 
Substances that affect stratospheric ozone can have natural and anthropogenic sources. 
International efforts routinely monitor these substances and provide very detailed 
reports, including past changes, recent trends, detection and attribution to ozone 
changes and ‘expected’ future abundances according to current regulations (see 
WMO, 2014; and references therein for the most recent update). Thus, this section 
only presents a brief overview of the most important source gases for stratospheric 
ozone chemistry. 
 The atmospheric composition of trace gases has been perturbed by human 
activities. Intense emissions of ODSs such as CFCs (e.g. CFC-11, CFC-12, CFC-113) 
and halons (e.g. halon-1202, halon-1211, halon-1301, halon-2402) in the late 20th 
century have largely driven the observed decreased of stratospheric ozone (Solomon 
et al., 1986; deZafra et al., 1987; Anderson et al., 1989). The Montreal Protocol 
(1987) and its Amendments and Adjustments was agreed to limit the emissions of 
ODSs (note that it continues to be reviewed and adjusted if recommended). As a 
result, the total combined anthropogenic ODSs abundance in the troposphere peaked 
in 1994 and declined since by about 10 % in 2012 compared to its peak levels (i.e. 
total organic chlorine and bromine abundances from controlled ODSs in 2012 are 
3300 pptv and 15.2 ± 0.2 pptv respectively) (WMO, 2014). Although the overall 
production of many ODSs has decreased – e.g. HCFCs continue to grow due to their 
temporary use as substitutes of the more ‘damaging’ CFCs, their abundance in the 
atmosphere respond with a delay and at different time scales (Ko et al., 2013). This is 
the result of both large emissions from banks or reservoirs (equipment in use) and 





 To put natural sources in context, they contribute to ~ 16 % of the total 
stratospheric inorganic chlorine (e.g. methyl chloride, CH3-Cl), and about half to the 
total inorganic bromine in the stratosphere, which is likely to come from methyl 
bromide (CH3-Br) and very short-lived brominated substances – i.e. these are difficult 
to estimate due to their lifetimes are less than 6 months (e.g. Hossaini et al., 2012; 
2013).  
 Other non-halogenated substances, such as methane and nitrous oxide, can 
impact stratospheric ozone significantly and have both natural and anthropogenic 
sources. Methane plays various roles in stratospheric ozone chemistry and its 
concentration has more than doubled since pre-industrial times due to human activities 
(i.e. 1808 ppbv in 2012) (Hartmann et al., 2013). Increased concentrations of methane 
results in a total stratospheric ozone increased due to smog-like chemistry and reduced 
abundance of ClOx – i.e. controlling the partitioning of active and inactive chlorine 
species –, which is partially offset by ozone reductions in the upper stratosphere due 
to enhanced HOx-catalysed loss (e.g. Randeniya et al., 2002; Revell et al., 2012).  
In the early 1970s, it was noticed that NOx – emitted by supersonic aircrafts – 
can destroy stratospheric ozone (Crutzen, 1970; Johnston, 1971). The photochemical 
degradation of N2O results in N2, O2 and a small fraction of nitrogen oxides            
(i.e. ~ 10 % of NOx). The latter directly destroys stratospheric ozone (Ravishankara et 
al., 2009; Portmann et al., 2012). N2O atmospheric levels have increased ~ 20 % since 
the pre-industrial period and is currently the most important single substance emitted 
to the atmosphere affecting stratospheric ozone. Nevertheless, methane and N2O 
contributions to stratospheric ozone changes in the recent past (last three decades) are 
estimated to be small (WMO, 2011). 
 
2.1.3. Stratospheric dynamics 
Photochemical production and destruction (Chapman and catalytic chemistry), and 
dynamics (transport) determine the distribution of ozone in the stratosphere. This 
section describes the important features governing stratospheric circulation. Detailed 
description and discussion can be found in Baldwin et al. (2001), Dameris and 
Baldwin (2011), and Butchart (2014) and references therein. 
 The global mean mass transport of air in the stratosphere is characterised by 




motion before descending at mid- and high latitudes (stratospheric air returns to the 
troposphere) (e.g. Butchart, 2014). The global meridional circulation was described by 
Alan Brewer (1949) and Gordon Dobson (1929; 1956) to explain distributions of 
water vapour and ozone respectively, and it is referred to as the “Brewer-Dobson 
circulation” (BDC). The term BDC is used to describe the overall overturning 
circulation in the stratosphere (Holton et al., 1995), but has no formal definition as 
different physical models can describe it – e.g. the Transform Eulerian Mean, TEM, 
describes the residual mean circulation (Andrews et al., 1987). The stratosphere-
troposphere exchange (STE) is largely determined by the BDC (e.g. Shepherd, 2008; 
Li et al., 2009). 
 The poleward mean motion of air in the middle and upper stratosphere            
– during the winter hemisphere – is driven by planetary-scale Rossby waves (wave 
lengths in the order of thousand km), mechanism generally known as the “extra-
tropical pump” or “Rossby-wave pump” (Holton et al., 1995; Plumb, 2002; Young et 
al., 2011). These stationary or quasi-stationary waves are the result of the combined 
effects of large-scale orography (e.g. Himalaya, Rocky Mountains, Andes), equator-
to-pole temperature gradient and the Coriolis force – i.e. inertial force in response to 
the rotation of the Earth. They propagate from the troposphere upwards, and can 
dissipate throughout the stratosphere up to the lower mesosphere (<100 km), 
depositing momentum or wave drag. Drag from dissipating waves always deposits 
easterly momentum – decelerating stratospheric westerly winds –, and as a 
consequence a small poleward flow balances the angular momentum, which 
ultimately drives the residual mean circulation (Andrews et al., 1987).  
The BDC is usually split in a shallow branch, controlling the lower 
stratosphere region all year around, and a deep branch controlling the middle and 
upper stratosphere during the winter hemisphere (Birner and Bonish, 2011). In 
addition, the stirring of air – two-way mixing – by planetary-scale Rossby waves 
during the winter hemisphere at mid-latitudes (between the polar and subtropical 
barriers, “surf zone”) results in a rapid isentropic (adiabatic) transport compared to the 
residual mean circulation. Two-way isentropic mixing of air also occurs all year 
around in the subtropical lower stratosphere (i.e. also important for STE). Therefore, 
the transport of air in the stratosphere can be described by the relatively slow residual 
mean circulation (i.e. controlling the vertical motion) and rapid isentropic two-way 




 Another important driver of interannual variability is the quasi-biennial 
oscillation (QBO), which controls the variability of the tropical stratospheric zonal 
winds between ~ 16 to 50 km (~ 1–100 hPa). The QBO can be thought to consist in 
downward propagating easterly and westerly winds, with a mean period of                  
~ 28 months (22–34 month range) (Baldwin et al., 2001). Interestingly, large-scale 
equatorial waves driving this phenomenon show periodicities that are unrelated to the 
mean oscillation of the QBO (Baldwin et al., 2001). Easterlies are usually stronger    
(~ 35 m s−1) than the westerlies counterpart (~ 20 m s−1), with a maximum peaking 
around 20 hPa (Baldwin and Gray, 2005). Although constrained to the tropics, the 
QBO affects the extra-tropical circulation and temperature gradient in the stratosphere 
by modulating waves propagation (Baldwin et al., 2001).  
 Figure 2.2 presents dynamics in the stratosphere modulating the distribution of 
chemical constituents such as ozone. In the middle and upper stratosphere (>30 km), 
the impact of transport processes is limited, where ozone is in photochemical 
equilibrium (WMO, 2014). However, the transition region between the upper 
stratosphere (chemically controlled) and the lowermost stratosphere (dynamically 
controlled) is important for transport of ozone (e.g. Solomon et al., 1985). Due to the 
mean stratospheric mass transport (see above), ozone is transported from lower to 
higher latitudes and accumulated at seasonal time scale in the lower stratosphere (e.g. 
Fortuin and Kelder, 1998). Thus, total column ozone is greater at mid- and high 
latitudes compared to the tropics.  
 Although long-term changes in the BDC, for example, due to climate change 
are surrounded by large uncertainties (e.g. Engel et al., 2009; Hardiman et al., 2014), 
these can have important consequences for ozone distribution and abundances in the 
stratosphere and the troposphere. 
 
2.1.4. Past changes and variability in stratospheric ozone 
To explore past changes and trends in stratospheric ozone there are available a number 
of observational data and re-analysis data sets (WMO, 2014; Fujiwara et al., 2017), 










Global ozone changes 
Near-global stratospheric ozone is usually referred to the extra-polar regions      
(60ºN–60ºS) (e.g. WMO, 2014), and this section uses the term to global stratospheric 
ozone for simplicity. Because largest changes observed in global ozone since 1979 
(satellite era) occur in mid-latitudes (35º–60º N/S) compared to the almost unchanged 
tropical region (20ºN–20ºS) (e.g. WMO, 2014), the following discussion gives special 
consideration to the first. Changes in mid-latitude ozone are the result of a complex 
interaction between various factors, particularly due to changes in dynamics from the 
tropical source region (e.g. transport of relatively ozone-rich air), changes in the 
isentropic horizontal mixing of air with polar regions (e.g. potentially ozone-depleted 
mass air along with higher levels of activated halogens), and in-situ changes in 
catalysed ozone loss.  
 According with the last WMO 2014 report (2014) and based on various 
observational data sets, present-day (2008–2013) annual mean global total column 
ozone is ~ 2 % lower than 1960–1980 levels, but ~ 0.5 % higher since the previous 
Figure 2.2. Illustration of the Brewer-Dobson circulation along with the 




WMO 2010 report (2011). Observed global total column ozone shows a positive trend 
of 1 ± 1.7 % between 2000 and 2013, though not significant at the 95 % confidence 
interval (i.e. substantial disagreement on the significance of the trend is found 
between the data sets) (WMO, 2014). On the vertical profile of ozone, largest changes 
are typically observed in the upper stratosphere (chemically controlled) and a 
secondary peak in the lower stratosphere (both chemical and dynamical processes can 
affect ozone changes). Since 2000, ozone concentrations show significant increases in 
the upper stratosphere (~ 3 % dec−1 and 2 % dec−1 in the mid-latitudes and the tropics 
respectively), and positive but not significant trend in the lower stratosphere (i.e. 
region that dominates total column ozone due to larger ozone densities).  
 A number of natural factors affect global stratospheric ozone variability and 
have to be taken into account to understand long-term changes, which are largely 
dominated by anthropogenic emissions of ODSs (WMO, 2014). Natural variability 
operates at different time scales. Internally generated variability, for example, can 
affect global ozone at intra-annual (i.e. the annual cycle is largely associated with 
seasonal variability of the BDC) and inter-annual (e.g. the QBO and El Niño/Southern 
Oscillation, ENSO) time scales (WMO, 2007; Hood and Zaff, 1995). Externally 
forced natural variability can also significantly affect global ozone. The 11-year solar 
cycle has been shown to modulate total column ozone globally by about 3 % between 
solar maximum and solar minimum (e.g. WMO, 2007, 2011), with a maximum peak 
of ~ 4 % in the upper stratosphere and a secondary peak in the lower stratosphere of   
~ 2 % (Soukharev and Hood, 2006; Randel and Wu, 2006). Global ozone variability 
associated with the 11-year solar cycle is likely due to changes in the BDC (Hood and 
Soukharev, 2012), though the mechanism is not fully understood (Gray et al., 2010). 
Volcanic eruptions can significantly enhance stratospheric sulfate aerosols, which 
impact global ozone levels directly via heterogeneous loss chemistry and indirectly 
due to changes in temperature and transport (e.g. Solomon et al., 1996; WMO, 1999). 
Recent major volcanic eruptions, El Chichón in 1982 and Mt. Pinatubo in 1991, 
resulted in approximately two orders of magnitude in stratospheric aerosol optical 
depth and a global reduction in total column ozone of ~ 2 % (maximum of 5 %) in the 
next few years (WMO, 1999).  
 In addition, chemical and radiative feedbacks (e.g. effect of temperature in 
ozone chemistry) and associated non-linearities (e.g. Eyring et al., 2010b, 2013a; 




recovery from ODS-induced chemistry (WMO, 2014). Although the first signs of 
global ozone recovery have already emerged, a clear separation of chemically-induced 
ozone recovery (i.e. due to ODSs) from the large natural variability is still difficult 
(WMO, 2014; Chipperfield et al., 2017). 
 
Polar ozone changes 
Dynamical features during winter in polar regions have played a key role in recent 
observed stratospheric ozone changes, particularly in the NH (WMO, 2014). The 
stratospheric polar vortex is a relatively isolated area of low pressure and cold air over 
the Earth’s poles during the winter hemisphere (caused by the lack of solar heating) 
(e.g. Farman, 1977). This cold air results in a sharp temperature gradient between high 
and middle latitudes, edged by polar night jet (e.g. strong east-west zonal air) (e.g. 
Solomon, 1999). In the SH, the polar vortex is relatively strong and well-isolated        
– centered over the pole surrounding Antarctica – with minimum temperatures as cold 
as ~ 185 K. On the other hand, the Arctic vortex is more disturbed due to large-scale 
land-ocean masses lead to more active tropospheric meteorology and planetary-
Rossby waves. This results in a relatively warmer, more variable (weaker), and less 
persistent Arctic vortex (e.g. IPCC, 2007; Solomon et al., 2014). The structural 
difference between the NH and the SH polar vortex determines the conditions at 
which heterogeneous ozone loss chemistry can occur, leading to significantly different 
ozone changes in recent decades as halogen loadings increased (e.g. Rienecker et al., 
2011). 
 Over the Antarctic, total column ozone decreased by over 50 % in October 
between the 1960s and the mid-1990s (WMO, 2011). Historical minimum levels were 
observed around 1993–1995, and since then remained fairly constant. While minimum 
total column ozone in October are ~ 100 DU, ozone is virtually destroyed between  
15–20 km (WMO, 2011). Observationally-based multivariate regression analyses and 
studies combining observations and model experiments have argued that the first 
fingerprints of the Antarctic ozone hole “healing” (i.e. chemically-driven due to 
reductions in ODS levels) are already seen (Salby et al., 2011, 2012; Kuttippurath et 
al., 2013; Shepherd et al., 2014; Solomon et al., 2016). 
 Over the Arctic, significantly less ozone loss is observed compared to its 
Antarctic counterpart. The presence of PSCs is more limited in abundance and time 




sunlight exposure of halogenated active air is reduced (vortex displacements and 
asymmetry) (WMO, 2014). The large variability in the Arctic vortex results in boreal 
springs with negligible ozone losses, and springs with relatively large ozone losses of 
~ 30 % in total column ozone and up to ~ 70 % in ozone volume mixing ratios in 
specific regions (WMO, 2011, 2014). 
 
2.2. The troposphere and the climate system 
To understand the dynamical, chemical and radiative coupling between the 
stratosphere and the troposphere, a description of the important features governing the 
observed changes in tropospheric climate and composition is needed. Ozone in the 
troposphere is a short-lived trace gas that plays an important role in the Earth’s 
radiative balance and atmospheric composition. This section presents a general 
overview of changes in the climate system during the ‘Industrial Era’ and their likely 
causes; then, the radiative forcing concept as a measure of energy perturbation of the 
Earth system is addressed; finally, this section also presents a short review on the 
tropospheric ozone budget. 
 
2.2.1. Past changes in the climate system 
Instrumental observations of the climate system, as discussed above, are based on 
ground-based stations (e.g. using direct physical and biogeochemical techniques) and 
satellites (e.g. using remote sensing techniques), and extend back to ~ 1850s 
(Hartmann et al., 2013). Paleoclimate reconstructions, such as tree rings and ice cores, 
provide useful information of past climates back hundreds to million of years (e.g. 
Hansen et al., 2008; Mann, 2011), allowing to assess more recent changes in the 
context of natural climate variability. Numerical models that represent the climate 
system (e.g. climate models typically include physical laws and different degree of 
chemistry and biology representation) are important means to, for example, 
understand causality of past changes – detection and attribution experiments – and 
explore future changes under given conditions (e.g. future climate emission 
scenarios). This section relies on observed and modelled temperature changes and 
radiative budgets – based on atmospheric composition changes – to provide an overall 
picture and understanding of the climate system and its recent changes over the 




changes in the climate system – including multiple lines of evidence such as changes 
in precipitation, winds, sea level, cryosphere – and current understanding is provided 
in the latest Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change 
(IPCC, 2013). 
 The global mean surface temperature (GMST) during the instrumental record 
period (1880–2012), which combines land and ocean data using three independent 
data sets (Hansen et al., 2010; Morice et al., 2012; Vose et al., 2012), has increased 
0.85 (0.65–1.06) ºC (IPCC, 2013). The assessment of temperature changes in the free 
troposphere and stratosphere can be made using radiosonde and satellite products, 
however, is more difficult (i.e. revisions and versions of the data sets along with their 
intrinsic data uncertainties). Despite larger uncertainty on the trends between 
radiosonde and satellite data sets (Christy et al., 2003; Free et al., 2005; Mears and 
Wentz, 2009; Zou and Wang, 2011; Haimberger et al., 2012), the global troposphere 
has warmed and the stratosphere has cooled during the 2nd half of the 20th century 
(IPCC, 2013). 
 The Earth’s energy budget is briefly introduced here to understand the possible 
causes of the relatively rapid and sustain warming of the troposphere in the last 
decades (e.g. Trenberth et al., 2009). The climate system of the Earth is fueled by an 
average incoming solar radiation (i.e. shortwave radiation, SWR) of 1361 Wm−2 
(Kopp and Lean, 2011). The Earth’s surface, clouds, gases and aerosols absorb about 
70 % of the SWR, and the remaining 30 % is reflected back to space (albedo). As the 
surface of the Earth warms, it emits outgoing energy mostly in the infrared spectrum 
(i.e. longwave radiation, LWR). A large fraction of the LWR is absorbed by a number 
of gases in the atmosphere – H2O, CO2, CH4, N2O, O3 and other greenhouse gases 
(GHGs) – and clouds, which ultimately results in an ‘extra’ warming of the lower 
layers of the atmosphere, the so-called greenhouse effect. Therefore, observationally 
derived small and positive imbalance in the Earth’s radiative budget (Murphy et al., 
2009; Trenberth et al., 2009; Hansen et al., 2011), may result from changes in the 
incoming solar radiation or changes in the outgoing radiation (SWR and LWR).  
 Solar radiation is the only external natural forcing that shows small increase 
over the pre-industrial period, but also a small decrease during the satellite era (1986–
2008) when largest GMST increases are observed (Klopp and Lean, 2011). Hence, 
solar forcing is not consistent with the magnitude of the warming in the troposphere 




variability to the GMST over the 1951–2010 period has been assessed to be small 
(−0.1 ºC to 0.1 ºC) (Bindoff et al., 2013). Moreover, climate model simulations driven 
only by natural forcing and internal climate variability show that simulated GMST 
anomalies since ~ 1950s are largely inconsistent with those observed (e.g. Jones et al., 
2013; Knutson et al., 2013). 
Changes in the atmospheric composition – e.g. CO2, CH4, N2O – since the pre-
industrial period (1750), associated with the rapid development of human activities, is 
consistent with the observed small positive imbalance in the Earth’s radiative budget 
(Murphy et al., 2009; Trenberth et al., 2009; Hansen et al., 2011). Simulated GMST 
anomalies by climate model simulations, which included both anthropogenic (e.g. 
increasing concentration of GHGs) and natural forcing, are consistent with 
observationally derived GMST (e.g. Gillett et al., 2012, 2013; Knutson et al., 2013). 
The observed GMST increase over the 1951–2010 period has been largely attributed  
– over 50 % of the change – to increases in GHGs concentrations (Bindoff et al., 
2013), and is consistent with the former IPCC Forth Assessment Report (IPCC, 2007; 
Hegerl et al., 2007). 
 
2.2.2. Radiative forcing 
Radiative forcing is a valuable metric to understand and measure the contribution of 
individual agents or drivers to climate change (i.e. typically assessing the influence on 
the GMST). This section introduces the main concepts that form the backdrop to 
ozone radiative forcing addressed in subsequent chapters. Broadly speaking, radiative 
forcing (RF) is the net imbalance or change in the Earth’s radiative budget due to an 
imposed perturbation (e.g. change in atmospheric concentration of a radiatively active 
gas). However, there are different ‘flavours’ on the precise definition, with their 
advantages and limitations. RF is defined here as the net change in downward 
radiation flux (between incoming SWR and outgoing LWR) at the tropopause, after 
stratospheric temperatures adjust to radiative equilibrium, while other variables are 
held fixed to the unperturbed state (e.g. tropospheric temperature, clouds and water 
vapour) (Myhre et al., 2013). The RF discussed in this section refers to the 1750–2011 
period, unless otherwise specified. While the RF concept is a very useful metric for 
climate forcers such as well-mixed GHGs (WMGHGs) and ozone to characterise the 




significantly influence other tropospheric state variables (e.g. clouds and snow-ice 
cover). Effective radiative forcing (ERF) is used to measure the net change in 
radiative flux at the top of the atmosphere, after allowing rapid adjustments on 
atmospheric variables (troposphere and stratosphere), while holding GMST fixed at 
unperturbed values (Myhre et al., 2013). RF and ERF for CO2, tropospheric ozone and 
solar irradiance perturbations show negligible differences, and fairly similar values for 
CH4, N2O and stratospheric ozone perturbations (Hansen et al., 2005; Shindell et al., 
2013b), although a better characterisation of the climate response due to, for example, 
black carbon is provided by the ERF (Bond et al., 2013). 
 Solar radiation and volcanic eruptions are the main natural external forcing to 
the climate system, although the latter can only contribute to a net decrease in the 
Earth’s radiative balance. The overall contribution of the solar forcing over the 
Industrial Era has been estimated to be small but positive (0.08–0.18 W m−2), and yet 
a better constrained estimate (via satellite measurements) between two minimums in 
1986 and 2008 has shown a small negative forcing (−0.04–0.00 Wm−2) (Klopp and 
Lean, 2011). RF that results from volcanic eruptions is well characterised (Myhre et 
al., 2013), being largely the result of sulfate aerosol precursors injected into the 
atmosphere (i.e. emissions of mineral dust and CO2 are considered to have a 
negligible effect on climate). After Mt. Pinatubo eruption (1991), causing a large 
negative forcing of ~ 3.0 W m−2 the year following the eruption (Forster et al., 2007), 
several minor volcanic eruptions over the 2008–2011 period (Nagai et al., 2010; 
Vernier et al., 2011; Neely et al., 2013) have resulted in approximately                 
−0.11 (−0.15 to −0.08) W m−2 (Myhre et al., 2013). 
 Figure 2.3 shows RF of important GHGs contributing to climate change. 
Human activities have led to profound atmospheric composition changes. Direct 
emissions of WMGHGs (CO2, CH4, N2O and halocarbons) have increased their 
concentration over the Industrial Era. WMGHGs concentrations, using direct 
measurements and ice-core, and their radiative properties are well constrained 
(Hartmann et al., 2013). The estimated total RF due to WMGHGs is                       
2.83 (2.54–3.12) Wm−2 (Myhre et al., 2013). CO2, CH4 and N2O are responsible for 
approximately 65 %, 17 % and 6 % respectively of the total WMGHGs forcing, 
whereas halocarbons account for the remaining ~ 22 % (Myhre et al., 2013). Ozone 









stratosphere – as a consequence of human activity (i.e. indirectly via atmospheric 
chemistry), which is largely associated to ozone precursor and ODS emissions  (e.g. 
Young et al., 2013a; Iglesias-Suarez et al., 2016; Chapter 3 of this thesis). The total 
RF associated with ozone is 0.35 (0.15–0.55) W m−2, which results from the interplay 
between tropospheric – 0.40 (0.20–0.60) W m−2 – and the stratospheric                       
– −0.05 (−0.15–0.05) W m−2 – forcing (Myhre et al., 2013). The stratospheric water 
vapour RF, resulting from CH4 oxidation, is 0.07 (0.02–0.12) W m−2 (Myhre et al., 
2013). Other human activities have somewhat offset the above RF. For example, 
changes in aerosols concentrations have led to an uncertain but negative ERF of    
−0.9 (−0.25 to −0.05) W m−2, and a RF of −0.15 (−0.25 to −0.05) W m−2 due to 
changes in land use (e.g. deforestation) (Myhre et al., 2013). 
Figure 2.3. Radiative forcing of major greenhouse gases contributing to climate 





In the troposphere, ozone is a trace gas with important consequences for the Earth’s 
energy balance, the oxidising capacity of the atmosphere and air pollution. This 
section discusses main processes – sources and sinks – determining tropospheric 
ozone abundances and historical changes. 
 Tropospheric ozone chemistry has received much attention since the 2nd half of 
the 20th century and its production, loss and distribution are relatively well understood 
(e.g. Crutzen, 1974, 1979; Sillman, 1999; Atkinson, 2000; Fishman, 2003; Monks et 
al., 2015). The tropospheric ozone budget is typically characterised by in-situ ozone 
chemistry (photochemical production and destruction) (e.g. Haagen-Smit, 1952; 
Crutzen, 1974, 1979; Jenkin and Clemitshaws, 2000), influx from the stratosphere 
(stratosphere-troposphere exchange) (Danielsen and Mohnen, 1977; Logan, 1985; 
Holton et al., 1995) and removal via dry deposition (Wesley and Hicks, 2000; 
Hardacre et al., 2015). Despite climate models show a reasonable good representation 
of global tropospheric ozone features, significant uncertainties remain in the 
characterisation of the tropospheric ozone budget (Stevenson et al., 2006; Wild, 2007; 
Young et al., 2013a).  
 Our understanding of the tropospheric ozone budget largely relies on 
chemistry models. At the global and annual scale, present-day (year 2000) net 
chemical ozone production is about 618 ± 275 Tg yr−1, as reported in the last IPCC 
Assessment Report (Myhre et al., 2013; Young et al., 2013a), which is constrained by 
a relatively large uncertainty in the magnitude of the ozone production and loss terms 
(Wild, 2007). Photochemical ozone production maximises in the tropical lower 
troposphere (i.e. oxidation of hydrocarbons by greatest abundances of OH from the 
O(1D) + H2O reaction), over continental regions, and in the upper troposphere (i.e. 
relatively high concentrations of NOx from lightning) (e.g. Bloss et al., 2005; Wild 
and Palmer, 2008; Banerjee et al., 2014). On the other hand, chemical ozone loss is 
greatest in the lower troposphere and in highly polluted continental regions (i.e. 
elevated concentrations of NO results in ozone titration via an enhanced NO + O3 
flux) (von Kuhlmann et al., 2003; Wild and Palmer, 2008). Together net chemical 
production of ozone largely dominates the continental boundary layer (i.e. high 
concentration of ozone precursors) and the upper troposphere (i.e. low temperatures 
slow ozone loss), whereas net chemical loss dominates the marine boundary layer and 




precursors) (von Kuhlmann et al., 2003; Wild and Palmer, 2008). Present-day global 
and annual STE as derived from observations is approximately 550 ± 140 Tg yr−1 
(McLinden et al., 2000; Olsen et al., 2001). Tropospheric ozone with stratospheric 
origin largely dominates the upper troposphere, particularly at mid- and high latitudes 
(Banerjee et al., 2016), where ozone shows greatest radiative efficiency (Riese et al., 
2012; Rap et al., 2015). Finally, dry deposition of ozone to vegetation, oceans and 
other surfaces balances the tropospheric ozone budget, though is surrounded by large 
uncertainties (e.g. Hardacre et al., 2015). Simulated present-day global and annual dry 
deposition of ozone is about 1094 ± 264 Tg yr−1 (Myhre et al., 2013; Young et al., 
2013a).  
 Tropospheric ozone levels have increased since the pre-industrial times due to 
enhanced ozone precursor emissions by human activities. Surface ozone 
measurements before 1950s are subject of large uncertainty (i.e. semi-quantitative 
techniques were used based on the Schonbein ozonoscope) (Bojkov, 1986; Marenco et 
al., 1994). Observations indicate that surface ozone concentrations may have 
increased by approximately 3–5 times over the late 1800s–1900s period in Western 
Europe, and have approximately doubled over the 1950s–1990s period (Cooper et al., 
2014; and references therein). Modelling studies show that tropospheric ozone burden 
has increased ~ 30 % over the Industrial Era (1850s–2000s) (Lamarque et al., 2005; 
Young et al., 2013a), with largest changes occurring in the extra-tropical NH (i.e. 
largest ozone precursor emissions). However, current global chemistry models fail to 
represent observed surface ozone low concentrations at Montsouris (France) during 
the pre-industrial period (Hauglustaine and Brasseur, 2001; Parrella et al., 2012; 
Young et al., 2013a). Despite the large increase in ozone precursor emissions and the 
concomitant tropospheric ozone increase since the 19th century, the distribution of 
chemical ozone regimes (i.e. net chemical production-loss; see above) remained fairly 
unchanged (Wild and Palmer, 2008). 
 
2.3. Interactions between the stratosphere and the troposphere 
The stratosphere and the troposphere are two relatively distinct regions of the 
atmosphere (e.g. chemistry and dynamics determine their composition and climate), 
though they are closely linked by radiative, dynamical and chemical processes. First, 




troposphere, discussing current understanding and gaps in our knowledge; and then, 
the effects of climate change – changes in temperature and transport – on stratospheric 
ozone are addressed with a focus on chemistry-climate feedbacks and non-linear 
processes. 
 
2.3.1. Impact of polar stratospheric ozone loss on the troposphere 
The effects of polar stratospheric ozone depletion on the troposphere and surface 
climate have received much attention in the last 15 years or so (e.g. WMO, 2007; 
Forster et al., 2011). The fingerprint of the Antarctic ozone hole on SH troposphere 
surface and climate is relatively well characterised, and will be revisited in this section 
(i.e. changes in tropospheric circulation). However, Arctic ozone loss during boreal 
spring is substantially less pronounced compared to the SH, and its signature on the 
NH tropospheric climate is much weaker (Morgenstern et al., 2010a) and difficult to 
assess (Gillett et al., 2013). Thus this section will not further address the linkages 
between polar stratospheric ozone loss and tropospheric response in the NH. Recent 
reviews provide a detailed description of tropospheric responses to polar stratospheric 
ozone loss in both hemispheres (Forster et al., 2011; Thompson et al., 2011; Canziani 
et al., 2014; Previdi and Polvani, 2014; and references therein). 
 
The Antarctic ozone hole and tropospheric circulation response  
As discussed above, the absorption of incoming solar shortwave radiation (i.e. 
ultraviolet spectrum) largely determines stratospheric climate and its thermal 
structure. A large and significant cooling in the SH polar lower stratosphere of ~ 8 K 
over the 1960–2000 period is observed during austral spring, and associated with the 
ozone hole (e.g. Randel et al., 2009b). The seasonality of this cooling – weaker during 
austral summer and not significant in autumn and winter – also suggest that increased 
concentrations of greenhouse gases (GHGs) have had a relatively small impact on 
polar lower stratospheric temperatures in the recent past. Current chemistry-climate 
models represent fairly well stratospheric cooling in response to the ozone hole (e.g. 






 As a consequence of the cooling in the lower stratosphere over Antarctica in 
austral spring, the meridional temperature gradient between middle and high latitudes 
increases – thermal wind balance – and results in a strengthening of the polar nigh jet 
or polar vortex (e.g. Solomon, 1999). Observations show that the SH polar vortex has 
strengthened and become more persistent – breakdown occurs ~ 2 weeks later – 
between 1980s and 2000s (e.g. Waugh et al., 1999; Thompson and Solomon, 2002). 
The downward propagation of stratospheric circulation changes reaches the 
troposphere in ~ 1–2 month time (Baldwin and Dunkerton 1999, 2001; Thompson et 
al., 2005). Therefore, tropospheric circulation changes associated with the Antarctic 
ozone hole maximises during austral summer (Thompson and Solomon, 2002; Gillett 
and Thompson, 2003). The SH “midlatitude jet”, defined here as the band of strongest 
westerly winds situated at midlatitudes (~ 50ºS), shifts poleward (i.e. zonal mean 
zonal winds strengthens at higher latitudes and weakens at lower latitudes relative to 
the climatological mean) (e.g. Previdi and Polvani, 2014). In turn, this results in a 
poleward shift of the storm track (Simmonds and Keay, 2000; Wang et al., 2013) and 
other changes in surface climate, such as temperature (e.g. Thompson and Solomon, 
2002).  
 The Southern Annular Mode (SAM) is the leading mode of variability of the 
SH extra-tropical circulation (Thompson and Wallace, 2000). Both observational 
(Thompson and Solomon 2002; Marshal 2003, 2007) and modelling studies (Gillett 
and Thompson, 2003; Son et al., 2008, 2009, 2010; Polvani et al., 2010; Gillett and 
Fyfe, 2013; Keeble et al., 2014; Iglesias-Suarez et al., 2016) show a positive 
(poleward) and significant shift in the SAM during austral summer in the 2nd half of 
the 20th century. Evidence suggests that SH extra-tropical circulation changes in the 
last decades are linked to stratospheric ozone depletion, such as the seasonal feature of 
the observed and simulated changes. In addition, detection and attribution studies 
using models of different complexity and/or observations show that the positive trend 
of the SAM in summertime is primarily the response to the ozone hole (McLandress 
et al., 2011; Polvani et al., 2011; Gillett and Fyfe, 2013). Only one modelling study 
attributes comparable contributions to increases in GHGs concentrations and 
stratospheric ozone depletion (Fyfe et al., 2012). The prescribed ozone depletion used 
in their simulations may be weaker than observed (Fyfe et al., 2012), and therefore 




 The expected stratospheric ozone recovery during the 21st century, as ODS 
abundances decrease in the atmosphere, will result in the opposite climate response to 
the impacts of ozone depletion. Thus ozone recovery will tend to drive the extra-
tropical circulation equatorward (i.e. negative shift of the SAM), opposing the effects 
of increasing concentrations of GHGs. During austral summer, climate models project 
that the effects of the ozone hole recovery and increasing GHGs on the SAM will 
largely cancel each other in the first half of the 21st century, resulting in small extra–
tropical tropospheric circulation changes (e.g. McLandress et al., 2011; Polvani et al., 
2011; Gillett and Fyfe, 2013; Iglesias-Suarez et al., 2016). By mid-century, projected 
total column ozone over the SH polar cap in austral spring will be similar to 1980 
levels (Eyring et al., 2010a), thus changes in the extra-tropical tropospheric circulation 
will be largely governed by GHGs. Under a low-intense future emission scenario 
(GHGs decrease) the SAM will tend to return to “normal” levels (pre-ozone hole), 
whereas further poleward shift of the SAM is projected under a high-intense future 
emission scenario (GHGs increase) (McLandress et al., 2011; Gillett and Fyfe, 2013; 
Iglesias-Suarez et al., 2016). 
 
2.3.2. Climate change and stratosphere-troposphere interactions 
Changes in climate can affect the stratosphere and the ozone layer due to changes in 
temperature, atmospheric composition and transport. This section reviews climate 
impacts on stratospheric radiation, chemistry and dynamics, as well as, the coupling 
between the stratosphere and the troposphere. Although many processes and 
mechanisms governing stratospheric responses to changes in climate are not fully 
understood, a comprehensive discussion of current understanding can be found in 
recent assessments and reviews (e.g. WMO, 2007, 2014; Dameris and Baldwin, 2011; 
Forster et al., 2011). 
 
Effects on stratospheric radiation and chemistry 
While increasing concentrations of GHGs (e.g. CO2, CH4 and N2O) since pre-
industrial times associated with human activities have warmed the troposphere, they 
have cooled the stratosphere along with ozone depletion in recent decades (e.g. Pyle et 
al., 2005; Dameris and Baldwin, 2011; Myhre et al., 2013). Enhanced concentrations 




outgoing infrared radiation compared to that absorbed. As emission of infrared 
radiation by GHGs increases with temperature, stratospheric cooling peaks in the 
upper stratosphere around 50 km (i.e. highest temperatures).  
 Stratospheric cooling, in turn, slows gas-phase ozone loss rates, primarily via 
the Chapman reactions in the upper stratosphere, NOx-catalysed cycle in the middle 
stratosphere and HOx-catalysed ozone loss in the lower stratosphere (Barnet et al., 
1975; Zeng and Pyle, 2003). Although heterogeneous-driven ozone loss is relatively 
insensitive to changes in temperature in the extra-polar lower stratosphere (i.e. 
hydrolysis of N2O5 and bromine nitrate) (e.g. McElroy et al., 1992; Pyle et al., 2005), 
its efficiency increases substantially in the polar lower stratosphere, due to higher and 
more persistent abundances of PSCs and greater denitrification. 
 Satellites provide global coverage measurements of the stratosphere with a 
coarse vertical resolution since ~ 1979. Microwave sounding Unit (MSU) instrument 
provides measurements of the lower stratosphere (channel 4: near–20 km), whereas 
Stratospheric Sounding Unit (SSU) provides measurements of the middle (channel 1: 
25–35 km) and upper (channel 2: 40–50 km) stratosphere (Hartmann et al., 2013). The 
Advance Microwave Sounding Unit (AMSU; in production since 1998) has replaced 
MSU and SSU instruments. Overall, observations show a cooling trend in the 
stratosphere, which increases (more negative) with height (in agreement with physical 
understanding). The global lower stratospheric temperature has cooled approximately 
1 K over the 1979–2012 period (MSU channel 4) (Hartmann et al., 2013). While 
current climate models typically underestimate global lower stratospheric cooling (e.g. 
Thompson et al., 2012; Charlton-Perez et al., 2013; Santer et al., 2013), recent 
modelling studies suggest that ozone depletion (due to ODSs) is the dominant driver 
(Eyring et al., 2006; Ramaswamy et al., 2006; Dall’Amico et al., 2010; Gillett et al., 
2011; Lott et al., 2013). Although two independent data sets show a significant 
disagreement of the cooling trend in the middle stratosphere, as large as 0.5 K dec−1 
(SSU channels 1–2), they show good agreement in the upper stratosphere (SSU 
channel 3) between 1979 and 2005 (Thompson et al., 2012). Climate models show 
cooling trends in the middle stratosphere that lie within observational uncertainties 
(i.e. large disagreement), but underestimate the cooling observed in the upper 





Using observations (SSU) and model simulations, the separate influence of 
GHGs and ozone depletion on mid- and upper stratospheric temperatures was not 
detectable (Gillett et al., 2011). Interestingly, since ~ year 2000 lower stratospheric 
temperatures stopped cooling, which may be associated with the interplay between 
increasing GHGs abundances (direct radiative cooling) and decreasing ODS 
concentrations (indirect warming due to ozone recovery) (Ferraro et al., 2015). 
Changes in stratospheric temperatures will play an important role driving stratospheric 
ozone during the 21st century. In the future, the effects of ozone recovery and 
increasing GHGs on stratospheric temperatures will tend to counteract each other 
(warming and cooling respectively), and their relative importance will be emission 
scenario and model dependent. 
 
Effects on stratospheric dynamics 
The stratospheric circulation is characterised by the Brewer-Dobson circulation 
(BDC), which largely determines stratospheric ozone distribution and stratosphere-
troposphere exchange (STE). A robust feature of model simulations is the acceleration 
of the BDC (shallow and deep branches) in response to climate change through 
changes in wave activity (dissipation of different types of atmospheric waves), in spite 
of the exact mechanism is not fully understood (e.g. Butchart, 2014; and references 
therein). An enhanced BDC would have notable consequences during the 21st century. 
For example, it would affect stratospheric ozone distribution (e.g. greater abundances 
in the extra-tropics and lesser abundances in the tropics along with the concomitant 
changes in temperatures), increase STE (e.g. affecting tropospheric ozone abundances 
and distribution), and reduce the mean age of air in the stratosphere (e.g. with 
important consequences for ODSs) (Austin et al., 2006; Garcia and Randel, 2008; 
Oman et al., 2009; Butchart et al., 2010).  
 However, observations provide a conflicting picture with regard to the 
expected acceleration of the BDC due to climate change in the recent past (since        
~ 1979). Observational estimates of the BDC are derived indirectly – e.g. using 
changes in other chemical species, age of air, and temperatures – and are surrounded 
by large uncertainties (Engel et al., 2009; Thompson and Solomon, 2009; Fu et al., 
2010; Free, 2010; Young et al., 2011; Stiller et al., 2012; Kawatani and Hamilton, 
2013). Moreover, changes in the BDC are small and it is proven difficult to assess a 




Arblaster et al., 2014). Briefly, observational estimates and model simulations show a 
strengthening in the shallow branch of the BDC (lower stratosphere) in the recent 
past. However, recent changes in the deep branch of the BDC (mid- and upper 
stratosphere) are more difficult to interpret, as an acceleration is derived from 
temperature analyses while no significant changes or even a weakening is found in 
age of air analyses. The extent of future changes in the BDC – associated with climate 
change – adds to the overall uncertainty of model projections. 
 
Stratosphere-troposphere interactions 
A large literature – based on both observational and modelling studies – has shown 
strong relationships between the stratosphere and the troposphere and their modes of 
variability, such as annular modes (e.g. Baldwin et al., 1994; Perlwitz and Graf, 1995; 
Kodera et al., 1996; Baldwin and Thompson, 2009; Kiesewetter et al., 2010), the El 
Niño/Southern Oscillation (ENSO) (e.g. Marsh and Garcia, 2007; Garfinkel and 
Hartmann, 2008; Randel et al., 2009a; Calvo et al., 2010; Calvo and Marsh, 2011) and 
the quasi-biennial oscillation (QBO) (e.g. Holton and Tan, 1980; Baldwin et al., 2001; 
Naoe and Shibata, 2010; Watson and Gray, 2013; Anstey and Shepherd, 2014). These 
connections are important since they influence stratospheric ozone variability on intra-
seasonal, seasonal, inter-annual and decadal time scales through transport and 
dynamics (e.g. SPARC, 2010; Forster et al., 2011; Arblaster et al., 2014). This section 
only describes some important features.  
 Leading modes of tropospheric circulation, such as the Northern Annular 
Mode (NAM) and the Southern Annular Mode (SAM), can directly and indirectly (via 
atmospheric wave activity – propagation and dissipation) influence ozone abundances 
in the troposphere and the stratosphere. This is particularly important for stratospheric 
ozone in the NH. For example, the NAM is strongly anti-correlated with total ozone at 
high latitudes (approximately >50ºN) (e.g. Lamarque and Hess, 2004; Kiesewetter et 
al., 2010). Extreme positive phase of the NAM (strong and cold polar vortex) is 
associated with negative total column ozone anomalies due to reduced transport in the 
stratosphere (i.e. the opposite is true for extreme negative phase of the NAM).  
 ENSO is a Pacific Ocean’s tropical atmosphere-ocean phenomenon and a 
leading source of inter-annual variability in the troposphere (e.g. Trenberth et al., 
2002). A number of studies have explored its influence on the stratosphere. For 




is associated with strong warm phases of ENSO (El Niño), which results in higher 
total ozone in the extra-tropics and lower total ozone in the tropics (e.g. Garfinkel and 
Hartmann, 2008; Randel et al., 2009a).  
 Also the QBO can affect the activity of atmospheric waves, therefore 
modulating the strength of the polar vortex (e.g. Baldwin et al., 2001). In the case of 
an easterly-phase of the QBO, the polar vortex tends to be more disturbed due to 
higher planetary wave activity (relatively weaker and warmer), which results in higher 
total column ozone anomalies at high latitudes (e.g. Anstey and Shepherd, 2014). On 
the other hand, relative strong ozone depletion can occur during westerly-phases of 
the QBO, especially when it is coincident with an ENSO cold phase (La Niña), such 
as the prevailing conditions during the boreal winter in 2011 that resulted in Arctic 
ozone losses comparable to that in the Antarctic ozone hole (Hurwitz et al., 2011; 
Manney et al., 2011). 
 
2.4. Future changes in stratospheric ozone 
Increasing concentrations of ozone depleting substances (ODSs) has been the major 
driver of stratospheric ozone depletion in the second half of the 20th century. As a 
consequence of international efforts to limit and cease the production of ODSs, their 
abundance in the atmosphere is expected to decrease and stratospheric ozone to 
recover during the 21st century. However, climate change (due to increased 
greenhouse gas, GHG, concentrations) will also affect the ozone layer. Focused in the 
21st century, this section discusses the dominant factors driving stratospheric ozone, 
and describes stratospheric ozone evolution as projected in model simulations.  
 
2.4.1. Drivers of stratospheric ozone 
The future evolution of the ozone layer is explored using chemistry-climate models 
that include stratospheric chemistry and dynamics forced by different drivers. Here, 
the changes in the dominant factors (i.e. ODSs, temperature, stratospheric circulation, 
N2O and water vapour) that will shape the projected evolution of ozone are discussed. 
 Due to the successful implementation of the Montreal Protocol and its 
Amendments and Adjustments, the total combined anthropogenic ODSs abundance in 
the troposphere peaked in 1994 and has slowly decreased since then. The slow 




around 2030s and below 1970s levels by the end of the 21st century (WMO, 2014). 
The Effective Equivalent Stratospheric Chlorine (EESC) is a useful metric to quantify 
the impact of ODSs on stratospheric ozone. EESC quantifies the reactive chlorine 
(Cly) and bromine (Bry) in the stratosphere, based on a combination of observed and 
simulated troposphere-stratosphere transit times and the ratio of inorganic halogen 
released from different ODSs by location and time (Daniel et al., 1999; Newman et 
al., 2007). Model simulations project an EESC returning date to 1980 levels around 
2040 in middle latitudes (~ 3 year mean age of air), and around 2065 in polar regions 
(~ 5.5 year mean age of air) (Eyring et al., 2010a). While there is only 2.5 years 
difference in the mean age of air between polar and mid-latitude regions, the 
difference in EESC returning dates is around 25 years. This is explained by the rapid 
increase in ODS abundances between 1980s and 1990s and the much slower decline 
afterwards (SPARC, 2010). Typically model simulations use a common future 
scenario for ODS boundary conditions (surface concentrations). Although projected 
future evolution of stratospheric Cly and Bry are qualitatively similar, there are 
significant differences in their peak levels and returning dates to historical values. For 
example, chemistry-climate models project a Cly peak value in the range of            
2.2–3.3 ppbv over the polar lower stratosphere, whereas a returning date to its 1980 
level varies between 2040–2080 (SPARC, 2010). 
 As discussed above, climate change can affect gas-phase and heterogeneous 
ozone loss chemistry (i.e. stratospheric temperatures) and distribution of ozone (i.e. 
transport). Stratospheric temperature changes will be largely the result of the interplay 
between ozone recovery (warming) and increasing GHGs (cooling), and the latter 
being the dominant driver during the second half of the century (Eyring et al., 2010b; 
SPARC, 2010). In addition, changes in the Brewer-Dobson circulation (BDC), which 
describes the general circulation in the stratosphere, can affect the distribution of 
ozone directly (i.e. via transport from lower to higher latitudes) and indirectly (i.e. via 
distribution of chemical species affecting ozone chemistry). A robust result in model 
simulations is the strengthening of the BDC associated with climate change (SPARC, 
2010; Hardiman et al., 2014). 
 The future evolution of stratospheric ozone can also be influenced by other 
chemical constituents such as nitrogen oxide (N2O) and methane (CH4), which are 
sources of nitrogen oxides (NOx) and hydrogen oxides (HOx) species respectively. 




are expected, stratospheric ozone loss chemistry will be primarily controlled by NOx- 
and HOx-catalytic cycles. Furthermore, non-linear interactions between GHGs prevent 
a clear separation of their impact on ozone (Portmann et al., 2012; Banerjee et al., 
2016). Simulated global mean total column ozone is reduced approximately 5 DU by 
mid-21st century compared to pre-industrial levels (Fleming et al., 2011; Portmann et 
al., 2012; Revell et al., 2012). This N2O-induced ozone depletion is around a quarter 
of the ODSs-induced depletion in 2000 (Fleming et al., 2011). However, climate 
change-related feedbacks (i.e. stratospheric cooling and strengthening of the BDC) 
have been shown to reduce N2O-induced ozone loss between 20–50 % (Plummer et 
al., 2010; Portmann et al., 2012). CH4-related stratospheric ozone chemistry is 
complex, which includes direct (smog-like chemistry) and indirect (partitioning of 
active/inactive chlorine) processes. Nevertheless, future model simulations 
consistently show an increase in global ozone column, which is largely dependent on 
the emission scenario (Fleming et al., 2011; Portmann et al., 2012). 
 In addition, changes in stratospheric water vapour can affect ozone. Enhanced 
abundances of stratospheric water vapour would result in HOx increases, which 
dominates ozone loss in the lower and upper stratosphere, and enhanced 
heterogeneous chemistry in the polar lower stratosphere. Increases in stratospheric 
water vapour may result from CH4 oxidation and a warming of the tropical tropopause 
layer due to climate change (i.e. the tropical cold point controls dehydration of air 
masses entering the stratosphere) (Forster et al., 2011; Arblaster et al., 2014). 
Although most future model projections show a warming of the tropical cold point 
associated with climate change and a concomitant increase in stratospheric water 
vapour (Eyring et al., 2007), this increase is relatively small compared to the 
contribution from CH4 oxidation (Oman et al., 2008). The overall impact of future 
increases in stratospheric water vapour on ozone has been assessed to be small 
(Forster et al., 2011; Arblaster et al., 2014). 
 
2.4.2. Evolution of stratospheric ozone 
Major factors controlling stratospheric ozone during the 21st century, previously 
discussed, will have distinct impacts between regions. This section describes the 
evolution of the ozone layer focusing on different regions (tropics, mid- and high 










In the tropics (25ºN–25ºS), the evolution of ozone in the lower stratosphere   
(~ 15–30 km) and the upper stratosphere (~ 30–50 km; <15 hPa) is starkly different. 
Ozone is in photochemical equilibrium in the upper stratosphere. Decreasing 
anthropogenic ODS abundances (chlorine and bromine) reduces catalytic cycles that 
destroy ozone, and GHGs-induced cooling slows down ozone loss chemistry. 
Therefore, ozone in the upper stratosphere is projected to increase (Eyring et al., 
2013a; Iglesias-Suarez et al., 2016), with comparable contributions from the above 
mechanisms (Waugh et al., 2009a; Oman et al., 2010; Eyring et al., 2010b). On the 
other hand, transport processes largely control ozone in the lower stratosphere. 
Climate models robustly project an acceleration of the BDC (tropical upwelling) due 
Figure 2.4. Total column ozone and Equivalent Stratospheric Chlorine (ESC) 
changes from 1960 to 2100, normalized to 1960 levels. Year 1980 levels are 
represented by dots. In addition, total column ozone climatology by the end of the 




to climate change (Hardiman et al., 2014), thus ozone is projected to decrease in the 
lower stratosphere (i.e. increase in tropospheric ozone-poor air) (Eyring et al., 2013a; 
Iglesias-Suarez et al., 2016). Because ozone density is largest in the lower 
stratosphere, tropical stratospheric column ozone is not expected to return to           
pre-industrial levels over the 21st century (Eyring et al., 2010a, 2013a; Iglesias-Suarez 
et al., 2016).  
 Unlike in the tropics, mid-latitude ozone is projected to increase throughout 
the stratosphere during the 21st century (Eyring et al., 2010a, 2013a; Iglesias-Suarez et 
al., 2016). While ozone increases in the upper stratosphere are due to the slow decline 
in anthropogenic ODSs and GHGs-induced cooling, in the lower stratosphere the 
strengthening of the BDC and transport of more rich-ozone air from lower to higher 
latitudes drive ozone increases (e.g. Shepherd, 2008; Li et al., 2009). Thus 
stratospheric column ozone by 2100 is projected to recover to 1980 values or above 
(up to ~ 20 DU or 6 %), which is dependent on the future emission scenario and 
associated climate-chemistry feedbacks (Eyring et al., 2013a; Pawson et al., 2014). 
Although mid-latitude stratospheric ozone evolution in the NH and SH are 
qualitatively similar, stratospheric column changes are larger in the NH by 2100 
compared to pre-1960 due to differences in transport (i.e. greater in the NH) 
(Shepherd, 2008; Eyring et al., 2013a).  
 Due to largest ozone loss is observed in the polar lower stratosphere during 
springtime, largest stratospheric ozone changes are expected to occur in these regions 
by 2100. Over the Antarctic (65ºS–90ºS) in austral spring (ozone hole), stratospheric 
column ozone is projected to return to 1980 levels by mid-century, although there is a 
relatively large spread among models (Eyring et al., 2010a, 2013a). Because 
stratospheric ozone over Antarctica in springtime is largely insensitive to climate 
change (temperature and transport), its evolution closely follows the slow decline in 
ODS abundances (Cly and Bry) (Austin et al., 2010; Eyring et al., 2007, 2010a). For 
example, models simulating a smaller Cly peak and ozone loss typically project an 
earlier returning date to 1980 levels. Moreover, chemistry-climate models based on 
EESC parameterisation and polar temperatures project somewhat a later recovery of 
the ozone hole (~ 2070) (Newman et al., 2006), though consistent with dynamic and 
transport biases in climate models (Eyring et al., 2007).  
 In contrast, over the Arctic (65ºN–90ºN) in boreal spring, climate change 




due to anthropogenic ODSs. Thus models project an earlier returning date to 1980 
levels (before mid-century and around 2030) compared to its Antarctic counterpart 
(Eyring et al., 2010a, 2013a). This is largely explained by a hemispheric asymmetry in 
meridional transport associated with the strengthening of the BDC (Austin et al., 
2006, 2010; Hardiman et al., 2014). Ozone “super-recovery” – higher ozone levels 
compared to pre-industrial times – is consistently projected under high-intense 
emission scenarios by 2100, with a stratospheric column ozone difference of up to     
~ 40 DU between scenarios (Eyring et al., 2013a). 
 
2.5. Global numerical models 
Numerical models that include interactive chemistry and dynamics in the troposphere 
and the stratosphere are important tools for our understanding of past, present and 
future changes of the ozone layer. They allow addressing research questions in a 
consistent framework. How has the ozone layer changed in the past (e.g. filling gaps 
in observations)? What processes can explain such changes (e.g. detection and 
attribution analysis)? How is stratospheric ozone expected to evolve in the coming 
century (e.g. projections)? This research relies on global numerical models to gain 
understanding on the roles of stratospheric ozone within the Earth system. Therefore, 
this section provides an overall introduction to chemistry-climate models (above-
mentioned), and various types of simulations commonly performed. Also, I describe 
the general performance for present day (stratospheric) ozone, and discuss important 
limitations and biases in global models. 
 
2.5.1. Chemistry-climate models 
Chemistry-climate models (CCMs) are 3-D (altitude, latitude and longitude) global 
atmospheric models with coupled chemistry and radiation schemes, and usually 
constrained by prescribed sea surface temperatures (SSTs) and sea ice concentrations 
(SICs) following either a previous ocean model simulation or observations (see 
Morgenstern et al., 2010b for a recent review). Each time step, CCMs calculate 
chemistry reactions, radiation rates (heating and cooling) and dynamics (e.g. 
temperature and winds). In other words, chemistry reactions drive changes in 
radiatively active substances (gases and aerosols), which in turn affect dynamics 




 Stratospheric chemistry scheme in CCMs has been developed and 
implemented in the last few decades (e.g. Pyle, 1980; Garcia and Solomon, 1994; De 
Grandpré et al., 1997; Morgenstern et al., 2010b, 2017). This typically includes gas-
phase and heterogeneous reactions. Chemistry and physics are primarily coupled 
through changes in temperatures and transport. For example, changes in temperatures 
modulate ozone in the upper stratosphere through reaction rates, whereas changes in 
transport control ozone abundances in the lower stratosphere due to longer lifetimes. 
Tropospheric chemistry and aerosols have been implemented and used in CCMs more 
recently (e.g. Morgenstern et al., 2017 and references therein for the most recent 
update), which allows addressing stratospheric ozone and climate interactions in a 
more consistent framework.  
 The radiation scheme solves photolysis and heating rates. Photolysis rates 
control the fate of many chemical species (e.g. ozone and hydroxyl oxide) and can be 
derived using schemes of different complexity (e.g. from a simple look-up table to 
interactive calculations) (e.g. Sudo et al., 2002; Watanabe et al., 2011; Lamarque et 
al., 2012; Naik et al., 2013a; Shindell et al., 2013c; O’Connor et al., 2014). In turn, 
heating rates are derived using radiatively active species – e.g. GHGs and ODSs – and 
determine radiative energy balances. Dynamics are calculated by solving the 
“primitive equations” describing atmospheric flows. An appropriate representation of 
the atmosphere climatological mean state is essential (e.g. variability on different 
timescales and inter–hemispheric differences) (e.g. Flato et al., 2013). The Brewer-
Dobson circulation and horizontal mixing largely control transport and dynamics in 
the stratosphere (e.g. Holton et al., 1995). This involves explicit representation of 
planetary-scale Rossby waves, and parameterisation of gravity and orographic waves 
both propagation and dissipation (e.g. Butchart, 2014). 
 
2.5.2. Simulations 
Different types of simulations can be performed with regard to the research question 
and purpose of the analysis. Transient simulations are usually performed to explore 
time-varying (time series) responses to changing boundary conditions, such as 
abundances of ODSs or GHGs (e.g. Eyring et al., 2010a, 2013a). On the other hand, 
time slice simulations are usually preferred to investigate mean changes and 




number of years with fixed boundary conditions (i.e. each integration captures both 
atmospheric mean state and internal climate variability for significance) (e.g. Young 
et al., 2013a; Iglesias-Suarez et al., 2016).  
 Model simulations can also be classified into historical (past) and future 
simulations (Eyring et al., 2010a, 2013a; Young et al., 2013a; Iglesias-Suarez et al., 
2016). Historical simulations are forced by observed boundary conditions (e.g. ODSs, 
GHGs and SSTs-SICs) to evaluate the performance of CCMs (e.g. how well simulated 
ozone depletion agrees with observed changes). Future simulations (projections) are 
driven by emission scenarios (e.g. emission or concentration of trace gases) under 
certain socio-economic assumptions to explore future climate and atmospheric 
composition changes. 
 Sensitivity simulations – or idealised realizations – are particularly useful to 
clearly separate the effects of specific forcing agents (e.g. detection and attribution 
analysis) (e.g. Gillett et al., 2012, 2013; Knutson et al., 2013). For example, they 
could be performed by changing one or more forcing agents at a time while holding 
fixed other boundary parameters (e.g. Banerjee et al., 2016). Furthermore, coordinated 
multi-model activities, making use of “reference simulations” (i.e. same conditions 
and equivalent setup), are valuable to explore not fully understood processes, 
chemistry-climate feedbacks and different model parameterizations (e.g. Taylor et al., 
2012; Lamarque et al., 2013b; Morgenstern et al., 2017). 
 
2.5.3. General performance 
Evaluation of CCMs simulating stratospheric ozone and the processes affecting its 
distribution and abundances provides insight on their skills reproducing observational 
estimates. Confidence in future projections heavily relies on models performance 
against observations and the ability to represent important processes controlling 
ozone. Due to a large number of CCMs and the spread in stratospheric ozone 
projections, multi-model intercomparison projects (MIPs) complement single model 
evaluations (Eyring et al., 2005). 
 In the last 15 years several MIPs have assessed the ability of CCMs on 
simulating past changes in stratospheric ozone. An early MIP identified deficiencies 
in models simulating stratospheric dynamics in polar regions, leading to significant 




loss) (Pawson et al., 2000; Austin et al., 2003). The Chemistry-Climate Model 
Validation (CCMVal-1) activity was instructed to include similar boundary conditions 
(e.g. ODSs, GHGs and SSTs-SICs), eliminating many uncertainties concerning 
experimental setups (Eyring et al., 2005). Evaluations of the CCMVal-1 activity 
revealed significant differences in the simulated stratospheric inorganic chlorine (Cly) 
(Eyring et al., 2006; Waugh and Eyring, 2008), particularly over Antarctica in austral 
spring (2–3.5 ppbv range). In turn, this uncertainty leads to a large inter-model spread 
in the simulated future ozone recovery (Eyring et al., 2007). Although CCMs capture 
the structure of the tropical tropopause layer, they fail to represent observed trends of 
the tropical cold point (e.g. important for water vapour entering the stratosphere) 
(Gettelman et al., 2009).  
The second phase of the CCMVal activity (CCMVal-2) included updated 
model versions of the former activity and several new participating models (SPARC, 
2010). A more comprehensive evaluation assessed stratosphere-troposphere 
interactions in addition to chemical, radiative and dynamical processes. The overall 
performance of the CCMVal-2 models is similar compared to the former activity 
(SPARC, 2010). While the representation of several diagnostics shows some 
improvement, such as Cly, other important diagnostics show similar performance or 
even larger inter-model spread (e.g. tropical cold point and stratospheric water 
vapour). The CCMVal activities (phases 1 and 2) have informed the latest WMO 
Scientific Assessment reports on stratospheric ozone (WMO, 2007, 2011, 2014). 
 Recently, tropospheric chemistry and aerosols have also been included in 
CCMs (e.g. Lamarque et al., 2013b; Morgenstern et al., 2017), which enables a 
consistent framework for chemistry-climate analyses. The Tropospheric Ozone 
Assessment Report (TOAR) has evaluated current models simulating tropospheric 
ozone against observations (Young et al., 2018). For present day (year 2000), 
simulated tropospheric ozone burden and stratosphere-troposphere exchange compare 
favorably against observational estimates (e.g. Stevenson et al., 2006; Myhre et al., 
2013; Young et al., 2013a). However, observations are not available for global net 
chemical production (production minus loss) and dry deposition, and models show a 
wide spread in these terms (Young et al., 2018). While the wide spread in net 
chemistry production may be related to the complexity of chemistry schemes (e.g. 
Wild, 2007; Jenkin et al., 2008), the inter-model range for dry deposition may be the 




fluxes (e.g. Hardacre et al., 2015). Models are consistently high biased in the NH and 
low biased in the SH for ozone throughout the troposphere compared to observational 
estimates (Tilmes et al., 2012; Eyring et al., 2013a; Stevenson et al., 2013; Young et 
al., 2013a). The common NH/SH biases among models suggest that emission 
inventories may play a significant role, though further evaluation is required (Young 
et al., 2018). 
 
2.6. Summary 
In this chapter, I have presented an overview of the main concepts that support the 
analyses in subsequent chapters. I have introduced the main features controlling 
stratospheric ozone abundance and distribution along with past changes observed in 
recent decades (Sect. 2.1). Due to the stratosphere is far from being an isolated region 
of the atmosphere, I have presented the important features of the troposphere for 
climate and ozone (Sect. 2.2), before describing stratosphere-troposphere interactions 
(Sect. 2.3). Finally, I have discussed projected changes of stratospheric ozone in the 
21st century (Sect. 2.4), and briefly described chemistry-climate models that are 
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Stratospheric ozone and associated climate impacts in the Atmospheric Chemistry and 
Climate Model Intercomparison Project (ACCMIP) simulations are evaluated in the 
recent past (1980–2000), and examined in the long-term (1850–2100) using the 
Representative Concentration Pathways (RCPs) low and high emission scenarios 
(RCP2.6 and RCP8.5, respectively) for the period 2000–2100. ACCMIP multi-model 
mean total column ozone (TCO) trends compare favourably, within uncertainty 
estimates, against observations. Particularly good agreement is seen in the Antarctic 
austral spring (−11.9 % dec−1 compared to observed ~ −13.9 ± 10.4 % dec−1), 
although larger deviations are found in the Arctic’s boreal spring (−2.1 % dec−1 
compared to observed ~ −5.3 ± 3.3 % dec−1). The simulated ozone hole has cooled the 
lower stratosphere during austral spring in the last few decades (−2.2 K dec−1). This 
cooling results in Southern Hemisphere summertime tropospheric circulation changes 
captured by an increase in the Southern Annular Mode (SAM) index (1.3 hPa dec−1). 
In the future, the interplay between the ozone hole recovery and greenhouse gases 
(GHGs) concentrations may result in the SAM index returning to pre-ozone hole 
levels or even with a more positive phase from around the second half of the century 
(−0.4 hPa dec−1 and 0.3 hPa dec−1 for the RCP2.6 and RCP8.5, respectively). By 
2100, stratospheric ozone sensitivity to GHG concentrations is greatest in the Arctic 
and Northern Hemisphere midlatitudes (37.7 DU and 16.1 DU difference between the 
RCP2.6 and RCP8.5, respectively), and smallest over the tropics and Antarctica 
continent (2.5 DU and 8.1 DU respectively). Future TCO changes in the tropics are 
mainly determined by the upper stratospheric ozone sensitivity to GHG 
concentrations, due to a large compensation between tropospheric and lower 
stratospheric column ozone changes in the two RCP scenarios. These results 
demonstrate how changes in stratospheric ozone are tightly linked to climate and 
show the benefit of including the processes interactively in climate models.  
3.1. Introduction 
The Atmospheric Chemistry and Climate Model Intercomparison Project (ACCMIP) 
(Lamarque et al., 2013b) was designed to evaluate the long-term (1850–2100) 
atmospheric composition changes (e.g. ozone) to inform the Fifth Assessment Report 
of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC, 2013), supplementing 




where the focus was more on physical climate change. In addition, ACCMIP is the 
first model intercomparison project in which the majority of the models included 
chemical schemes appropriate for stratospheric and tropospheric chemistry. Due to the 
absorption of shortwave radiation, stratospheric ozone is important for determining 
the stratospheric climate (e.g. Randel and Wu, 1999) and has a strong influence on 
tropospheric ozone through stratosphere-to-troposphere transport (e.g. Collins et al., 
2003; Sudo et al., 2003; Zeng and Pyle, 2003). In addition, changes in stratospheric 
ozone can affect atmospheric circulation and climate, reaching to the lower 
troposphere in the case of the Antarctic ozone hole (e.g. Thompson and Solomon, 
2002; Gillett and Thompson, 2003). This study evaluates stratospheric ozone changes 
and associated climate impacts in the ACCMIP simulations, quantifying the evolution 
since the pre-industrial period through to the end of the 21st century. 
Stratospheric ozone represents approximately 90 % of ozone in the atmosphere 
and absorbs much of the ultraviolet solar radiation harmful for the biosphere (e.g. 
WMO, 2014; UNEP, 2015). Anthropogenic emissions of ozone depleting substances 
(ODSs) such as chlorofluorocarbons and other halogenated compounds containing 
chlorine and bromine have played a key role in depleting stratospheric ozone during 
the latter half of the 20th century (e.g. WMO, 2014). Although present globally 
averaged TCO levels are only ~ 3.5 % lower than pre-1980 values, about half the 
TCO is depleted over Antarctica between September and November (austral spring) 
each year (Forster et al., 2011). Globally, halogen loading peaked around 1998 
(although this depends on altitude and latitude) and started to decrease afterwards due 
to the implementation of the Montreal Protocol and its Amendments and Adjustments 
(e.g. WMO, 2007, 2014). As a result, stratospheric ozone is expected to recover and 
return to pre-industrial values during the 21st century (e.g. Austin and Wilson, 2006; 
Eyring et al., 2010a). Although anthropogenic ODSs are the main cause of ozone 
depletion over the last decades, other species such as methane, nitrous oxide (N2O) 
and carbon dioxide (CO2) affect stratospheric ozone chemistry as well (e.g. Haigh and 
Pyle, 1982; Portmann et al., 2012; Revell et al., 2012; Reader et al., 2013). Randeniya 
et al. (2002) argued that increasing concentrations of methane can amplify ozone 
production in the lower stratosphere via photochemical production, though increases 
of water vapour from methane oxidation may have the opposite effect (Dvortsov and 
Solomon, 2001). Nitrogen oxides (NOx) chemistry is important in the middle-upper 




substantial influence on ozone levels (e.g. Ravishankara et al., 2009; Portmann et al., 
2012; Revell et al., 2012). 
As ODS levels slowly decrease, projected climate change will likely play a 
key role in stratospheric ozone evolution through its impacts on temperature and 
atmospheric circulation (e.g. IPCC, 2013). The impact of climate change on ozone in 
the stratosphere further complicates the attribution of the recovery (e.g. Waugh et al., 
2009a; Eyring et al., 2010b) since increases in CO2 levels cool the stratosphere, 
slowing gas-phase ozone loss processes (e.g. reduced NOx abundances; reduced HOx-
catalysed ozone loss; and enhanced net oxygen chemistry) resulting in ozone 
increases, particularly in the middle-upper stratosphere and high latitudes (e.g. Haigh 
and Pyle, 1982; Randeniya et al., 2002; Rosenfield et al., 2002). Further, an 
acceleration of the equator-to-pole Brewer-Dobson circulation (BDC) has been 
predicted in many model studies under high GHG concentrations (e.g. Butchart et al., 
2006; Garcia and Randel, 2008; Butchart et al., 2010), although its strength can only 
be inferred indirectly from observations, meaning that there are large uncertainties in 
recent trends (e.g. Engel et al., 2009; Bönisch et al., 2011; Young et al., 2011; Stiller 
et al., 2012). This BDC acceleration enhances transport in the atmosphere and 
stratospheric-tropospheric exchange (STE), and is likely to have a substantial role 
throughout the 21st century (e.g. Butchart, 2014). STE is a key transport process that 
links ozone in the stratosphere and the troposphere (e.g. Holton et al., 1995), 
characterised by downward flux of ozone-rich stratospheric air, mainly at mid-
latitudes, and upward transport of ozone-poor tropospheric air in tropical regions. In 
contrast, ozone loss cycles could increase with higher N2O and lower methane 
concentrations (e.g. Randeniya et al., 2002; Ravishankara et al., 2009). 
Traditionally, chemistry-climate models (CCMs) have been used to produce 
stratospheric ozone projections into the past and the future (e.g. WMO, 2007, 2014), 
usually prescribing sea surface temperatures and sea-ice concentrations from 
observations or climate simulations. Some coordinated climate model experiments, 
such as the CMIP5 and the Chemistry-Climate Model Validation activities (CCMVal 
and CCMVal2) (Eyring et al., 2006; Eyring et al., 2007; Austin et al., 2010; Eyring et 
al., 2010a; Eyring et al., 2013a) have examined stratospheric ozone evolution. Recent 
past stratospheric column ozone projections (~ 1960–2000), from the above 
coordinated climate model experiments, show substantial decreases driven mainly by 




stratospheric ozone projections are influenced by both the slow decrease in ODS 
levels and the climate scenario chosen. To illustrate this, Eyring et al. (2013a) used a 
subgroup of CMIP5 models with interactive chemistry in the stratosphere and the 
troposphere to show gradual recovery of ozone levels during the next decades (as 
ODS abundances decrease in the stratosphere), and global multi-model mean 
stratospheric column ozone “super-recovery” (higher levels than those projected in the 
pre-ozone depletion period) for the most pessimistic emission scenario (RCP8.5) at 
the end of the 21st century. A main recommendation from the SPARC-CCMVal 
(2010) report is that CCMs should keep developing towards self-consistent 
stratosphere-troposphere chemistry, interactively coupled to the dynamics and 
radiation (e.g. enabling chemistry-climate feedbacks). 
Tropospheric ozone accounts for the remaining ~ 10 % atmospheric ozone, 
where it is a GHG, a pollutant with significant negative effects to vegetation and 
human health, and a main source of hydroxyl radicals controlling the oxidising 
capacity of the atmosphere (e.g. Prather et al., 2001; Gregg et al., 2003; Jerrett et al., 
2009). Its abundance in the troposphere is determined from the balance of STE and 
photochemistry production involving the oxidation of hydrocarbons and carbon 
monoxide (CO) in the presence of NOx, versus chemical destruction and deposition to 
the surface (e.g. Lelieveld and Dentener, 2000; Wild, 2007). These terms depend in 
turn on climate system dynamics (e.g. STE) and on the magnitude and spatial 
distribution of ozone precursors emissions such as, volatile organic compounds, NOx 
and CO (e.g. chemical production and destruction) (e.g. Wild, 2007). Several studies 
found tropospheric ozone increases due to climate change via enhanced STE (e.g. 
Collins et al., 2003; Sudo et al., 2003; Zeng and Pyle, 2003). Other studies have 
shown positive relationship between anthropogenic emissions and tropospheric ozone 
abundance (e.g. Stevenson et al., 2006; Young et al., 2013a). However, the ultimately 
net impact of climate and emissions changes remains unclear (Stevenson et al., 2006; 
Isaksen et al., 2009; Jacob and Winner, 2009), and it may differ substantially by 
region, altitude or season (e.g. Myhre et al., 2013). 
Further, the ozone hole influences surface climate via temperature and 
circulation changes (e.g. Thompson and Solomon, 2002; Gillett and Thompson, 2003) 
owing to direct radiative effects (e.g. Randel and Wu, 1999; Forster et al., 2011). The 
ozone layer heats the stratosphere by absorbing incoming ultraviolet solar radiation, 




Ramaswamy et al., 2006; Randel et al., 2009b; Gillett et al., 2011). In the Southern 
Hemisphere (SH), stratospheric circulation changes associated to ozone depletion 
have been linked to tropospheric circulation changes primarily during austral summer 
(lagging the former 1–2 months), based on observations (Thompson and Solomon, 
2002) and model simulations (Gillett and Thompson, 2003). These SH extratropical 
circulation changes could be described by the leading mode of variability or the SAM 
(e.g. Thompson and Wallace, 2000). Previous studies based on CCMs simulations 
reported positive trends in the SAM over the ozone depletion period (e.g. Sexton, 
2001; Shindell and Schmidt, 2004; Arblaster and Meehl, 2006; Polvani et al., 2010; 
McLandress et al., 2011). Furthermore, some modelling studies have projected a 
poleward shift (i.e. positive change) in the SAM due to future increases in GHGs (e.g. 
Fyfe et al., 1999; Marshall et al., 2004). Projected ozone recovery should have the 
opposite effect than ozone depletion (i.e. a negative trend in the SAM), and this is 
important as it opposes the effect of increasing GHG concentrations. Some studies 
suggest that these effects will largely cancel out each other during the next several 
decades in austral summer owing to these competing forces (e.g. Perlwitz et al., 2008; 
Son et al., 2009; Arblaster et al., 2011; Polvani et al., 2011; Barnes et al., 2013; Gillett 
and Fyfe, 2013). 
Multi-model experiments are useful for evaluating model differences in not 
fully understood processes and associated feedbacks, and for identifying agreements 
and disagreements between various parameterisations (e.g. Shindell et al., 2006; 
Stevenson et al., 2006). While CMIP5 provides a framework towards a more Earth 
System approach to intercompare model simulations and enables their improvement, it 
lacks comprehensive information on atmospheric composition and models with full 
interactive chemistry (Lamarque et al., 2013b). ACCMIP aims to fill this gap by 
evaluating how atmospheric composition drives climate change, and provides a gauge 
of the uncertainty by different physical and chemical parameterisations in models 
(Myhre et al., 2013). While previous work has explored tropospheric changes in the 
ACCMIP models, the stratosphere has received less attention. Moving towards a more 
comprehensive modelling capability – including both tropospheric and stratospheric 
processes – requires comprehensive analyses of these two domains. 
This study explores modelled stratospheric ozone changes with a focus on 
chemistry and climate feedbacks relevant to ozone and the uncertainty associated with 




stratospheric ozone and related climate impacts in the ACCMIP simulations from pre-
industrial times (1850), recent past (1980) and present day (2000) to the near-future 
(2030) and the end of the 21st century (2100). First, we evaluate recent past and 
present-day ACCMIP stratospheric ozone simulations with observations and other 
model based products. Then, we assess ozone projections and ozone sensitivity to 
GHG concentrations using the low and high emission scenarios, due to future 
stratospheric ozone will be influenced by both decreased ODS levels and climate (i.e. 
stratospheric cooling and atmospheric circulation). Finally, a description of the 
associated impacts of stratospheric ozone depletion and projected recovery in the 
climate system is presented, with a focus in the SH. In addition, this study compares 
ACCMIP simulations with those from CMIP5 and CCMVal2 and identifies 
agreements and disagreements among different parameterisations. This paper 
complements previous analysis of the ACCMIP simulations on tropospheric ozone 
evolution (Young et al., 2013a; Parrish et al., 2014), radiative forcing (Bowman et al., 
2013; Shindell et al., 2013b; Stevenson et al., 2013), hydroxyl radical and methane 
lifetime (Naik et al., 2013b; Voulgarakis et al., 2013), historical black carbon 
evaluation (Lee et al., 2013), nitrogen and sulfur deposition (Lamarque et al., 2013a), 
and climate evaluation (Lamarque et al., 2013b). 
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. Section 3.2 describes the 
models and simulations used here, with a focus on the various ozone chemistry 
schemes. In Section 3.3, ozone is examined in the recent past against observations, 
and analysed from 1850 to 2100 under the low and high RCPs emission scenarios for 
those models with interactive chemistry-climate feedback. Section 3.4 explores past 
and future stratospheric ozone evolution and climate interactions. A discussion of the 
results is presented in Section 3.5, followed by a brief summary and main conclusions 
in Section 3.6. 
 
3.2. Models, simulations and analysis 
In this section we describe main details of the ACCMIP models, simulations, and 
analyses conducted in this paper. A comprehensive description of the models and 





3.2.1. ACCMIP models 
Table 3.1 summarises the ACCMIP models analysed in this study and their important 
features. We considered 8 models that had time-varying stratospheric ozone, either 
prescribed (offline) or interactively calculated (online). From the full ACCMIP 
ensemble (Lamarque et al., 2013b), we have excluded: EMAC, GEOSCCM and 
GISS-E2-TOMAS, as these did not produce output for all the scenarios and time 
periods analysed here (see Sect. 3.2.2); CICERO-OsloCTM and LMDzORINCA, as 
these used a constant climatological value of stratospheric ozone; MOCAGE and 
STOC-HadAM3,  which  showed  poor  stratospheric  ozone  chemistry  performance 
compared to observations; and NCAR-CAM5.1, as this model was focused on aerosol 
output and did not save ozone fields. 
The ACCMIP models included in this study are CCMs (7) or chemistry 
general circulation models (1) with atmospheric chemistry modules. The CCMs 
implemented a coupled composition-radiation scheme, whereas the chemistry and 
radiation was not coupled in UM-CAM (see Table 3.1). Both sea surface temperatures 
and sea-ice concentrations were prescribed, except in GISS-E2-R which interactively 
calculated them. Similarly to Eyring et al. (2013a), we group the models into two 
categories: 6 models with full atmospheric chemistry (CHEM), and 2 models with 
online tropospheric chemistry but with prescribed ozone in the stratosphere 
(NOCHEM) (Figure 4 of Lamarque et al., 2013b). All CHEM models included ODSs 
(with Cl and Br) and the impact of polar stratospheric clouds (PSCs) on heterogeneous 
chemistry, although a linearised ozone chemistry parameterisation was implemented 
in CESM-CAM-Superfast (McLinden et al., 2000; Hsu and Prather, 2009). The other 
two models, HadGEM2 and UM-CAM, prescribed stratospheric ozone concentrations 
from the IGAC/SPARC database (Cionni et al., 2011). 
A final important distinction among the models is how stratospheric changes 
are able to influence photolysis rates. The simplest scheme is for HadGEM2 and UM-
CAM, where the photolysis rates are derived from a look-up table as a function of 
time, latitude and altitude only, and using a climatological cloud and ozone fields (i.e. 
the rates are the same for all simulations) (e.g. Zeng et al., 2008; Zeng et al., 2010; 
Collins et al., 2011; Martin et al., 2011). The look-up table is more complex with 
CESM-CAM-Superfast (Gent et al., 2010), CMAM (Scinocca et al., 2008), GFDL-
AM3 (Donner et al., 2011; Griffies et al., 2011) and NCAR-CAM3.5 (Gent et al., 















CHEM Yes Adjusted 
look-up table 
Lamarque et al. 
(2012) 
CMAM CHEM Yes Adjusted 
look-up table 
Scinocca et al. 
(2008) 
GFDL-AM3 CHEM Yes Adjusted 
look-up table 
Donner et al. 
(2011); Naik et al. 
(2013a) 
GISS-E2-R CHEM Yes Online Koch et al. (2006); 
Shindell et al. 
(2013c) 
HadGEM2 NOCHEM Yes Look-up 
table + TCO 
overhead 








CHEM Yes Adjusted 
look-up table 
Lamarque et al. 
(2011; 2012) 
UM-CAM NOCHEM No Look-up 
table 




and cloudiness into account, which couples with the simulated aerosols. Fully online 
photolysis calculations were only made for MIROC-CHEM (Watanabe et al., 2011) 
and GISS-E2-R (Schmidt et al., 2006; Shindell et al., 2013c). 
As per Young et al. (2013a), all models were interpolated to a common grid 
(5º by 5º latitude/longitude and 24 pressure levels). 
 
3.2.2. ACCMIP scenarios and simulations 
The ACCMIP simulations were designed to span the pre-industrial period to the end 
of the 21st century. In this study, time slices from the years 1850, 1980 and 2000 
comprise historical projections (hereafter Hist), whereas time slices from the years 
2030 and 2100 future simulations. The latter follow the climate and 
composition/emission projections prescribed by the RCPs (van Vuuren et al., 2011; 
Lamarque et al., 2012), named after their nominal radiative forcing at the end of the 
21st century relative to 1750. Here we consider RCP2.6 (referring to 2.6 Wm−2) and 
RCP8.5 (8.5 Wm−2), since they bracket the range of warming in the ACCMIP 





Future ODSs (the total organic chlorine and bromine compounds) in CHEM 
models follow the RCPs values from Meinshausen et al. (2011), which does not 
include the early phase-out of hydrochlorofluorocarbons agreed in 2007 by the Parties 
to the Montreal Protocol. Note that ODSs may be specified as concentrations 
(CMAM, GFDL-AM3 and NCAR-CAM3.5) or emissions (CESM-CAM-superfast, 
GISS-E2-R, MIROC-CHEM) in different models, though these were the same within 
each time slice simulation (except for GISS-E2-R; see below). No significant trends 
are found for stratospheric ozone in those years that form part of the Hist 1980 time 
slice for the latter models, even though ODSs were specified as emissions (i.e. any 
trends in ODSs concentration in the stratosphere due to transport timescales do not 
significantly affect ozone concentrations). This is slightly different from the modified 
halogen scenario of WMO (2007) used in the IGAC/SPARC ozone database 
employed by the NOCHEM models (described below). Nevertheless, halogen 
concentrations in both future scenarios peak around the year 2000 and decline 
afterwards, although slightly different timing of ozone returning to historical levels 
may be found. Tropospheric ozone precursors emissions follow Lamarque et al. 
(2010) for the historical period, and Lamarque et al. (2013b) for the RCPs. 
Briefly, the IGAC/SPARC database includes zonal and monthly mean 
stratospheric ozone time series between 1850–2099 (Cionni et al., 2011). A multiple 
linear regression analysis based on satellite (Stratospheric Aerosol and Gas 
Experiment I+II) and ozonesonde (Syowa and Resolute) observations is applied for 
the recent past (1979–2009), and extrapolated back to 1850 using pre-1979 ODS 
levels. Future stratospheric ozone (2010–2099) is taken from the CCMVal2 multi-
model mean REF-B2 simulations, which follow the Special Report on Emission 
Scenarios A1B for GHG concentrations and the A1 adjusted halogen scenario 
(Morgenstern et al., 2010b). 
Most models completed time slice simulations for each period and scenario, 
usually 10 years average about each time slice (e.g. 1975–1984 for the Hist 1980 time 
slice, although other models simulated time slices ranging from 5 to 11 years). Notice 
that interannual variability for a given time slice is generally small (Young et al., 
2013a). The exception is GISS-E2-R, which ran transient simulations with a coupled 
ocean. Equivalent time slice means were calculated by averaging 10 years centred on 
the desired time slice, (1975–1984 for 1980 and so forth), except for the 1850 and 





3.2.3. CMIP5 and CCMVal2 simulations 
We also include CMIP5 and CCMVal2 simulations as a benchmark for the former 
models. We use a subset of five “high” top CMIP5 models, defined here as those 
models that represented and saved ozone output above 10 hPa for the historical 
(1850–2005, most of the models), and future (RCP2.6 and RCP8.5, 2005–2100) 
emission scenarios: CESM1-WACCM, GFDL-CM3, MPI-ESM-LR, MIROC-ESM, 
and MIROC-ESM-CHEM. Only high top models are considered here due to the 
implications the upper stratosphere has on, among other factors, stratospheric 
dynamical variability (Charlton-Perez et al., 2013), and tropospheric circulation 
(Wilcox et al., 2012). Moreover, we will show how, in the tropics, upper stratospheric 
ozone plays a key role on TCO projections during the 21st century (see Sect. 3.3.2). 
Again, we group the models into two categories: 3 models with full atmospheric 
chemistry (CHEM: CESM1-WACCM, GFDL-CM3 and MIROC-ESM-CHEM), and 
2 models with prescribed ozone (NOCHEM: MPI-ESM-LR and MIROC-ESM). 
While MPI-ESM-LR prescribed ozone concentrations from a modified version of the 
IGAC/SPARC database (Cionni et al., 2011; Jones et al., 2011), with a solar cycle 
included in the future; MIROC-ESM imposed ozone fields from a former simulation 
(Kawase et al., 2011), which neglected climate impacts on stratospheric ozone. A 
detailed description of the models, simulations and ozone concentrations are presented 
by Taylor et al. (2012) and Eyring et al. (2013a). 
In addition, we include 14 CCMVal2 models that represented ozone under the 
REF-B1 scenario (1960–2006, most of the models): CAM3.5, CCSRNIES, CMAM, 
E39CA, EMAC, GEOSCCM, LMDZrepro, Niwa-SOCOL, SOCOL, ULAQ, 
UMETRAC, UMUKCA-METO, UMUKCA-UCAM and WACCM. All these models 
had interactive stratospheric chemistry and coupled composition-climate feedback, 
although simplified or absent chemistry in the troposphere. Morgenstern et al. (2010b) 
describe in detail CCMVal2 models and REF-B1 simulations. 
In contrast to ACCMIP time slice simulations, these data sets were based on 
transient experiments, which may result in slightly different ozone levels, as 
simulations depart from initial conditions. Nevertheless, equivalent time slice means 
were calculated in the same manner as above for consistency purposes throughout all 




the ozone mixing ratio field, which may slightly differ (~ 1.5 %) from that of the 
model’s native TCO (Eyring et al., 2013a). 
 
3.2.4. Tropopause definition 
For the purpose of comparing the outputs among models, a tracer tropopause 
definition has been argued to be suitable (Wild, 2007). This study follows Young et al. 
(2013a) method, in which the tropopause is based on the 150 ppbv ozone contour (i.e. 
“ozone mask”), after Prather et al. (2001). For example, the “troposphere” is defined 
as the region that lies below the ozone mask. The definition is fitted for all time slices 
using ozone from the Hist 1850 time slice for each model and month; meaning that the 
“troposphere” is defined as a fixed volume region of the atmosphere. On the one hand, 
Young et al. (2013a) argued that using a monthly mean tropopause from the 1850 time 
slice prevents issues with different degrees of ozone depletion among the models, 
especially for SH high latitudes. On the other hand, this neglects the fact that the 
tropopause height may vary with time due to climate change (e.g. Santer et al., 2003a, 
b). Nevertheless, Young et al. (2013a) have shown that using ozone from the Hist 
2000 time slice to define the tropopause across all time slices, generally results in 
tropospheric ozone columns of ±5 % compared to the Hist 1850 time slice. 
 
3.2.5. Trend calculations 
The different data sets trends are broadly comparable but differ slightly in their 
calculation and uncertainty determination. For ACCMIP, CMIP5 and CCMVal2 
models, the trends are for the differences between the Hist 1980 and 2000 time slices 
with the range shown as box/whisker plots (central 50 % of trends as the box; 95 % 
confidence intervals as the whiskers). Note that using time slices to calculate trends 
will underestimate the uncertainty from interannual variability. However, least squares 
linear trends calculated for CMIP5 and CCMVal2 models (i.e. between 1980 and 
2000) are similar to those calculated from differences between time slices. 
Trends for observational estimates and ozone databases (used in Sect. 3.3.1 
and 3.4) are least squares linear trends (i.e. between 1980 and 2000 for consistency 
reasons with time slices), with error bars indicating the 95 % confidence level based 
on the standard error for the fit, and corrected for lag-1 autocorrelation for the former 




linear trends based on autocorrelated data (lag-1 structure) should account for this, 
otherwise the significance would be too liberal. 
 
3.3. Long-term total column ozone evolution in the ACCMIP models 
This section presents an evaluation of the present-day (Hist 2000) TCO distribution 
and recent (1980–2000) ozone trends against observations and observationally-
derived data. The evolution of TCO from the pre-industrial period (1850) to the end of 
the 21st century (2100) is also discussed, with a particular focus on the different 
contribution of trends in the tropical tropospheric, lower stratospheric, and upper 
stratospheric columns to the total column trend. Previously, Young et al. (2013a) have 
shown that TCO distribution changes in the ACCMIP multi-model mean agree well 
with the Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer (TOMS) for the last few decades (their 
Fig. S7). However, ACCMIP models simulate weaker (not significant) ozone 
depletion in early boreal spring over the Arctic between Hist 1980 and 2000 compared 
to TOMS (see also Sects. 3.3.1 and 3.5). 
 
3.3.1. Evaluation of ozone trends, 1980–2000 
Figure 3.1 shows TCO decadal trends between 1980 and 2000 for the global mean, 
and a number of latitude bands. The figure compares the ACCMIP, CMIP5 and 
CCMVal2 models against the Bodeker Scientific TCO data set (BodSci TCO - version 
2.8), combining a number of different satellite-based instruments (Bodeker et al., 
2005; Struthers et al., 2009), and observations from the Solar Backscatter Ultraviolet 
(SBUV - version 8.6) merged ozone data set (McPeters et al., 2013). Also, Fig. 3.1 
includes trends from the IGAC/SPARC ozone data set (Cionni et al., 2011), which 
was used by the majority of the models with prescribed ozone concentrations (both 
ACCMIP and CMIP5). The annual mean is used in evaluations for the global, tropical 
and midlatitudes regions. Additional evaluations are made for the boreal spring in the 
Arctic (March, April and May) and the austral spring in the Antarctic (September, 

















Figure 3.1. Total column ozone trends from 1980 to 2000 (% dec−1) for the annual 
mean (ANN) (a) global, (b) in the tropics, (c) in the northern midlatitudes, (d) in 
the southern midlatitudes, (e) for the boreal spring in the Arctic (MAM), and (f) 
for austral spring in the Antarctic (SON). The box, whiskers and line indicate the 
interquartile range, 95 % range and median respectively, for the ACCMIP (light 
grey), CMIP5 (dark grey) and CCMVal2 (magenta) models. Multi-model means 
are indicated by dots. CHEM (models with interactive chemistry) and NOCHEM 
(models that prescribe ozone) means are indicated by ‘plus’ and ‘cross’ symbols, 
respectively. Observations and IGAC/SPARC data sets are represented by error 




Within uncertainty, the overall response for ACCMIP is in good agreement 
with observational data sets in terms of decadal trends and absolute values, with the 
Northern Hemisphere (NH) being the region where models differ most. These results 
also compare favourably with those reported by WMO (2014). In line with CMIP5 
and CCMVal2 models, strongest changes are found over Antarctica in austral spring 
associated to the ozone hole, and smallest over the tropics where ODSs are least 
effective. ACCMIP NOCHEM models typically simulate smaller decadal trends than 
CHEM models, consistent with the possible underestimation of SH ozone depletion 
trends in the IGAC/SPARC ozone data set (Hassler et al., 2013; Young et al., 2014). 
However, outside extratropical SH regions, IGAC/SPARC ozone data set (i.e. used to 
drive the majority of ACCMIP and CMIP5 NOCHEM models) tends to show better 
agreement with observations than CHEM models. ACCMIP CHEM and CMIP5 
CHEM   models   show   very   similar   TCO   decadal   trends   in   all   regions       
(± 0.1–0.2 % dec−1), although differing somewhat more at high latitudes in the SH, 
where ozone depletion is greatest (± 2.9 % dec−1). ACCMIP NOCHEM and CMIP5 
NOCHEM models show more disparate trends (± 0.5–2.1 % dec−1), which may be 
related to different ozone data sets and the implementation method on each model (i.e. 
online tropospheric chemistry in ACCMIP models). 
Figure 3.2 compares vertically resolved ozone decadal trends for the same 
period, regions and seasons, for the ACCMIP multi-model mean and individual 
models against the Binary Database of Profiles (BDBP version 1.1.0.6) data set, using 
the so-called Tier 0 and Tier 1.4 data (Bodeker et al., 2013). Tier 0 includes ozone 
measurements from a wide range of satellite and ground-based platforms, whereas 
Tier 1.4 is a regression model fitted to the same observations. Uncertainty estimates 
for the BDBP Tier 1.4 trends are from the linear least square fits, as for the 
observations in Fig. 3.1. ACCMIP shows most disagreement with the BDBP data in 









Figure 3.2. Vertically resolved ozone trends (% dec-1), for ACCMIP multi-model 
mean, CHEM and NOCHEM models compared to BDBP Tier 1.4 (regression 
model fit with uncertainty estimates indicating 95 % confidence intervals, one tail) 




In the Tropics (Fig. 3.1b), TCO in all data sets agrees fairly well with 
observations. Although ACCMIP, CMIP5 and CCMVal2 simulate small decadal 
trends (−0.4, −0.7 and −0.9 % dec−1 respectively), the spread of the models at the 95 
% confidence interval stays within the negative range. However, uncertainty estimates 
in TCO in the SBUV and BodSci TCO data sets embrace trends of different sign       
(−0.7 ± 1.5 % dec−1, and −0.4 ± 2.3 % dec−1 respectively). IGAC/SPARC presents 
slightly larger negative decadal trends than observations in this region. CMIP5 CHEM 
and CCMVal2 multi-model means show slightly stronger decadal trends than 
ACCMIP CHEM models in this region. In terms of absolute values, the spread of the 
ACCMIP models overlaps the observed TCO for the Hist 2000 time slice, though 
most models differ by more than the observational standard deviation (7 out of 8). 
Biases in TCO may be attributed to different altitude regions (Fig. 3.2b). ACCMIP 
models fail to represent observed ozone depletion occurring in the lower and middle 
stratosphere region, which may be linked to a poor representation of the HOx and 
upwelling in this region (e.g. Lary, 1997; Randel et al., 2007). 
In the NH midlatitudes (Fig. 3.1c), TCO trends in ACCMIP and CMIP5 
CHEM models (−0.8 and −0.9 % dec−1 respectively) underestimate larger negative 
trends than observation estimates (−2.3 ± 1.2 % dec−1), though the CCMVal2 multi-
model mean (−1.4 % dec−1) is within the observational uncertainty. TCO decadal 
trends for IGAC/SPARC and NOCHEM models show better agreement with 
observations than CHEM models in this region. The ACCMIP Hist 2000 simulation 
agrees fairly well with observations in terms of absolute values, however, once again 
most models diverge by more than the observational standard deviation (7 out of 8). 
The ACCMIP multi-model mean falls within the BDBP Tier 1.4 uncertainty estimates 
for most of the lowermost and middle stratosphere, though simulates weaker ozone 
depletion in the lower stratosphere, which may be associated with the weaker than 
observed ozone depletion over the Arctic (Fig. 3.2c). 
Over the Arctic in boreal spring (Fig. 3.1e), again the ACCMIP CHEM, 
CMIP5 CHEM and CCMVal2 data sets show weaker decadal trends than observations 
(−2.1, −2.3 and −2.5 % dec−1 respectively compared to −5.3 ± 3.3 % dec−1). However, 
TCO for Hist 2000 in ACCMIP is in good agreement with observations, with no 
individual model differing by more than the observational standard deviation. In the 
altitude region around 150–30 hPa, the ACCMIP multi-model mean is 




In the SH midlatitudes (Fig. 3.1d), ACCMIP simulates TCO decadal trends in 
better agreement with observations than in the NH midlatitudes                             
(−2.0 % dec−1 compared to −2.9 ± 1.3 % dec−1), except for the ACCMIP NOCHEM 
mean which is significantly underestimating larger negative trends (−1.1 % dec−1). In 
terms of absolute values in present-day conditions, most ACCMIP models’ TCO is 
either high or low biased compared to observations (7 out of 8). The ACCMIP multi-
model mean is again underestimating larger negative trends compared to the BDBP 
data set in the altitude range between 150–30 hPa (notice that Tier 1.4 trends are more 
uncertain in this region), which may be associated to the influence of the tropics and 
in-situ HOx catalytic loss cycle (e.g. Lary, 1997) (Fig. 3.2d). 
Over Antarctica in austral spring (Fig. 3.1f), ACCMIP CHEM and CMIP5 
multi-model means show best agreement compared to observations                     
(−12.9 % dec−1 and −13.9 % dec−1 respectively compared to ~ −13.9 ± 10.4 % dec−1), 
although all data sets fall within observational uncertainty estimates. IGAC/SPARC 
ozone data set and NOCHEM models simulate less ozone depletion in this region 
(−11.4 % dec−1 and −8.8 % dec−1 respectively) than models with interactive 
chemistry. Although, many ACCMIP models are in good agreement with observations 
in terms of absolute values for the Hist 2000 time slice, one CHEM model deviates 
more than the observational standard deviation. ACCMIP models show fairly good 
agreement with BDBP Tier 1.4 decadal trends at various altitude regions, except 
around 70–30 hPa, which is also the region where the modelled temperature trends are 
more negative than observed (see Sect. 3.5). This is consistent with previous analyses 
which suggested that models potentially simulate too strong negative trend for a given 
ozone depletion (e.g. Young et al., 2011) and this discrepancy warrants further 
investigation in future model intercomparison studies, where there is more model 
output available. 
 
3.3.2. Past modelled and future projected total column ozone 
In this section, the evolution of past modelled TCO (from 1850 to 2000) and the 
sensitivity of ozone to future GHG emissions (from 2030 to 2100) under the lower 
and higher RCPs scenarios are discussed for the regions and seasons presented in the 
evaluation section. In the tropical region, TCO evolution is further analysed by 




between 31–48 km and 17–25 km respectively) and tropospheric (<17 km) columns 
ozone. Historical and future global annual mean of TCO and associated uncertainty  
(± 1 standard deviation) for the ACCMIP and CMIP5 CHEM models and the 
IGAC/SPARC data set is given in Table 3.2. 
To probe how different emissions of GHG affect stratospheric ozone, we only 
include in this section ACCMIP and CMIP5 models with full ozone chemistry 
(CHEM). In addition, we compare these results with the IGAC/SPARC database, 
generally used by those models with prescribed stratospheric ozone. Note that 
tropospheric column ozone under the RCPs at the end of the 21st century could lead to 
differences in TCO around 20 DU, due to differences in ozone precursors emissions 
(e.g. methane) (Young et al., 2013a). Again, vertical resolved ozone changes are 
presented to give insight on the vertical distribution of ozone changes (for the     
1850–2100 and 2000–2100 periods). 
Figure 3.3 shows, except for the extratropical regions in the SH, an increase in 
TCO from the pre-industrial period (Hist 1850) to the near-past (Hist 1980) owing to 
ozone precursors emissions. In the SH extratropical, due to special conditions (e.g. 
greater isolation from the main sources of ozone precursors and stratospheric cold 
temperatures during austral winter and early spring), there is a decrease in TCO that is 
particularly pronounced over Antarctica (−12.4 %). Between near-past and present-
day (Hist 2000), a period characterised by ODS emissions, the TCO decreases 
everywhere, with the magnitude being dependent on the region. Thus, the relative 
change of TCO between the present-day and pre-industrial periods varies across 
different regions, mainly due to the competing effects of ozone precursors and ODS 
emissions (approximately, from 2.9 % in the NH midlatitudes and −34.9 % over 
Antarctica). Notice, however, that minimal stratospheric ozone depletion occurs 
before the 1960s. 
Future TCO projected for the RCPs 2100 time slices relative to present-day are 
affected by the impact of the Montreal Protocol on limiting ODS emissions, climate 
change and ozone precursors emissions. TCO changes between 2000 and 2100 
relative to the pre-industrial period for the low and high emission scenarios are in the 
range of approximately from −1.2 % to 2.0 % in the tropics and 28.3–31.7 % over 






                             Table 3.2. Global annual mean of TCO (DU) 
Scenario Year ACCMIP* CMIP5* IGAC/SPARC 
Hist 1850 294±16 300±19 293±1 
 1980 300±19 306±20 292±2 
 2000 291±16 297±20 281±1 
RCP2.6 2030 295±16 301±20 288±1 
 2100 297±18 302±20 294±0 
RCP8.5 2030 300±17 306±20 290±1 
 2100 316±23 323±11 304±0 
*For the historical period and the RCPs emission scenarios considered here as calculated from the 
CHEM models and the IGAC/SPARC data set (see Sect. 3.2). The multi-model mean is given along 
with uncertainties (± 1 standard deviation). 
 
 
ozone levels than those during pre-ozone depletion (1850), is found for ACCMIP 
CHEM models in RCP8.5 2100 in all regions and seasons, with the exception in the 
tropics and over Antarctica during austral spring. As expected from the above climate 
impacts, the biggest super-recovery is found, in the order of 12.6 % over the Arctic 
during boreal spring, and between 3.9–6.5 % at midlatitudes for the RCP8.5 2100 time 
slice. Midlatitudes inter-hemispheric difference – i.e. larger stratospheric ozone 
sensitivity to GHG concentrations in the NH – is likely associated with differences in 
transport (see also Figure 3.5b,d). Similar levels of stratospheric ozone super-recovery 
are found in the CMIP5 CHEM models. In contrast, the IGAC/SPARC database only 
projects small super-recovery in the NH polar region and at midlatitudes in the SH. 
These ozone super-recovery results are consistent with recent findings on 
stratospheric ozone sensitivity to GHG concentrations (Waugh et al., 2009a; Eyring et 
al., 2010b). 
 We give special attention to TCO projections in the tropics, since an 
acceleration of the BDC, due to increases in GHG concentrations would lead to a rise 
of tropospheric ozone-poor air entering the tropical lower stratosphere (Butchart et al., 
2006; Butchart et al., 2010; SPARC-CCMVal, 2010; Butchart et al., 2011; Eyring et 
al., 2013a). In other words, ozone concentrations in the lower stratosphere would 













Figure 3.4 presents upper (10–1 hPa) and lower (>15 hPa) stratospheric and 
tropospheric columns ozone in the tropics, from the pre-industrial period to the end of 
the 21st century. Tropospheric  column ozone  increases with  higher ozone  precursors  
Figure 3.3. Total column ozone (DU) time series from 1850 to 2100, normalised 
to Hist 1850 time slice levels. The box, whiskers and line indicate the interquartile 
range, 95 % range and median respectively, for the ACCMIP CHEM models. In 
addition, the multi-model mean of the CMIP5 CHEM models and the 






































Figure 3.4. As Fig. 3.3, but for the upper stratosphere (10–1 hPa), lower 




emissions  during  the  historical  period  (1850–2000).  Future   emissions   of   ozone 
precursors (e.g. CO and NOx) are fairly similar among the RCPs scenarios, decreasing 
to various degrees between the present-day and 2100 (van Vuuren et al., 2011). The 
exception is that the methane burden under the RCP8.5 scenario roughly doubles by 
the end of the 21st century (Meinshausen et al., 2011). Mainly due to the methane 
burden and the stratospheric ozone influence via STE, ACCMIP CHEM tropospheric 
column ozone change by 2100 relative to present-day is −5.5 DU and 5.2 DU, for the 
RCP2.6 and RCP8.5 scenarios respectively. For both stratospheric columns ozone, 
there is a small decrease from the pre-industrial period to present-day (−3.2–3.3 DU), 
which remained fairly constant by 2030 for both RCPs scenarios. Although ODSs 
concentrations decrease during the 21st century, two different stories occur in the 
second half of the century. In the upper stratosphere, ozone amounts return to pre-
industrial levels under the low emission scenario by 2100. However, RCP8.5 2100 
ozone levels relative to present-day increase 8.3 DU, due to a slow down of the ozone 
catalytic loss cycles, linked to the stratospheric cooling (e.g. Haigh and Pyle, 1982; 
Portmann and Solomon, 2007; Revell et al., 2012; Reader et al., 2013). In the lower 
stratosphere, ozone levels change little (−0.8 DU) by 2100 relative to the present-day 
for the RCP2.6, though decrease by −8.5 DU under the RCP8.5 scenario, likely due to 
the acceleration of the BDC. In summary, stratospheric column ozone by 2100 
remains fairly similar to the present-day, although different stories are drawn in the 
upper and lower stratosphere. Future TCO changes in the tropics are mainly 
determined by the upper stratospheric ozone sensitivity to GHG concentrations, due to 
a large compensation between tropospheric and lower stratospheric column ozone 
changes in the RCP2.6 and RCP8.5 emission scenarios. Notice that tropospheric 
column ozone in the RCP8.5 2100 time slice is largely the result of future increase in 
methane. 
Figure 3.5 presents vertically resolved ozone change between the Hist 1850 
and RCPs 2100 time slices and between the Hist 2000 and RCPs 2100 time slices (top 
and bottom rows, respectively). In contrast to the tropics, the midlatitudes lower 
stratospheric ozone is positively correlated to GHG concentrations (Fig. 3.5, b and d) 
mainly due to the influx of relatively “rich” ozone air from lower latitudes (e.g. 
WMO, 2011) from a strengthened BDC. Additionally, the increase in methane 
emissions in the RCP8.5 scenario results in chemically-driven increases in ozone in 














However, middle and upper stratospheric ozone sensitivity to GHG concentrations 
behaves the same as in the tropics. Substantial ozone increases are simulated by 2100, 
in the altitude region of the upper troposphere-lower stratosphere and the middle and 
upper stratosphere, relative to pre-industrial (1850) and present-day (2000) levels. We 
note that climate impact in ozone levels is weaker in the southern than in the northern 
midlatitudes for the ACCMIP and CMIP5 multi-model means, likely due to 
hemispheric differences in STE and ozone flux (Shepherd, 2008), which is in contrast 
to IGAC/SPARC data set. TCO for the RCP8.5 2100 time slice is 6.9–13.1 % higher 
than those simulated in the Hist 1850 time slice. While, the RCP2.6 2100 time slice in 
the northern midlatitudes is similar to present-day levels, in the southern midlatitudes 
is similar to pre-industrial levels. This is mainly due to regional differences in ozone 
precursors emissions and the tropospheric ozone contribution (Fig. 3.3, c-d). 
Figure 3.5. Vertically resolved ozone change between 2100 and 1850 (a to f), and 
2100 and 2000 (g to l) time slices. Figures a-g are for Arctic boreal spring mean, 
b-h and d-j for NH and SH midlatitudes annual mean respectively, c-i for tropical 




Over the Arctic in boreal spring (Fig. 3.3e), results similar to those in the 
northern midlatitudes are found for all models, though higher stratospheric ozone 
sensitivity to GHG concentrations lead to approximately two times larger scenario 
differences for the 2100 time slice (37.7 DU between RCP2.6 and RCP8.5). In 
addition to the RCP8.5 emission scenario, ozone super recovery is also simulated 
under the RCP2.6 scenario by ACCMIP and CMIP5 CHEM models. The 
IGAC/SPARC data set projects similar results to those under the latter scenario. Note 
that the ACCMIP and CMIP5 multi-model means show a small increase in TCO by 
1980 and no significant ozone depletion by 2000 relative to 1850. This is in sharp 
contrast to the polar region in the SH, which highlights both regional differences in 
ozone precursors sources and atmospheric conditions. 
Over Antarctica during austral spring (Fig. 3.3f), TCO evolution is more 
isolated from GHG effects and ozone precursors than in other regions. In agreement 
with previous studies, ACCMIP and CMIP5 CHEM models project similar values 
under the lower and higher GHG scenarios (Austin et al., 2010; SPARC-CCMVal, 
2010; Eyring et al., 2013a). TCO in the RCPs 2100 time slices remained below 1850s 
levels (−3.3–6.7 %). This suggests decreasing ODS concentrations during the 21st 
century as the main driver of stratospheric ozone in this region and season (i.e. ozone 
super-recovery is found for RCP8.5 2100 in other seasons). Furthermore, vertical 
distribution changes of stratospheric ozone in 2100, compared to 1850 (Fig. 3.5f1), 
and 2000 (Fig. 3.5f2), show small differences between the above scenarios (e.g. small 
sensitivity to GHG concentrations). Evolution of stratospheric ozone at high latitudes 
in the SH, particularly during spring season, has implications over surface climate due 
to modifications in temperature and circulation patterns as shown by previous studies. 
 
3.4. Stratospheric ozone changes and associated climate impacts in 
the Southern Hemisphere 
To probe stratospheric ozone evolution and climate interactions (1850–2100), we first 
examine simulated stratospheric temperatures in Sect. 3.4.1. SAM index evolution is 
presented in Sect. 3.4.2. Note that ozone loss over the Arctic in boreal spring is only 
around 25 % of the depletion observed in the Antarctic (see also Fig. 3.1e), and is not 
believed to have a significant role in driving NH surface climate (e.g. Grise et al., 





3.4.1. Lower stratospheric temperature changes 
Figure 3.6 shows recent stratospheric temperature decadal trends (1980–2000) at polar 
regions during springtime (March-April-May in the Arctic and October-November- 
December in the Antarctic). The figure compares temperature in the lower 
stratosphere (TLS) in the ACCMIP, CMIP5 and CCMVal2 models with observational 
estimates based on Microwave Sounding Unit (MSU) retrievals by the Remote 
Sensing Systems (RSS - version 3.3) (Mears et al., 2011), the  Satellite Applications 
and Research (STAR - version 3.0) (Zou et al., 2006; Zou et al., 2009), and the 
University of Alabama in Huntsville (UAH - version 5.4) (Christy et al., 2003)      
(Fig. 3.6a-c). The TLS vertical weighting function from RSS is used to derive MSU 
temperature from climate models output. Temperature vertical profile decadal trends 
in the ACCMIP models (Fig. 3.6b-d) are compared against radiosonde products of the 
Radiosonde Observation Correction Using Reanalyses (RAOBCORE - version 1.5), 
Radiosonde Innovation Composite Homogenization (RICH-obs and RICH-tau - 
version 1.5) (Haimberger et al., 2008, 2012), the Hadley Centre radiosonde 
temperature product (HadAT2) (Thorne et al., 2005), and the Iterative Universal 
Kriging (IUK) Radiosonde Analysis Project (Sherwood et al., 2008) (version 2.01). 
Over the NH polar cap in boreal spring, although ACCMIP, CMIP5 and 
CCMVal2 models are within observational estimates, all simulates weaker decadal 
trends (−0.5, −0.1 and −0.4 K dec−1, respectively) than observed (−1.6 ± 3.4 K dec−1) 
(Fig. 3.6a). Natural variability in models not constrained by observed meteorology is 
difficult to reproduce (Austin et al., 2003; Charlton-Perez et al., 2010; Butchart et al., 
2011; Charlton-Perez et al., 2013; Shepherd et al., 2014) such as, the abnormally cold 
boreal winters in the mid-1990s (i.e. more PSCs formation), which resulted in 
enhanced ozone loss during boreal spring (Newman et al., 2001). Moreover, ACCMIP 
simulations, based on time slice experiments for most models, did not embrace that 
period, only those boundary conditions for 1980 and 2000 years. This weaker trend on 
stratospheric temperature is also seen in the vertical profile above around the 


















Figure 3.6. Temperature trends from 1980 to 2000 (K dec-1). Figures (a) and (c) 
represent MSU temperature lower stratosphere (TLS) for MAM in the Arctic and 
for OND in the Antarctic. The box, whiskers, line, dot, ‘plus’ and ‘cross’ symbols 
show the interquartile range, 95 % range, median, multi-model mean, CHEM and 
NOCHEM means respectively, for the ACCMIP (light grey), CMIP5 (dark grey) 
and CCMVal2 (magenta) models. Figures (b) and (d) represent vertically resolved 
temperature (T) trends for the ACCMIP simulations (light grey). Observational 





Over Antarctica in austral spring, the ACCMIP and CMIP5 multi-model 
means are in very good agreement (−2.2 K dec−1, −2.5 K dec−1 respectively) with 
satellite measurements (−2.1 ± 6.3 K dec−1) (Fig. 3.6c). CHEM models (i.e. ACCMIP 
and CMIP5) and CCMVal2 multi-model mean tend to simulate larger negative trends 
than NOCHEM models, which may be due to the fact that the IGAC/SPARC ozone 
data set is at the lower end of the observational estimates, as has been shown in recent 
studies (Solomon et al., 2012; Hassler et al., 2013; Young et al., 2014). They argued 
the importance of the ozone data set for appropriate representation of stratospheric 
temperature, and in turn SH surface climate. Although, large uncertainties exist in this 
region and period, all ACCMIP individual models fall within the observational error 
estimates (Fig. 3.6d). Note that observational estimates are significant at the 95 % 
confidence levels, if year 2000 is removed from the linear fit (−2.95 ± 2.90,         
−3.02 ± 2.95 and −3.12 ± 2.87 K dec−1 for the RSS, STAR and UAH data sets, 
respectively), as this year was “anomalously” warm. The relatively large spread of the 
simulated stratospheric temperature trend for the observational period is consistent 
with the models spread of ozone in this region (Fig. 3.1f and 3.2f). The correlation 
between stratospheric ozone and temperature trends becomes evident by comparing 
TCO trends between the Hist 1980 and 2000 time slices and TLS trends for the same 
period between CHEM and NOCHEM models (i.e. large ozone depletion results in 
stronger stratospheric cooling trends). 
Figure 3.7a depicts SH polar cap TLS long-term evolution (1850–2100) 
normalised to pre-industrial levels during austral spring. As commented above, 
stratospheric temperature can be perturbed by anthropogenic emissions of ODSs and 
GHGs, both having a net cooling effect. ACCMIP Hist 1980 and 2000 TLS time 
slices (−3.4 K and −7.9 K) are driven by the combination of ozone depletion and 
climate change since the pre-industrial period. In future projections, ozone recovery 
and GHG concentrations are expected to have an opposite effect on stratospheric 
temperatures. The slight temperature increased of the TLS by 2030 in the RCPs time 
slices relative to present-day, is very similar between the lower and higher RCPs 
emission scenarios (1.6 K and 1.2 K, respectively). By the end of the 21st century, the 
projected TLS under the RCP2.6 scenario returns to Hist 1980 levels, whereas it 
remains fairly unchanged under the RCP8.5 scenario relative to 2030. These two 
different stories suggest a key role of GHG concentration in the second half of the 


































reported previously (McLandress et al., 2011; Perlwitz, 2011; Polvani et al., 2011); 
see Sect. 3.4.2, Thompson et al. (2011) and Previdi and Polvani (2014) for a 
comprehensive review. 
 
Figure 3.7. (a) MSU temperature lower stratosphere (TLS) and (b) SAM index 
time series from 1850 to 2100. The box, whiskers, line, dot, ‘plus’ and ‘cross’ 
symbols show the interquartile range, 95 % range, median, multi-model mean, 
CHEM and NOCHEM means respectively, for the ACCMIP models. The five 
years average of the CMIP5 multi-model mean is shown. In addition, HadSLP2 
observational data set for (b) is represented by a solid black line. The ACCMIP 
models are normalised to Hist 1850 time slice levels, and the HadSLP2 data set 




3.4.2. Southern Annular Mode evolution 
The SAM index is defined as per Gong and Wang (1999), by subtracting the zonal 
mean  sea  level  pressure  (SLP)  at  65ºS  latitude  from  the zonal mean SLP at 40ºS 
latitude from monthly mean output. The SAM index is a proxy of variability in the 
jets captured by SLP anomalies at middle and high latitudes (e.g. Thompson and 
Wallace, 2000). 
 Figure 3.7b shows SAM index long-term evolution (1850–2100) normalised to 
1850 levels during austral summer. Observational estimates based on the Hadley 
Centre Sea Level Pressure data set (HadSLP2) are shown from 1970 to 2012. The 
ACCMIP multi-model mean shows a positive trend between Hist 1980 and 2000 time 
slices (1.3 hPa dec−1), coinciding with the highest ozone depletion period. Within 
uncertainty, this is weaker than observational estimates (2.2 ± 1.1 hPa dec−1). 
ACCMIP CHEM and NOCHEM models show similar SAM index trends, although 
the latter presents weaker TLS trends (see Fig. 3.6c). As seen in Fig. 3.7a for the TLS 
in austral spring, by 2030 for both RCPs scenarios the ACCMIP multi-model mean 
shows a slight decrease in the SAM index relative to Hist 2000.  
Two different stories are drawn from 2030 to 2100. The SAM index simulated 
under the RCP2.6 scenario tends to return to “normal” levels (−0.4 hPa dec−1), as 
ODS concentrations and GHG emissions decrease during the second half of the 
century. In contrast, under the RCP8.5 scenario GHG concentrations increase, 
resulting in a positive trend of the SAM index (0.3 hPa dec−1). By using two 
independent samples Student’s t test, we find that SAM index changes between Hist 
2000 and 2100 relative to Hist 1850, are significant for the RCP2.6 at the 5 % level, 
although is not significant for the RCP8.5. CMIP5 multi-model mean shows better 
agreement with observations during the record period (2.1 hPa dec−1) than ACCMIP. 
During the second half of the 21st century (2030–2100), however, the CMIP5 multi-
model mean shows consistent projections with the latter (−0.4 hPa dec−1 and            
0.4 hPa dec−1 for RCP2.6 and RCP8.5, respectively). 
 
3.5. Discussion 
TCO trends in ACCMIP models compare favourably with observations, however, 
smaller ozone negative trends in the tropical lower stratosphere are simulated. It has 




determining ozone levels (Lamarque and Solomon, 2010; Polvani and Solomon, 
2012), with chemical processes playing a minor role (e.g. Meul et al., 2014). 
However, observed BDC and its seasonal cycle (Fu et al., 2010; Young et al., 2011) 
are poorly constrained in modelling studies (e.g. Butchart et al., 2006; Garcia and 
Randel, 2008; Butchart et al., 2010). This is important since ozone depletion 
determines to a large extent the temperatures in the lower stratosphere (e.g. Polvani 
and Solomon, 2012) (note that ACCMIP models show smaller negative temperature 
trends in this region compared to observations, not shown), and the latter triggers 
significant feedbacks in climate response (Stevenson, 2015). Models with less ozone 
depletion in the tropical lower stratosphere may have stronger climate sensitivity 
(Dietmüller et al., 2014; Nowack et al., 2015). 
Long-term TCO changes relative to Hist 1850 in the ACCMIP models 
considered in this study, are least consistent for Hist 2000 in the Antarctic springtime 
(i.e. the period with large ozone losses) and for RCP8.5 2100 in general. The latter 
may be linked to uncertainties due to sensitivity of ozone to future GHG emissions 
(i.e. various direct and indirect processes affecting ozone amounts in the troposphere 
and the stratosphere). For example, CO2 and methane mixing ratios increase by more 
than 3 and 4 times in RCP8.5 2100 relative to the pre-industrial period, respectively. 
Nevertheless, the ACCMIP and CMIP5 multi-model means, show consistent RCP8.5 
2100 projections. Although TCO changes are relative to the Hist 1850, a period 
without direct measurements (e.g. estimates with large uncertainties), ACCMIP 
models show good agreement compared to other time slices. For example, the 
interquartile range (central 50 % of the data) varies approximately 3–8 % of the 
corresponding mean value across the regions and seasons considered here. 
Stratospheric ozone has been shown to be asymmetrical over the SH polar cap 
(Grytsai et al., 2007). Prescribing zonal mean ozone fields in CCMs may have 
implications on SH climate (e.g. Crook et al., 2008; Gillett et al., 2009), particularly in 
early spring stratospheric temperatures (September-October) and, though less 
pronounced in November-December (Calvo et al., 2012; Young et al., 2013b). During 
strong depletion periods such as, in the recent past (1980–2000) and in the near-future 
(2000–2030), eliminating zonal asymmetry may result in a poor representation of 
stratospheric and tropospheric climate trends in the SH (Waugh et al., 2009b). 
Moreover, prescribing stratospheric ozone may lead to inconsistencies and skew the 




simulated both weaker springtime TLS negative trends over the Antarctic compared to 
observational estimates, and stronger positive trends in the near-future compared to 
CHEM models. In addition, Young et al. (2014) found 20–100 % larger tropospheric 
climate responses in this region and season with a climate model driven by the BDBP 
data set compared to the SPARC/IGAC data set used in NOCHEM models here. 
ACCMIP CHEM and NOCHEM models show most disagreement on SAM index 
trends in the near-future, period with relatively strong ozone depletion (>Hist 1980). 
The former projects negligible trends compared to −0.57 hPa dec−1 and three times 
weaker negative trends than the latter, for the RCP2.6 and RCP8.5 respectively. This 
is consistent with CHEM and NOCHEM TLS springtime trends in this period and 
region. Nevertheless, ACCMIP models participating in this study agree with previous 
observational (e.g. Thompson and Solomon, 2002; Marshall, 2003, 2007) and 
modelling studies (e.g. Gillett and Thompson, 2003; Son et al., 2008; Son et al., 2009; 
Polvani et al., 2010; Son et al., 2010; Arblaster et al., 2011; McLandress et al., 2011; 
Polvani et al., 2011; Gillett and Fyfe, 2013; Keeble et al., 2014) on the SH surface 
climate response, measured here using the SAM index.  
 
3.6. Summary and conclusions  
This study has analysed stratospheric ozone evolution from 1850 to 2100 from a 
group of chemistry climate models with either prescribed or interactively resolved 
time-varying ozone in the stratosphere and participated in the ACCMIP activity (8 out 
of 16 models). We have evaluated TCO and vertically resolved ozone trends between 
1980 and 2000, and examined past and future ozone projections under the low and 
high RCPs future emission scenarios (RCP2.6 and RCP8.5, respectively). Finally, we 
have assessed TLS and temperature profile trends at high latitudes in the recent past, 
and analysed TLS and SH surface climate response (diagnosed using the SAM index), 
from the pre-industrial period to the end of the 21st century.  
Within uncertainty estimates, the ACCMIP multi-model mean TCO compares 
favourably with recent observational trends (1980–2000), although individual models 
often show significant deviations, particularly those models that include interactive 
chemistry. The closest agreement of TCO to observations is found over the Antarctic 
in austral spring (the ozone hole). The largest disagreement with observations is found 




cold winters and associated additional PSCs formation during the mid- 1990s 
(Newman et al., 2001) – driving stronger ozone depletion – which are not captured by 
the use of time slice integrations (Hist 1980 and 2000). In addition, over the tropics 
the ACCMIP models fail to simulate ozone reductions in the lower stratosphere over 
the same period, which could be linked to trends in tropical upwelling (e.g. Polvani 
and Solomon, 2012). 
The results corroborate previous findings (Waugh et al., 2009a; Eyring et al., 
2010b, 2013a), suggesting that changes in stratospheric ozone due to future increases 
in GHG concentrations are most sensitive over the Arctic and the NH midlatitudes 
(37.7 DU and 16.1 DU difference between the RCP2.6 and RCP8.5 by 2100, 
respectively), with the smallest sensitivity in the tropics and over Antarctica           
(2.5 DU and 8.1 DU respectively). In the tropics, upper stratospheric ozone sensitivity 
to GHG concentrations will largely determine TCO future evolution, due to a trade-off 
between lower stratospheric and tropospheric columns ozone during the 21st century 
under the RCP2.6 and RCP8.5 emission scenarios. 
The ACCMIP simulations of the trends in TLS and temperature profile over 
1980–2000 agree well with satellite and radiosonde observations over the Antarctic in 
austral spring. ACCMIP CHEM models agree better with observations than the 
CMIP5 CHEM ensemble used here for the same period and region. However, 
ACCMIP models using prescribed time-varying stratospheric ozone (NOCHEM) 
show weaker trends than observational estimates in the recent past (1980–2000), and 
stronger positive trends than models with stratospheric chemistry online (CHEM) in 
the near-future (2000–2030). This highlights the importance of the ozone database 
used to drive models on the climate response. For example, Young et al. (2014) found 
large differences in SH surface climate responses when using different ozone data 
sets. 
Overall, stratospheric ozone and associated climate impacts are fairly well 
represented by the ACCMIP ensemble mean in the recent past (1980–2000), and 
individual models also agree on the sign and distribution of past and future changes 
(1850–2100). In line with previous multi-model analyses (Son et al., 2008; Eyring et 
al., 2010a, 2013a; Son et al., 2010; Gillett and Fyfe, 2013), and observation studies 
(Thompson and Solomon, 2002; Marshall, 2003, 2007), the ACCMIP models show 
strong positive trends of the SAM index in austral summer during the ozone depletion 




(2.2 ± 1.1 hPa dec−1). While in the recent past both ozone depletion and increasing 
GHGs have favoured a strengthening of the SAM during summer, under projected 
ozone recovery they will drive the SAM into opposite directions. Under the low 
emission scenario, the SAM index tends to return to pre-industrial levels from around 
the second half of the 21st century (−0.4 hPa dec−1 between 2030–2100); i.e. the 
impact of ozone recovery is stronger than GHG. In contrast, with the higher emission 
scenario, the GHG-driven SAM trend exceeds the opposing ozone recovery-driven  
trend,  and  the  SAM  index  continues  on  its  positive  trend (0.3 hPa dec−1 between 
2030–2100). 
In this study we have presented stratospheric ozone evolution (1850–2100) 
using a number of models that participated in the ACCMIP activity. We have shown 
how stratospheric ozone is represented in the ACCMIP ensemble compared to 
observational estimates, as well as previous multi-model activities, to put into context 
current model simulations. We have demonstrated both its key role in the present and 
future SH climate and the importance of how it is represented in climate models. 
Particularly, we have focused on evaluating both simulations with interactive ozone 
chemistry and simulations with prescribed ozone concentrations. A main outcome of 
this analysis is that largest disagreements between models (i.e. inter-model spread) 
arise from the various chemistry-climate interactions (i.e. stratospheric cooling and 
circulation changes). Hence these results, and work over the last decade (e.g. SPARC-
CCMVal, 2010; Nowack et al., 2015), have shown that changes in stratospheric ozone 
are tightly coupled to the climate, supporting the idea of including these processes 
interactively in models. It is clear that our ability to understand future climate will 
depend on models that can reliably simulate these chemistry-climate feedbacks. 
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Ozone in the tropical middle stratosphere decreased around −0.16 ± 0.04 ppm dec−1 in 
the 1990s and remained persistently low since. Using chemistry-climate model 
simulations and observations, we show that multi-decadal climate variability in the 
Pacific Ocean sea surface temperatures – the Interdecadal Pacific Oscillation – can 
account for about 50 ± 10 % of the recent negative trends in mid-stratospheric tropical 
ozone, via dynamical and chemical coupling. A regression analysis indicates that 
acknowledging low frequency variability can help interpret previous observationally 
derived changes in the Brewer-Dobson circulation since year 1979. These findings 
also demonstrate strong links between stratosphere-troposphere variability at decadal 
time scales and their potential role on future ozone recovery detection.  
 
4.1. Introduction 
The global ozone layer has declined by about 3 % since the 1980s due to 
anthropogenic emissions of ozone-depleting substances (ODSs). In recent years the 
successful implementation of the Montreal Protocol and its Amendments and 
Adjustments has led to the first signs of recovery in the global ozone layer (WMO, 
2014). Surprisingly, mid-stratospheric tropical ozone shows a negative trend since the 
1990s despite a decline in the amount of ODSs in the stratosphere. The tropical 
middle stratosphere is a key region where most ozone is produced, and ozone loss 
rates here are most sensitive to reactive nitrogen (NOy) abundance, with ozone 
variability being determined by both NOy source gas emissions (nitrogen oxide, N2O) 
and changes in transport (Nedoluha et al., 2015). Here we use observational estimates 
and model simulations to show for the first time how multi-decadal internal climate 
variability, namely the Interdecadal Pacific Oscillation (IPO), has an impact on mid-
stratospheric tropical ozone, and can account for about half of the observed trends. We 
propose a mechanism that involves both dynamical and chemical processes to explain 
an internal low frequency variability of the ozone layer in the tropical middle 
stratosphere. 
Ozone variations in the tropical mid-stratosphere may be driven by a number 
of processes on different time scales. The observed slow and steady increase in N2O 
emissions may have enhanced stratospheric ozone loss chemistry, resulting in a long-




less effective in the tropics than in polar lower stratosphere, it may have played an 
indirect role via ozone loss at higher latitudes in the 1980s and 1990s (WMO, 2014). 
On decadal time scales, the 11-year solar cycle is known to affect stratospheric ozone, 
particularly in the tropical upper and lower stratosphere (Soukharev and Hood, 2006; 
Gray et al., 2010). However, recent trends in mid-stratospheric tropical ozone show 
little relationship with changes in solar radiation (Nedoluha et al., 2015). Other drivers 
of ozone change in this region include dynamical changes associated with the quasi-
biennial oscillation (QBO), which is characterized by downward propagating 
equatorial zonal winds oscillations (~ 28 month periodicity) between easterlies and 
westerlies from the upper to the lower stratosphere. In addition, the El Niño/Southern 
Oscillation (ENSO) is known to affect the tropical stratosphere via changes in tropical 
upwelling (Marsh and Garcia, 2007; Randel et al., 2009a; Calvo et al., 2010). 
Nevertheless, the QBO and ENSO events drive changes in dynamics on a shorter time 
scale than the observed trends. Overall, the cause of the recent sharp decrease    
(1990–2000) and anomalously low values since ~ 2000 in mid-stratospheric tropical 
ozone are inconsistent with these recognized mechanisms. 
Figure 4.1 shows the IPO fingerprints derived from the Extended 
Reconstructed Sea Surface Temperature (ERSST version v4) database (Huang et al., 
2015). The observed IPO regression pattern over the historical period (Fig. 4.1A) 
shows three distinct regions, which best encapsulate multi-decadal variability of sea 
surface temperatures (SSTs) in the Pacific Ocean. Warming over the central-eastern 
equatorial Pacific and cooling over the central-west North/South Pacific are associated 
with the positive phase of the IPO. The observed SSTs change between 1990–1999 
and 2001–2010 (Fig. 4.1B) – period of interest in this study – reveals a shift from a 
positive to a negative phase of the IPO. Internally generated SSTs variability, 
particularly in the tropics, drives changes in the stratospheric mean mass transport via 
the Brewer-Dobson circulation, BDC (Oman et al., 2009; Oberländer et al., 2013; 
Butchart, 2014). Anomalously warm tropical SSTs are associated with a relatively 
enhanced circulation in the stratosphere, whereas the opposite occurs for anomalously 
cold tropical SSTs.  
Previous studies have demonstrated strong correlations between interannual 
and decadal shifts in Pacific Ocean SSTs and dynamics in the lower stratosphere 
through ENSO and the IPO (Randel et al., 2009a; Calvo et al., 2010; Jadin et al., 










the tropical middle stratosphere ozone loss is sensitive to catalysis by odd nitrogen 
(NOy) species, and the partitioning between N2O and the reactive NOy is determined 
by the relative time scales of transport and chemistry (Nedoluha et al., 2015). For 
example, a relatively rapid circulation results in less N2O photodissociated into 
reactive NOy (more N2O is transported upwards), meaning reduced ozone loss and 
higher ozone concentrations in the mid-stratosphere. The opposite is the case for a 
reduced circulation.  
Here we use a combination of model simulations and recent observational 
estimates of ozone and Pacific SSTs to demonstrate internal low frequency variability 
in ozone in the tropical middle stratosphere related to this transport-N2O/NOy 
mechanism. In addition, we discuss that acknowledging multi-decadal internal climate 
Figure 4.1. Observed IPO patterns derived from the ERSST dataset. (A) Regression 
of monthly SSTs anomalies onto the IPO time series (1901–2014). (B) SSTs change 
between 1990–1999 (positive IPO phase) and 2001–2010 (negative IPO phase). 
Coloring is for statistically significant correlation at the 95 % confidence interval 




variability can help better constrain recent observed changes in the BDC. This result is 
crucial to understand ozone trends and recovery better, and distinguish between 
natural and forced signals. 
 
4.2. Recent mid-stratospheric tropical ozone changes 
To investigate recent decreases in mid-stratospheric tropical ozone we used 
observational estimates and model simulations. The Stratospheric Water and Ozone 
Satellite Homogenized (SWOOSH version 2.5) database provides merged and 
homogenized ozone measurements from a range of satellites (Davis et al., 2016). To 
explore the mechanism and processes driving these ozone changes, a global 
atmospheric model (the Whole Atmosphere Community Climate Model, WACCM) 
run with observed SSTs, QBO and solar variability is used here (Marsh et al., 2013; 
Tilmes et al., 2016). WACCM includes fully coupled ozone chemistry in the 
troposphere and stratosphere, which responds to changes in atmospheric composition 
and incoming UV radiation. Figure 4.2A presents the time series of mid-stratospheric 
tropical (20°N–20ºS) ozone anomalies between 1990 and 2005. Simulated 10-year 
running mean ozone trends – WACCM_Recent-Past, blue solid line –                 
(−0.17 ± 0.07 ppm dec−1) are in very good agreement with observational based 
estimates (−0.16 ± 0.04 ppm dec−1) for the 1990–2000 period. Since the beginning of 
the 21st century, ozone levels in this region are persistently low. 
Figure 4.2B shows the low-pass filtered IPO (Chebyshev low-pass filter with 
13-year cutoff period and a filter order of 6 unless otherwise specified) derived from 
monthly means of the Extended Reconstructed Sea Surface Temperature (ERSST 
version v4) database (Huang et al., 2015) and the modeled WACCM_Recent-Past 
surface temperatures (Henley et al., 2015). A shift from a positive to negative phase of 
the IPO is coincident with a sharp decrease in ozone in the tropical middle 
stratosphere in the 1990s. After 2000, observations and simulations show a negative 
phase of the IPO and anomalously low ozone levels in this region. SSTs can affect 
dynamics in the stratosphere (Butchart, 2014) and these results are consistent with 
multi-decadal variability in mid-stratospheric tropical ozone being linked to internal 
climate variability in the troposphere – namely the IPO. However, a number of 
processes could also be playing a role, particularly those that involve changes in ODS 






































Figure 4.2. Simulated and observed recent changes in mid-stratospheric tropical 
ozone and the Interdecadal Pacific Oscillation (IPO) from 1990 to 2005. (A) 
Ozone 10-year running mean between 20ºN and 20ºS at 10 hPa relative to the 
period between 1995–2005, for WACCM_Recent-Past (solid blue line) and the 
SWOOSH data base (solid black line). In addition, the same is shown for the 
individual contributions of ODSs (−ODS; solid orange line), N2O (−−N2O; dashed 
orange line), SSTs (−−−SSTs; dashed-dotted orange line), and mayor volcanic 
eruptions (−−−−Volc.; dotted orange line), by successively removing the impacts 
of  these drivers to the WACCM-recent past simulation. (B) The IPO (standardized 
and low-pass filtered) as observed from the ERSST dataset (solid black line) and 




A series of sensitivity simulations were conducted to assess the relative 
importance of different drivers in recent changes in mid-stratospheric tropical ozone, 
by imposing one single perturbation at a time: anthropogenic emissions of (1) ODSs 
and (2) N2O, (3) major volcanic eruptions and (4) SSTs variability (see Sect. 4.6). 
Figure 4.2A shows that the impact of N2O and ODS concentrations on ozone in the 
last decade of the 20th century, coinciding with the shift in the IPO phase, accounts for 
up to a quarter of the simulated trend (respectively 15 ± 18 % and 7 ± 23 %, with one 
standard error). However, in the inner tropics (5ºN–5ºS), increases in N2O levels 
explain only 8 ± 35 % and the impact of ODSs is negligible. Removing major 
volcanic eruptions, El Chichón (1982) and Mt Pinatubo (1991), explains an additional            
25 ± 15 % of the former trend. Multi-decadal variability in SSTs accounts for about 
50 ± 10 % of the trend. These results indicate that recent negative trends in ozone in 
the tropical middle stratosphere are not primarily the result of anthropogenic 
emissions (N2O and ODSs), but instead due to natural forcings, mainly associated 
with internally generated variability in SSTs. 
 
4.3. Dynamical and chemical processes 
Using observations to disentangle the mechanism linking internally generated decadal 
climate variability in SSTs with ozone in the tropical middle stratosphere is difficult, 
due to the interacting processes involved, changing atmospheric composition and the 
relatively short record period. Here we use WACCM with a fully coupled 
configuration (i.e. global earth system model), which includes interactions among the 
atmosphere, ocean, land and sea ice (Marsh et al., 2013). The model was run with full 
ozone chemistry with constant pre-industrial boundary conditions (WACCM_Pre-
Industrial). These simulations artificially allow separation of the key processes 


























 Variability in SSTs can influence the BDC, which controls transport of air and 
trace constituents within the stratosphere and is characterized by upwelling in the 
tropics, poleward movement and downwelling in extratropical regions (Oberländer et 
al., 2013). Previously, interannual SSTs variability in the tropical Pacific Ocean 
associated with ENSO has been linked to changes in lower stratosphere tropical 
upwelling and with relatively small (0.8 %) but significant influence in the tropical 
middle stratosphere (Marsh and Garcia, 2007). Figure 4.3 shows the time series of 
standardized anomalies for the IPO and the residual mean vertical velocity – !∗, a 
quantitative measure of the strength of the BDC (Andrews et al., 1987) – in the 
tropical middle stratosphere, for constant pre-industrial conditions (200 years) and 
recent past (50 years) simulations. Decadal variability in Pacific Ocean SSTs is 
strongly correlated with changes in transport in this region for both, unforced (i.e. 
natural variability) and perturbed (i.e. ‘real world’) simulations (r=0.8, p < 0.01). The 
low-frequency signal due to changes in SSTs in the middle stratosphere may arise 
from longer and sustained conditions in the background climate state associated with 
the position of the subtropical tropospheric jets (Palmeiro et al., 2014) and decadal 
variability in the QBO (see Sect. 4.6), which is consistent with the ENSO impact at 
shorter time scales (Marsh and Garcia, 2007). 
Figure 4.3. Dynamical and chemical processes linking the IPO with mid-
stratospheric tropical ozone. Low pass filtered anomalies (standardized) of the IPO 
(solid orange line), and the residual mean vertical velocity (!∗; WRES, dashed 
orange line), N2O (solid grey line), NOY (dashed grey line) and partial column 
ozone (O3, solid blue line) averaged between 20ºN–20ºS and 5–10 hPa, for (A) 
WACCM_Pre-Industrial (200 years with pre-industrial boundary conditions) and 




 Variability in the BDC affects thermodynamics and composition in the 
stratosphere. Temperature changes in the tropical middle stratosphere modulate ozone 
loss, but NOy chemistry is the most important driver in this region (Lary, 1997; 
WMO, 1999). The abundance of NOy species is controlled by N2O entering the 
stratosphere and by dynamics. Figure 4.3 shows how decadal time scale variability in 
NOy is strongly anti-correlated with the residual mean vertical velocity                  
(−11 %/10*mms−1; Fig. 4.3A) and is a robust feature in the simulated recent past     
(−6 %/10*mms−1; Fig. 4.3B). Relatively rapid circulation results in less N2O 
photodissociated or oxidized into NOy species and vice versa, which is the result of 
coupled transport and chemistry processes (Olsen et al., 2001).  
 Figure 4.3 also demonstrates how mid-stratospheric ozone is closely 
associated with the leading internally generated variability in SSTs on decadal time 
scales. These results support a mechanism that involves dynamical (i.e. BDC) and 
chemical (i.e. ozone loss via NOy chemistry) processes to explain this IPO-ozone link 
(Plummer et al., 2010; Nedoluha et al., 2015). Briefly, a positive phase of the IPO 
(anomalously warm tropical SSTs) is correlated with a relatively rapid BDC in the 
lower and mid stratosphere. In turn, this increases the partitioning between inactive 
and reactive nitrogen species (N2O/NOy), which reduces ozone loss here. The net 
result is relatively high ozone levels, whereas the opposite is true during a negative 
phase of the IPO. Note that the shift between the two phases in the IPO is associated 
with ‘sharp’ trends in ozone (e.g. 1990–2000), followed by a relative steady ozone 
levels (e.g. 2000–2010). 
 
4.4. Brewer-Dobson circulation signals 
We use the former WACCM simulation of the recent past to explore the multi-decadal 
variability in the BDC, i.e. the ‘unforced’ signal associated with the IPO. Figure 4.4 
shows BDC trends over the satellite period (since 1979). Focusing on this period 
allows clearer comparison with previous observationally based studies. Observational 
estimates of the BDC are derived from indirect measurements and changes in the 
recent past are highly uncertain (Engel et al., 2009; Hegglin et al., 2014; Ray et al., 
2014). Moreover, climate models (Butchart et al., 2006; Garcia and Randel, 2008; Li 
et al., 2008; Butchart et al., 2010; Lin and Fu, 2013; Aschmann et al., 2014) and 


































Monge-Sanz et al., 2013; Abalos et al., 2015; Fu et al., 2015) do not necessarily agree 
with those changes observed in the tropical upwelling. Therefore, the focus here is not 
on the absolute circulation in the stratosphere but rather on its relative changes and 
uncertainty at multi-decadal timescale due to both internally generated and external 
Figure 4.4. Recent past trends in the Brewer-Dobson circulation (BDC) from 1979 
to 2010. (A-B) Annual mean anomalies for WACCM_Recent-Past of the residual 
mean vertical velocity (!∗) – BDC-all, solid blue line – and !∗ minus !∗-IPO – 
BDC-noIPO, solid orange line – averaged over 20ºN–20ºS at (A) 10 hPa and (B) 
70 hPa, representing the deep and shallow branches respectively. Linear trends are 
shown for BDC-all (dashed blue line) and BDC-noIPO (dashed orange line) from 
1979 to 2009 (20 years), approximately coinciding with previous observational 
and assimilated data studies (Engel et al., 2009; Bönisch et al., 2011; Seviour et 
al., 2012; Abalos et al., 2015; Fu et al., 2015). (C) Composites of the 20-year 
running trend. The box, whiskers, dot, and line indicate the interquartile range, 
95% range, mean and median respectively, for the BDC-all (blue) and BDC-noIPO 




forcings in relatively short periods. By accounting for the IPO-like variability in the 
BDC time series we can analyze the long-term residual signal, which may be largely 
linked to the increase in the greenhouse gases (GHGs) concentration and ozone 
depletion in the last decades (Butchart et al., 2010). The BDC is split into shallow and 
deep branches (70 hPa and 10 hPa respectively) (Randel et al., 2006), corresponding 
to those regions where the IPO is strongly correlated with tropical upwelling in the 
climate model used here. The simulated annual mean circulation (BDC-all) and its 
residual after removing multi-decadal variability associated with the IPO (BDC-
noIPO), are shown in Fig. 4.4A (deep branch) and Fig. 4.4B (shallow branch).    
BDC-all shows a positive trend in the shallow branch and an insignificant negative 
trend in the deep branch (2.9 ± 1.6 % dec−1 and −0.5 ± 3.6 % dec−1 respectively). 
However, the BDC-noIPO shows steeper and statistically significant positive trends in 
both branches (14.4 ± 2.1 % dec−1 and 6.8 ± 1.3 % dec−1 respectively). 
To explore the trend sensitivity to different periods, successive 20-year trends 
(1979–1998, 1980–1999 etc.) are shown in Fig. 4.4C, to illustrate the robustness of 
secular changes in the shallow and deep branches of the BDC over 1979–2010. The 
20-year running trend composites – i.e. 12 members – of the BDC-all show a positive 
trend in the shallow branch significant at the 5% level, and again, a not significant 
negative trend in the deep branch, which is consistent with above results. These ranges 
gauge the chances of finding either a 20-year positive or negative trend in tropical 
upwelling from 1979 to 2010 with regard of the chosen period. Although, the spread 
in the BDC-noIPO is larger as compared with the former case where internal decadal 
variability is neglected, both the shallow and deep branches show positive and 
significant trends regardless the chosen period – between 16–22 % dec−1                  
and 5–10 % dec−1 using the interquartile range of the corresponding branch. Note the 
larger spread in the 20-year trend composites of the simulated deep branch compared 
to that of the shallow branch is the result of a greater variance in the former, both for 
the BDC-all and BDC-noIPO. 
 Overall, Fig. 4.4 shows that trends on the BDC in relatively short periods 
(including current observational data sets) are very sensitive to a particular period 
chosen. Accounting for internal climate variability can help interpreting conflicting 
results, particularly from observational estimates and reanalysis datasets, and 
distinguish between anthropogenic and natural factors driving recent changes. Recent 




2014) and assimilated data (Bönisch et al., 2011; Diallo et al., 2012; Seviour et al., 
2012; Monge-Sanz et al., 2013; Abalos et al., 2015; Fu et al., 2015) have generally 
focused on trends in the BDC during the last three decades and found conflicting 
results of what it is expected due to increasing GHGs concentration. Linear trends of 
the BDC-all and BDC-noIPO from 1979 to 2010 (Fig. 4.4A and B) suggest that 
internal climate variability may have been a major factor driving the BDC. A robust 
signal on the BDC arises when multi-decadal natural variability is not neglected – i.e. 
positive trend at any given period in both branches, largely associated to increasing 
concentrations of GHGs and stratospheric ozone depletion (Butchart et al., 2010). The 
tropical upwelling in the BDC-noIPO used in Fig. 4.4 is the product of extracting the 
low frequency variability from the residual vertical velocity (see Sect. 4.6), which 
removes variability or ‘noise’ at multi-decadal timescale linked to the IPO (Henley et 
al., 2015). Although, this removes a major source of decadal variability in the Pacific 
Ocean’s SSTs, other sources of internally generated variability may remain (Wu et al., 
2011; Trenberth and Fasullo, 2013). These results can help reconcile previous findings 
of changes on the BDC in the last decades from observational estimates and 
assimilated data with previous modeling studies. 
 
4.5. Conclusions 
Observational estimates and sensitivity simulations suggest a link of the recent 
negative trends in the 1990s and relative low levels since year 2000 in mid-
stratospheric tropical ozone with multi-decadal internal climate variability (Fig. 4.2) – 
i.e. predominant negative phase of the IPO – and associated reduced tropical 
upwelling that affects ozone loss in this region via NOy chemistry (Fig. 4.3). Although 
the IPO index is used here as a proxy for multi-decadal variability in the Pacific 
Ocean, we acknowledge it is not a single phenomenon but rather a combination of 
various physical processes dominated by ENSO-like decadal variability (Newman et 
al., 2016). The Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO) is a similar proxy, but not 
equivalent, as it is more influenced by the Aleutian Low (Newman et al., 2016). We 
find strong agreement between the IPO index (Henley et al., 2015) and the PDO index 
(Mantua et al., 1997) (r = 0.88, p < 0.01) using the ERSST database from 1919 to 
2014. This study demonstrates how internal climate variability at multi-decadal 




better understanding and representing dynamical processes in climate models aimed at 
distinguishing forced and unforced signals and describing future ozone recovery. In 
addition, stratospheric ozone variability is closely coupled to the BDC (Randel et al., 
2009a), and yet the latter is surrounded by large uncertainties. Current climate models 
show a long-term acceleration of the BDC due to increasing GHGs concentration 
(Butchart et al., 2006; Garcia and Randel, 2008; Li et al., 2008; Butchart et al., 2010; 
Lin and Fu, 2013; Aschmann et al., 2014), though these do not necessarily agree with 
observations (Engel et al., 2009; Bönisch et al., 2011) and reanalysis datasets 
(Bönisch et al., 2011; Diallo et al., 2012; Seviour et al., 2012; Monge-Sanz et al., 
2013; Abalos et al., 2015; Fu et al., 2015). This suggests that other sources of 
variability at decadal timescale may also play a key role driving the BDC (Fig. 4.4C). 
 
4.6. Supporting information  
This section presents details on the chemistry-climate model simulations, 
observational data used to evaluate modelled output, and statistical method for trends 
and significance. Here we also define the Interdecadal Pacific Oscillation (IPO) index, 
the residual vertical component of the Brewer-Dobson circulation (BDC), and present 
the method of statistical regression to quantify the contribution of the IPO signal on 
the BDC variability. Supporting figures (Figures 4.5–4.9) are included to illustrate the 
mechanism proposed in the main text driving much of the multi-decadal variability in 
mid-stratospheric tropical ozone – i.e. sea surface temperatures (SSTs) induced 
transport-N2O/NOy), and justify the method of our sensitivity simulations. To 
illustrate in more detail the IPO-ozone link, a series of correlation analyses are shown 
for the tropical middle and lower stratosphere (Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6 respectively). 
Figure 4.7 shows zonal mean regressions (latitude-altitude) between the IPO and 
ozone, which clearly identifies the region of interest in this study. Low frequency 
variability in the observed QBO is illustrated in Figure 4.8. Finally, Figure 4.9 
demonstrates the effect of internally generated SSTs low frequency variability on the 
shallow and deep branches of the BDC. 
 
Chemistry-climate model simulations  
To explore pre-industrial non-evolving conditions (WACCM_Pre-Industrial), we used 

























version 1 (CESM) (Marsh et al., 2013). CESM is a global coupled climate model with 
an approximate horizontal resolution of 1.9º latitude by 2.5º longitude, and 66 levels 
in the atmosphere (extending approximately to 140 km), with active coupled ocean 
and sea ice components. The atmosphere component is the Whole Atmosphere 
Community Climate Model (WACCM) version 4. The Model for Ozone and Related 
Chemical Tracers (MOZART) version 3 is the chemistry scheme (Kinnison et al., 
2007), which includes full atmospheric chemistry from the troposphere to the lower 
thermosphere with gas-phase reactions, heterogeneous chemistry and photolysis. The 
vertical resolution varies approximately 1.1–1.4 km from the surface to the lower 
stratosphere (<30 km), 1.75 km near the stratopause (50 km) and 3.5 km above 65 km. 
A configuration of CESM that couples the atmosphere and land components was used 
to  explore  the  ‘real world’  in  the  recent past (1960–2010; (WACCM_Recent-Past)  
 
Figure 4.5. Dynamical and chemical processes linking the IPO with mid-
stratospheric tropical ozone (10ºN–10ºS and 10 hPa) in constant pre-industrial 
conditions (WACCM_Pre-Industrial). (A) Low pass filtered anomalies 
(standardized) time-series of the IPO (solid orange line), WRES (residual mean 
vertical velocity, !∗; dashed orange line), N2O (solid grey line), NOy (dashed grey 
line) and ozone (solid blue line). Correlations (r; * indicates significance at the 5 % 



















(Tilmes et al., 2016; Morgenstern et al., 2017). It was forced with observed SSTs, sea-
ice concentrations (SICs), solar spectral irradiance, volcanic aerosols and the quasi-
biennial oscillation (QBO). Boundary conditions were specified for radiatively active 
species, anthropogenic, biomass burning and ozone depleting substances (ODSs for 
halogen compounds) emissions. Here, the version of WACCM included MOZART 
version 4 (Emmons et al., 2010) and recent updates (Lamarque et al., 2012; Tilmes et 
al., 2015). In addition, four sensitivity simulations were performed for the same 
period, and used in the main text to attribute recent changes in ozone: (fODS) ozone 
depleting substances, and (fODS+N2O) ozone depleting substances and nitrogen 
oxide emissions were fixed at 1955 levels; (fVolc) background stratospheric aerosol 
(surface area densities) is fixed at 1998–1999 averaged conditions – i.e. quiescent 
period without major volcanic eruptions as recommended by the CCMI activity 
(Eyring et al., 2013b); (fSSTs+cQBO) climatological SSTs and SICs over 1960–2010 
(i.e. period with approximately equal positive-negative IPO phases) and a cyclical 
























The latter model does not completely represent the QBO (i.e. it is imposed by 
relaxing stratospheric tropical winds between 90–3 hPa). Previous studies have 
discussed both SSTs-QBO links and multi-decadal variability in the QBO (Gray et al., 
1992ab; Brönnimann et al., 2016). Moreover, the observationally-derived QBO shows 
low frequency variability in phase with the observed IPO (Figure 4.8). Therefore, to 
investigate the effects of SSTs multi-decadal variability in ozone within a consistent 
framework (mediated via dynamical coupling), we imposed a QBO cycle of ~ 28 
month on the above (fSSTs+cQBO) sensitivity simulation. To support this reasoning 
and unambiguously demonstrate the response of the BDC to the variability in SSTs, 
we performed an extra simulation (fSSTs), not used in the main text, imposing 
climatological SSTs-SICs (same as above), but with the observed QBO. Therefore, by 
subtracting the simulated BDC in (fSSTs+cQBO) and (fSSTs) from the ‘real world’ 
BDC (WACCM_Recent-Past), the effects of internally generated variability in SSTs 
coupled to the QBO are apparent. Figure 4.9 shows the residual of the simulated 
shallow and deep branches of the BDC over the period of interest (1980s–2000s; i.e. 
shift in the phase of the IPO), after subtracting internally generated variability in SSTs 
and the QBO (WACCM_Recent-Past minus fSSTs+cQBO; solid red line), and 
variability in SSTs only (WACCM_Recent-Past minus fSSTs; solid blue line). The 
residuals  of  the  BDC  show  a  positive  and  significant  trend  at  the  5 %  level  of  
Figure 4.7. Zonal mean regression between ozone and the IPO in (A) pre-
industrial conditions (WACCM_Pre-Industrial; 0–199 years), and (B) the recent 
past (WACCM_Recent-Past; 1960-2010). Shading is for statistically significant 































~ 0.014 ± 0.001 10 x mm/s/dec and 0.006 ± 0.002 10 x mm/s/dec for the shallow and 
deep ranches respectively. While the effect of imposing a cyclical QBO compared to 
the observed QBO (i.e. difference between the solid red and blue lines) is relatively 
less important in the shallow branch (e.g. strong correlation; r = 0.95, p < 0.01), it 
becomes apparent in the deep branch (e.g. poor correlation; r = 0.47, p < 0.01). These 
results support both the effects of SSTs low frequency variability on stratospheric 
transport and the important role of the QBO in the deep branch of the BDC. 
Figure 4.8. Low pass filtered anomalies time-series (1980-2010) for the IPO index 
(ERSST, solid blue line; and WACCM_Recent-Past, dotted blue line), the QBO 
(NOAA, black blue line; WACCM_Recent-Past, dotted black line), and the WRES 
(residual mean vertical velocity, !∗ , averaged over 10ºN–10ºS at 10 hPa; 
WACCM_Recent-Past, dotted red line). Observationally derived QBO (NOAA) is 
based on the zonal mean zonal wind at the equator and 30 hPa (calculated from the 
NCEP/NCAR Reanalysis, and retrieved from 


































Internally generated climate variability 
While the IPO is the leading mode of multi-decadal climate variability in SSTs, we 
acknowledge that there are other sources of low frequency variability in SSTs, such as 
the Atlantic Multidecadal Oscillation (AMO) (Meehl et al., 2016). The unambiguous 
Figure 4.9. Residual changes in the simulated BDC (WACCM_Recent-Past) over 
1980–2010. The 13-year running mean BDC is shown for the (A) deep branch at 
10 hPa and (B) shallow branch at 70 hPa, after subtracting the BDC that results 
from imposing climatological SSTs and a cyclical QBO (WACCM_Recent-Past 
minus fSSTs+cQBO; solid red line), and from imposing climatological SSTs only 
(WACCM_Recent-Past minus fSSTs; solid blue line). The WRES (residual mean 




attribution of a particular pattern of variability (i.e. IPO) to mid-stratospheric tropical 
trends is difficult due to the interactions among the ocean basins (Kosaka and Xie, 
2013). In this study, we impose SSTs-SICs climatology globally in our sensitivity 
simulations; therefore the attribution of internally generated variability in SSTs to 
ozone trends may not solely be the result of the IPO pattern. Nevertheless, we 
demonstrated the IPO-ozone relationship and described a plausible mechanism – 




Observational estimates of sea surface temperatures in this work are the NOAA 
Extended Reconstructed Sea Surface Temperature (ERSST) version 4 (Huang et al., 
2015). The ERSST reconstruction includes monthly data with horizontal resolution of 
2º x 2º (latitude by longitude), retrieved from http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/ 
(accessed: 2017/09/22).  
The observed stratospheric ozone dataset used here is the Stratospheric Water 
and OzOne Satellite Homogenized (SWOOSH) version 2.6 (Davis et al., 2016) from 
1984 to 2015, retrieved from http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/csd/groups/csd8/swoosh/ 
(accessed: 2017/09/22). We used merged data from a range of satellites – 
homogenized accounting for inter-satellite biases – of vertically resolved               
(316 to 1 hPa) zonal and monthly mean ozone mixing ratios with horizontal resolution 
of 2.5º x 2.5º.  
 
Trends and uncertainty estimates 
To derive the trends in this study, we use a least-square linear regression from 
deseasonalized anomaly time series. The significance of the trend indicates the 95% 
confidence level (1.96 sigma) calculated from the standard error of the fit and 
accounting the effect of lag-1 autocorrelation (Santer et al., 2000). 
 
The Interdecadal Pacific Oscillation (IPO) 
We derived the IPO using the Tripole Index (TPI) from deseasonalized sea surface 





!!!!!!!!!!TPI = !"#$%&!2+ !"#$%&!1+ !"#$%&!32 !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 4.1  
 
TPI regions are: region 1 25ºN–45ºN, 140ºE–145ºW; region 2 10ºN–10ºN, 
170ºE–90ºW; and region 3 50ºS–15ºS, 150ºE–160ºW. Finally, a Chebyshev low-pass 
filter is applied with 13 year cutoff period and a filter order of 6. In the development 
of the TPI index by Henley et al. (2015), this filter showed a local maxima in the 
variance that explains the low-frequency portion of the IPO. 
 
The Brewer-Dobson circulation (BDC) 
In order to estimate changes in the BDC, we use the residual vertical component (!∗) 
of the Transformed Eulerian Mean (TEM), in spherical and log pressure coordinates: 
 !!!!!!!!!! ∗ = !! + ! 1! cos∅ ! cos∅ !!′!′!′! ∅ !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 4.2  
 
where overbars represent zonal mean and all terms are defined as in Eq. 3.5.1b in 
Andrews et al. (1987). 
 
The IPO signal on tropical upwelling  
To calculate the signal on the annual mean anomaly in the shallow (70 hPa) and deep 
(10 hPa) branches of the tropical upwelling (!∗, 20ºN–20ºS) that may be explained by 
the IPO, we use a simple linear regression between the two, as followed: 
 !!!!!!!!!! ∗′[!] = !!∗[!] − !!!∗ !!"#$ ∗ !"#!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 4.3  
 
where !∗!refers to the tropical upwelling after removing multi-decadal variability 
associated with the IPO, and the subscript ‘[i]’ refers to the corresponding branch of 
the tropical upwelling. 
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Abstract 
Over the 21st century changes in both tropospheric and stratospheric ozone are likely 
to have important consequences for the Earth’s radiative balance. In this study, we 
investigate the radiative forcing from future ozone changes, using the Community 
Earth System Model (CESM1), with the Whole Atmosphere Community Climate 
Model (WACCM), and including fully coupled radiation and chemistry schemes. 
Using year 2100 conditions from the Representative Concentration Pathways 8.5 
(RCP8.5) scenario, we quantify the individual contributions to ozone radiative forcing 
of (1) climate change, (2) reduced concentrations of ozone depleting substances 
(ODSs), and (3) methane increases. We calculate future ozone radiative forcings and 
their standard error (associated with interannual variability of ozone) relative to year 
2000 of (1) 33 ± 104 mWm−2, (2) 163 ± 109 mWm−2, and (3) 238 ± 113 mWm−2, due 
to climate change, ODSs and methane, respectively. Our best estimate of net ozone 
forcing in this set of simulations is 430 ± 130 mWm−2 relative to year 2000, and      
760 ± 230 mWm−2 relative to year 1750, with the 95 % confidence interval given by 
±30 %. We find that the overall long-term tropospheric ozone forcing from methane 
chemistry-climate feedbacks related to OH and methane lifetime is relatively small 
(46 mWm−2). Ozone radiative forcing associated with climate change and 
stratospheric ozone recovery are robust with regard to background climate conditions, 
even though the ozone response is sensitive to both changes in atmospheric 
composition and climate. Changes in stratospheric-produced ozone account for           
~ 50 % of the overall radiative forcing for the 2000–2100 period in this set of 
simulations, highlighting the key role of the stratosphere in determining future ozone 





Ozone is an important trace gas that plays a key role in the Earth’s radiative budget, 
atmospheric chemistry and air quality. As a radiatively active gas, ozone interacts 
with both shortwave and longwave radiation. In the troposphere, ozone is an 
important regulator of the oxidising capacity (both itself and as the main source of 
hydroxyl radicals, OH), as well as being an important pollutant, with negative effects 
on vegetation and human health (e.g. Prather et al., 2001; UNEP, 2015). However, 
approximately 90% of ozone by mass is found in the stratosphere – protecting the 
biosphere from harmful ultraviolet solar radiation (WMO, 2014) – and is an important 
source of ozone in the troposphere and its budget (e.g. Collins et al., 2003; Sudo et al., 
2003; Zeng and Pyle, 2003). Therefore, its future evolution – in the troposphere and 
the stratosphere – is an important concern for climate change and air quality during 
the 21st century. Future changes in emissions of ozone precursors (e.g. methane), 
ODSs and climate are thought to be major drivers of ozone abundances                  
(e.g. Stevenson et al., 2006; Kawase et al., 2011; Young et al., 2013a).  
Stratospheric-tropospheric exchange (STE) of ozone significantly influences 
the abundance and distribution of tropospheric ozone (e.g. Zeng et al., 2010; Banerjee 
et al., 2016). The Brewer-Dobson circulation (BDC) governs the meridional transport 
of air and trace constituents in the stratosphere, and is characterized by upwelling in 
the tropics, poleward motion in the stratosphere and sinking at middle and high 
latitudes (Butchart, 2014, and references therein). The BDC is commonly thought to 
consist of a shallow branch, controlling the lower stratosphere region, and a deep 
branch controlling the middle and upper stratosphere. The latter presents two cells 
during the spring and fall seasons, and one stronger cell into the winter hemisphere 
(Birner and Bönisch, 2011). Although observational estimates and climate models 
suggest an acceleration of the stratospheric mean mass transport via the BDC 
associated with climate change (e.g. Oberländer et al., 2013; Ploeger et al., 2013; 
Butchart, 2014; Stiller et al., 2017), significant uncertainty still remains (Engel et al., 
2009; Hegglin et al., 2014; Ray et al., 2014). The tropopause is the boundary that 
“separates” the troposphere and the stratosphere, two chemically and dynamically 
distinct regions. Defining the tropopause is crucial to diagnose budget terms of trace 




definition may affect the resulting analysis (e.g. Wild, 2007; Stevenson et al., 2013; 
Young et al., 2013a). 
Stratospheric ozone is expected to recover towards pre-industrial levels during 
the 21st century due to the implementation of the Montreal Protocol and its 
Amendments and Adjustments (WMO, 2014), as ODS concentrations slowly decrease 
in the atmosphere (e.g. Austin and Wilson, 2006; Eyring et al., 2010a). Indeed, the 
global ozone layer has already shown the first signs of recovery (WMO, 2014; 
Chipperfield et al., 2017). Future ozone recovery can affect tropospheric composition 
via enhanced STE of ozone and reductions in tropospheric photolysis rates, both 
associated with higher levels of ozone in the stratosphere. Previous modelling studies 
that have isolated the impacts of stratospheric ozone recovery have shown that the 
increased STE is the most important driver of changes in the tropospheric ozone 
burden (Zeng et al., 2010; Kawase et al., 2011; Banerjee et al., 2016). However, 
tropospheric ozone is also significantly affected by the change in ultraviolet radiation 
reaching the troposphere brought about by the ticker stratospheric ozone layer. In turn, 
reductions in ozone photolysis result in lower OH concentrations                                 
– i.e. O3+hν" λ<320&nm !→"O(1D)+$O2  – and therefore longer methane lifetime, 
with consequences for long-term tropospheric ozone abundances (e.g. Morgenstern et 
al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2014). 
The broad impacts of future climate change on the distribution of ozone are 
robust across a number of modelling studies and multi-model activities (Kawase et al., 
2011; Young et al., 2013a; Arblaster et al., 2014; Banerjee et al., 2016; Iglesias-
Suarez et al., 2016). Stratospheric cooling leads to further ozone loss in the polar 
lower stratosphere (through enhanced heterogeneous ozone destruction) and ozone 
increases in the upper stratosphere (through reduced NOx abundances and HOx-
catalysed ozone loss, and enhanced net oxygen chemistry) (Haigh and Pyle, 1982; 
Rosenfield et al., 2002). In addition, a projected acceleration of the BDC leads to an 
enhanced STE of ozone (e.g. Garcia and Randel, 2008; Butchart et al., 2010), which 
results in (i) decreases in tropical lower stratospheric ozone, associated with a 
relatively faster ventilation and reduced ozone production (Avallone and Prather, 
1996); and (ii) ozone increases in the upper troposphere, particularly in the region of 
the subtropical jets, linked to the descending branch of the BDC (e.g. Kawase et al., 




reduced tropospheric ozone levels – i.e. linked to a decrease in net chemical 
production due to enhanced ozone chemical loss – (e.g. Wild, 2007).  
Climate feedbacks associated with future ozone changes are surrounded by 
large uncertainties. Lightning is a major natural source of nitrogen oxides (LNOx) in 
the troposphere (Galloway et al., 2004), with important consequences for atmospheric 
composition in the mid-upper troposphere and the lower stratosphere. The current best 
estimate of annual and global mean LNOx emissions is 5 ± 3 Tg(N) yr−1, with 
chemistry-climate models suggesting LNOx emissions sensitivity to climate change of 
~ 4–60 % K−1 (Schumann and Huntrieser, 2007, and references therein). Although 
more recent modelling studies find LNOx emissions climate sensitivity lying at the 
lower end of the above estimate (Zeng et al., 2008; Banerjee et al., 2014), results from 
a multi-model activity suggest large uncertainty in the magnitude and even the sign of 
future projections response due to different parameterizations (Finney et al., 2016). 
Most LNOx emissions occur in the mid-upper tropical troposphere over the continents, 
where photochemical production of ozone is most efficient in the troposphere – i.e. 
low background concentrations and longer lifetimes of NOx, lower temperatures 
affecting ozone loss chemistry and abundant sunlight (e.g. Williams, 2005; Dahlmann 
et al., 2011). A small but significant fraction of lightning-induced NOx emissions are 
converted into less photochemically active nitric acid (HNO3, via HO2 + NO 
reaction), which can be removed through wet deposition or transported into the lower 
stratosphere (acting as a reservoir of NOx) (e.g. Jacob, 1999; Søvde et al., 2011). In 
addition, OH concentrations increase with LNOx emissions and the resultant 
lightning-produced ozone – i.e. via NO + HO2 and O(1D) + H2O respectively – with a 
corresponding reduction in methane lifetime. This resulting climate feedback is 
important because methane is a potent greenhouse gas (GHG) and ozone precursor.  
To date, ozone is the third largest contributor to the total tropospheric radiative 
forcing (RF) since the pre-industrial period, with overall increases in its concentration 
contributing a global radiative forcing over 1750–2011 of +0.35 Wm−2 (Myhre et al., 
2013). In this study, we use the concept of radiative effect (RE) to diagnose the 
contribution of ozone changes on the global radiative budget. The ozone RE is the 
radiative flux imbalance between incoming shortwave solar radiation and outgoing 
longwave infrared radiation (at the tropopause, after allowing for stratospheric 
temperatures to re-adjust to radiative equilibrium), which results from the presence of 




change in RE over time (e.g. Myhre et al., 2013). Ozone shows two distinct regimes 
with regard to its RE, with positive (longwave radiation) and negative (shortwave 
radiation) effects for increases in stratospheric ozone, and positive (for both longwave 
and shortwave radiation) effects for ozone increases in the troposphere (e.g. Lacis et 
al., 1990; Forster and Shine, 1997). In addition, changes in the distribution of ozone – 
i.e. latitudinal and vertical structure – are of a particular interest for its RE, due to 
horizontally varying factors such as, surface albedo, clouds and the thermal structure 
of the atmosphere (e.g. Lacis et al., 1990; Berntsen et al., 1997; Forster and Shine, 
1997; Gauss et al., 2003). Previous studies showed highest radiative efficiency of 
ozone in the tropical upper troposphere (e.g. Worden et al., 2011; Riese et al., 2012; 
Rap et al., 2015), a region greatly influenced by changes in stratospheric influx (e.g. 
Hegglin and Shepherd, 2009; Zeng et al., 2010; Banerjee et al., 2016) and lightning-
produced ozone (e.g. Banerjee et al., 2014; Liaskos et al., 2015) in a warmer climate. 
Modelling experiments used in the latest Assessment Report of the 
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) followed the Representative 
Concentration Pathways (RCPs) emission scenarios for short-lived precursors (van 
Vuuren et al., 2011) and long-lived species (Meinshausen et al., 2011). The RCPs are 
named according to the total radiative forcing at the end of the 21st century relative to 
1750. For example, while the RCP8.5 emissions scenario refers to the total 8.5 Wm−2 
RF by 2100, future tropospheric ozone RF was projected to account for up to ~ 9 % 
(0.6 ± 0.2 Wm−2) of the total RF (Stevenson et al., 2013). Note that the methane 
concentration in 2100 is more than double that in the year 2000 following the RCP8.5 
emissions scenario. 
Previous research has investigated impacts on ozone abundances and 
distributions associated to future changes in climate, ODSs and ozone precursor 
emissions in a processed-based approach – i.e. imposing one single forcing at a time – 
(Collins et al., 2003; Sudo et al., 2003; Zeng and Pyle, 2003; Zeng et al., 2008; Zeng 
et al., 2010; Kawase et al., 2011; Banerjee et al., 2016). Other modelling studies 
focused on the radiative effects of tropospheric (e.g. Gauss et al., 2003; Stevenson et 
al., 2013) and stratospheric (Bekki et al., 2013) ozone changes under future emission 
scenarios in a non processed-based fashion. One study has recently identified the 
indirect tropospheric and stratospheric ozone RF between 2000 and 2100 due to 
individual perturbations (Banerjee et al., 2018). Yet the upper limit of future ozone RF 




agree on the sign of the indirect ozone forcing resulting from climate change and 
associated feedbacks (e.g. LNOx). Furthermore, there are uncertainties arising from 
the interactions and non-linearities between different agents (e.g. combined forcing 
may differ from the sum of individual forcings due to different background 
conditions), as well as and long-term changes (e.g. methane feedback associated with 
changes in lifetimes).  
Here we aim to narrow this gap by assessing how key factors drive net ozone 
radiative forcing, and providing an estimate of the uncertainty arising from non-
linearities and long-term feedbacks. We use the Community Earth System Model 
(CESM1) in its “high-top” (up to 140 km) atmosphere version – the Whole 
Atmosphere Community Climate Model (WACCM) – and a series of sensitivity 
simulations to quantify the radiative effects of ozone due to (1) climate change, (2) 
lightning-induced NOx emissions, (3) stratospheric ozone recovery, and (4) methane 
emissions between 2000 and 2100 following the RCP8.5 emissions scenario. We 
explore the robustness of the ozone radiative forcings associated with the above 
drivers under different background conditions due to non-linearities in ozone 
responses. Moreover, here we use a synthetic ozone tracer to unambiguously identify 
stratospheric- and tropospheric-produced ozone forcing. Note this study does not 
address reductions in anthropogenic NOx and non-methane volatile organic 
compounds emissions, since they play a marginal role in future ozone RF under the 
RCP8.5 scenario (based on an additional simulation not presented here). 
The CESM1-WACCM model, sensitivity simulations and ozone radiative 
effect calculations are described in Section 5.2. A present-day model evaluation, 
future projected ozone changes and associated radiative effects are presented in     
Sect. 5.3. Different sources of uncertainties are discussed and accounted for in      




5.2.1. Model description 
We use the CESM (version 1.1.1) chemistry-climate model with a configuration that 
fully couples the atmosphere and land components. A comprehensive description of 




The atmosphere component of CESM is WACCM version 4, a high-top model 
that extends from the surface to approximately 140 km in the lower thermosphere, 
with a vertical resolution ranging from 1.2 km near the tropopause to ~ 2 km near the 
stratopause, and horizontal resolution of 1.9º x 2.5º (latitude by longitude). The 
chemical scheme is the Model for Ozone and Related Chemical Tracers (MOZART) 
for the troposphere (Emmons et al., 2010) and the stratosphere (Kinnison et al., 2007), 
including recent updates (Lamarque et al., 2012; Tilmes et al., 2015). It includes 169 
chemical species with detailed photolysis, gas-phase and heterogeneous reactions (see 
Tables A1 and A2 in Tilmes et al., 2016). Recent updates in the orographic gravity 
wave forcing – reducing the cold bias in Antarctic polar temperatures – (Calvo et al., 
2017; Garcia et al., 2017) and the polar stratospheric chemistry (Wegner et al., 2013; 
Solomon et al., 2015) are included in the model. Concentrations of radiatively active 
gas-phase compounds such as ozone, nitrous oxide (N2O), methane (CH4) and 
halogenated ODSs, are coupled to the model radiation scheme. Lightning-induced 
NOx emissions are parameterized using the cloud top height method (Price and 
Vaughan, 1993), and annual global mean LNOx emissions are scaled to simulate 
present-day values of between 3–5 Tg N yr−1. 
A stratospheric ozone tracer (O3S) is implemented to represent the abundance 
and distribution of stratospheric-produced ozone in the troposphere (Roelofs and 
Lelieveld, 1997). O3S is equivalent to ozone in the stratosphere. In the troposphere it 
undergoes the same chemical loss processes as ozone, but does not undergo dry 
deposition, following the recommendations for the Chemistry-Climate Model 
Initiative (CCMI) (Eyring et al., 2013b; Morgenstern et al., 2017). To account for dry 
deposition of O3S, we apply an annual global correction factor based on an additional 
model simulation (not used in the main results). This correction factor is 
approximately linear, ranging from 0.7 at the surface to 0.95 around 250 hPa. 
The land component is the Community Land Model version 4, which has the 
same horizontal resolution as the atmosphere component and interactively calculates 
dry deposition for trace gases in the atmosphere (Val"Martin et al., 2014) and biogenic 
emissions using the Model of Emissions of Gases and Aerosols from Nature 





5.2.2. Experimental setup 
This modelling set-up uses time slice simulations driven by sea surface temperatures 
(SSTs) and sea ice climatologies from previous CESM1-WACCM fully coupled 
simulations performed as part of the CCMI (SENC2-8.5; see Morgenstern et al., 
2017). An average over 1990–2009 is used to represent the year 2000; since the 
existing model simulation did not cover the period 2090–2109, an average over  
2080–2099 is used to represent conditions at the end of the 21st century (nominally 
2100). Note, however, that the perturbed concentrations of atmospheric gases are 
taken from year 2100 in the RCP8.5 scenario, and hence these experiments are 
labelled as 2100 in the manuscript. Each time slice experiment is integrated for 20 
years, with the last 10 years analysed in this study (i.e. the spin-up period covered the 
first 10 years). Seasonally varying boundary conditions are specified for carbon 
dioxide (CO2), N2O, CH4, and ODSs (halogen-containing compounds), as 
recommended for CCMI (Eyring et al., 2013b). Changes in ozone precursors – other 
than CH4 – and land-use changes are not explored here (i.e. these are fixed at year 
2000 levels in all experiments). Volcanic eruptions are not included in the 
experiments, and the incoming solar radiation is fixed at 1361 Wm−2. The quasi-
biennial oscillation is imposed by relaxation of equatorial winds (90–3 hPa) with an 
approximate 28-month period between eastward and westward phases (Marsh et al., 
2013).  
Table 5.1 lists the simulations used in this study. The control simulation (Cnt) 
had all boundary conditions set to the year 2000. Then each sensitivity simulation 
added one single driver (i.e. boundary condition changed to the year 2100) at a time. 
For example, while the climate-related ozone RF (with fixed LNOx emission) is 
explored comparing the Clm−Cnt simulations, the forcing associated with changes in 
lightning-induced NOx emissions is quantified comparing the Lnt−Clm simulations, 
and so forth. This method provides a different estimate of the overall net ozone RF 
compared to exploring the impact of the individual drivers alone (e.g. it accounts for 
non-linear effects that may be neglected by exploring each perturbation compared to 
the reference simulation). However, since the attribution of forcings to individual 
drivers may be sensitive to different background conditions, we also evaluate the 






Table 5.1. Summary of the model simulations 
Simulation Climate1 ODSs2 CH43  
Cnt 2000 2000 2000 
Clm 2100 (fLNOx)4 2000 2000 
Ltn 2100 2000 2000 
O3r 2100 2100 2000 
Mth 2100 2100 2100 
Cnt+fLNOx 2000 (fLNOx)4 2000 2000 
1Climate (SSTs, sea ice, CO2 and N2O, if not otherwise specified) follows the RCP8.5 emissions 
scenario. 
2Relative to Cnt, ODS boundary conditions of −63.2 % (2.156 ppbv) total chlorine, −35.7 % (8.1 pptv) 
total bromine and −67.6 % (1.376 ppbv) total fluorine follow the halogen scenario A1. 
3Relative to Cnt, CH4 boundary conditions of 214.2 % (3744 ppbv) follow the RCP8.5 emissions 
scenario. 




Here we provide specific details of the boundary conditions. The simulations can be 
classified into three main groups: 
1. Sensitivity simulations that explore the impacts of climate change. Here SSTs, 
sea ice and main GHGs (i.e. CO2 and N2O) are specified to year 2100 levels 
(see above for explanation of SST and sea ice fields). The upper end emission 
scenario of the RCPs family is explored (RCP8.5). Natural biogenic emissions 
(e.g. isoprene) are calculated online, which are mainly governed by changes in 
CO2, climate and land use (Squire et al., 2014). The indirect ozone radiative 
effect resulting from this climate feedback is implicitly contained in the 
climate signal. However, unlike LNOx emissions it mainly impacts ozone in 
the lower troposphere, where ozone shows relatively small radiative efficiency 
(Rap et al., 2015). To isolate the impacts of lightning-produced ozone, 
additional experiments are performed with year 2000 levels for LNOx 
emissions (fLNOx). Fixed LNOx simulations follow the approach of Banerjee 
et al. (2014), imposing the monthly mean LNOx emissions climatology from 
the Cnt run and switching off its interactive calculation in the model. To 
justify this method, we compared temperature and tropospheric ozone fields 





2. Stratospheric ozone recovery due to the slow decrease of ODS concentrations 
(referring to the total organic chlorine and bromine species) regulated under 
the framework of the Montreal Protocol is investigated. Based on the CCMI 
recommendations, halogen species (CFC11, CFC12, CFC113, CFC114, 
CFC115, CCl4, HCFC22, HCFC141b, HCFC142b, CF2ClBr, CF3Br, CH3Br, 
CH3CCl3, CH3Cl, H1202, H2402, CH2Br2, and CHBr3) are specified to year 
2100 levels for the halogen scenario A1 (WMO, 2011), which includes the 
early phase-out of hydrochlorofluorocarbons agreed in 2007. Note that two 
brominated short-lived species (CH2Br2 and CHBr3) were included in these 
experiments to accurately represent bromine loading and thus the associated 
ozone depletion, providing an additional bromine surface mixing ratio of        
~ 6 pptv on top of that from the longer-lived bromine compounds. 
3. Future levels of methane and its impacts on ozone are investigated. 
Concentrations of CH4 are imposed to year 2100 levels from the RCP8.5 
pathway – i.e. approximately double concentrations compared to year 2000. 
Note that methane levels were kept at year 2000 levels for the sensitivity 
simulations described above that explore climate change impacts. 
 
5.2.3. Radiative transfer calculations 
To calculate the resulting all-sky REs of ozone we use the ozone radiative kernel (O3 
RK) technique based on Rap et al. (2015), updated for the whole atmosphere     
(Figure 5.1). The O3 RK, defined as the derivative of the radiative flux relative to 
small perturbations in ozone, was calculated using the offline version of the 
SOCRATES radiative transfer model with nine longwave (LW) and six shortwave 
(SW) bands, which is based on Edwards and Slingo (1996). Radiative flux 
calculations employed a monthly mean climatology of temperature, water vapour and 
ozone from the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecast (ECMWF) 
ERA-Interim, and year 2000 surface albedo and clouds from the International Satellite 
Cloud Climatology Project (Rossow and Schiffer, 1999). Stratospherically adjusted 
REs of ozone were computed using the fixed dynamical heating approximation (Fels 
et al., 1980), which assumes that the atmosphere adjusts to a new equilibrium state via 
radiative process only – i.e. without dynamical feedbacks – on a relatively short 





Figure 5.1. Annual zonal mean whole-atmosphere ozone radiative kernel under all-
sky conditions for (a) net (LW+SW), (b) LW, and (c) SW components. 
 
and temperatures above 200 hPa are adjusted iteratively until they converge to a new 
local radiative-dynamical equilibrium and the change in net flux at the 200 hPa level 
is diagnosed. The O3 RK is then constructed from the changes in net flux resulting 
from the ozone perturbations applied to all atmospheric layers. The 200 hPa level is 
used for the stratospheric temperature adjustment as an approximation for the level at 
which the transition to local radiative-dynamical equilibrium in the stratosphere 
occurs. The net O3 RK (Fig. 5.1a) illustrates the importance of the upper troposphere 
and lower stratosphere, particularly at low latitudes, where changes in ozone are very 
efficient in affecting the radiative flux of the Earth. The LW component (Fig. 5.1b) is 
positive throughout the atmosphere and dominates the net O3 RK, although the SW 





We compared the ozone RF calculated using the O3 RK technique (i.e. by 
multiplying the simulated ozone change with the net O3 RK interpolated to the 
model’s grid) with the corresponding RF calculated directly with the SOCRATES 
radiative transfer model (see supplementary material, Fig. 5.7). The good agreement 
between the two methods (global mean difference of 0.01 Wm−2) is consistent with 
the Rap et al. (2015) findings, where the O3 RK was proposed as an efficient and 
accurate method to estimate ozone RFs, which is particularly well suited for multi-
model intercomparison activities.  
A chemical tropopause definition (Prather et al., 2001), using the 150 ppbv 
ozone level of the Cnt simulation, is employed to differentiate ozone changes and 
associated RFs occurring in the troposphere and the stratosphere. Compared to the 
latter, we found a negligible difference in the partitioning of tropospheric-
stratospheric forcing using a consistent chemical tropopause definition to the driver 




5.3.1. Present-day ozone radiative effects and model validation 
A detailed present-day ozone evaluation of a similar model and experimental set-up 
was presented by Tilmes et al. (2016). In summary, simulated monthly mean ozone 
shows good agreement with observational estimates within a 25 % range in spring and 
summer. Zonal and annual mean tropospheric ozone shows the best agreement with 
observations at low and mid-latitudes (±5 DU), a key region for its radiative effect 
(e.g. Rap et al., 2015). Likewise, the zonal and annual mean stratospheric ozone 
agrees fairly well with satellite estimates in the Southern Hemisphere (SH) and low 
latitudes (±30 DU), but larger deviations are found at mid- and high latitudes in the 
Northern Hemisphere (NH), a discrepancy also apparent in the models of the 
Atmospheric Chemistry and Climate Model Intercomparison Project (ACCMIP) 
(Iglesias-Suarez et al., 2016). The tropospheric ozone budget (production, loss, dry 
deposition, stratospheric input), burden and lifetime for the Cnt simulation              
(see Table 5.2 and Fig. 5.8) are within previous multi-model activities estimates 
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Figures 5.2a-5.2b show the annual mean ozone RE calculated for the Cnt 
simulation (year 2000 or “present-day” hereafter) and the Tropospheric Emission 
Spectrometer (TES) from July 2005 until June 2008 (05–08). TES is the first product 
providing tropospheric ozone profiles suitable for RE studies and has been previously 
evaluated against other observational estimates (e.g. Osterman et al., 2008), showing 
small bias in the troposphere and the stratosphere of approximately 3–4 DU. The 
annual and global ozone RE in the Cnt simulation is 2.26 ± 0.14 Wm−2 (1 standard 
error associated with interannual variability), within the TES range of                   
2.21–2.26 Wm−2. The spatial distribution of simulated and observed ozone REs are 
fairly well correlated (r = 0.6, p < 0.01), although note that the noisier TES signal is 
largely the result of averaging only three years. Both the simulated and observed 
present-day ozone REs reveal a positive poleward gradient, with a minimum in 
tropical regions (approximately 20ºN–20ºS) that is associated with the relatively low 
ozone levels found in the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere (see Fig. 5.8). A 
peak is found at high latitudes in the NH, driven by transport of relatively rich 
tropospheric ozone air from mid-latitudes coupled with only moderate ozone 
depletion in the NH stratosphere. This is in contrast with a lower RE values within the 
SH polar vortex, driven by the larger stratospheric ozone depletion over Antarctica 
(Solomon et al., 2015). Figure 5.2c compares the Cnt annual mean ozone RE against 
the TES data set. Compared to TES, the simulated annual mean tends to overestimate 
the RE in the NH and underestimate it in the SH, consistent with the bias in the ozone 
distribution (Tilmes et al., 2016). Significant biases are mainly confined to the tropical 
and subtropical regions – i.e. bias is defined here when the simulated RE ±1.96 
standard error (~ 95 % confidence interval) is outside the observed range. Although 
tropical and subtropical regions are of particular interest for future changes in ozone 
and its resulting radiative forcing (i.e. highest radiative efficiency), there is a large 
NH/SH compensation as shown by the annual and global mean forcings. Note the RE 
is the radiative flux imbalance at a given time due to a radiatively active species (e.g. 


































Figure 5.2. Comparison of the annual mean ozone radiative effect between (a) the Cnt 
simulation and (b) the Tropospheric Emission Spectrometer (TES) from July 2005 
until June 2008 (05–08). (c) Cnt simulation bias compared to the TES. Differences are 









5.3.2. Ozone changes 
Figure 5.3 shows modelled annual and zonal mean ozone changes by 2100 compared 
to present-day. We present results from adding one single perturbation at a time. 
Climate (Clm−Cnt; Fig. 5.3a) shows similar pattern of ozone response to that 
found previously (e.g. Kawase et al., 2011; Banerjee et al., 2014). In the troposphere, 
ozone decreases primarily as a consequence of a warmer and more moist climate, 
which drives increased ozone loss via an enhanced O(1D) + H2O flux (Johnson et al., 
2001). Reduced net chemical production is partially offset by an increase in the STE 
(Table 5.2), driven by an enhanced BDC (Zeng and Pyle, 2003). The fingerprint of 
this change in the BDC can be seen in the lower stratosphere, both for decreases in the 
tropics and increases at mid-latitudes, respectively associated with the enhanced 
ascending and descending regions (Hegglin and Shepherd, 2009). In this simulation, 
the 70 hPa tropical (20°N-20°S) and zonal mean upwelling (Andrews et al., 1987) 
increases by 3.4 % dec−1 compared to Cnt (100 year trend). This trend is in agreement 
with current climate models projections of ~ 3.2 ± 0.7 % dec−1 between 2005–2099 
following the RCP8.5 (Hardiman et al., 2014). Additional ozone depletion over the 
Antarctic is consistent with stratospheric cooling due to enhanced GHG levels       
(Fig. 5.10a), driving enhanced heterogeneous ozone loss chemistry (WMO, 2014). In 
contrast, cooling in the upper stratosphere results in ozone increases associated with a 
slowdown of catalytic Ox cycles (Haigh and Pyle, 1982; Rosenfield et al., 2002). 
Future lightning (Lnt−Clm; Fig. 5.3b) shows an increase in LNOx emissions 
by ~ 33 %, which results in ozone increases mainly in the tropical and subtropical 
upper troposphere. However, present-day LNOx emissions have significant 
uncertainties and climate models do not agree even on the sign of the change due to 
different lightning parameterizations (Finney et al., 2016). Nevertheless, the simulated 
present-day LNOx emissions of 4.8 ± 1.6 Tg(N) yr−1 lies within observationally-
derived estimates, and the model’s LNOx sensitivity to climate of 10.8 % K−1 is at the 
upper end of the two standard deviation climate model range (8.8 ± 2 % K−1) (Finney 
et al., 2016). The net global tropospheric ozone responses to climate will be largely 
determined by the interplay between (non-lightning) climate-induced ozone losses and 






Figure 5.3. Changes in annual and zonal mean ozone due to (a) Climate, (b) 
Lightning, (c) O3-recovery, and (d) Methane. Contour colours are for statistically 
significant changes at the 95 % confidence interval using two-tailed Student’s t test. 
The black dashed line represents the chemical tropopause based on the Cnt 150 ppbv 
ozone contour. 
 
Reductions in inorganic chlorine and bromine abundances (O3r−Ltn;          
Fig. 5.3c) result in stratospheric ozone increases. Upper stratospheric ozone recovers 
largely due to decreases in ClOx-catalysed ozone destruction. Due to reduced 
heterogeneous ozone loss chemistry, the largest changes are found in polar regions in 
the lower stratosphere, with increases of ~ 450 % over the Antarctic (November) and 
~ 45 % over the Arctic (April). Greater abundances of stratospheric ozone result in an 
approximately 20 % increase in the STE (Table 5.2) driving higher levels of 
tropospheric ozone, particularly at mid- and high latitudes in the SH (related to ozone 




of the BDC), which is consistent with previous model estimates (Banerjee et al., 
2016). The BDC-driven increases are somewhat offset by the larger overhead ozone 
column reducing actinic fluxes and therefore ozone photochemical production    
(Table 5.2) (Banerjee et al., 2016).  
Methane is a greenhouse gas, an ozone precursor in the troposphere and plays 
various roles in the stratosphere, and these processes are difficult to isolate from the 
rest. Future methane (Mth−O3r; Fig. 5.3d) emissions show a widespread increase of 
ozone in the troposphere, with annual and global tropospheric column ozone increase 
of 15 ± 8 % (Table 5.4). Previous modelling studies reported similar increases of     
10–13 % (Brasseur et al., 2006; Kawase et al., 2011). Compensation between ozone 
decreases in the upper stratosphere (enhanced HOx-catalysed chemistry) and increases 
in the lower stratosphere (smog-like chemistry and the partitioning of active/inactive 
chlorine) (Randeniya et al., 2002; Stenke and Grewe, 2005; Portmann and Solomon, 
2007; Fleming et al., 2011; Revell et al., 2012), results in small changes of 2 ± 5 % for 
the annual and global stratospheric column ozone. 
 
5.3.3. Ozone radiative forcing 
Figure 5.4 shows maps of annual mean radiative forcing between 2000 and 2100 due 
to changes in ozone for the whole atmosphere, along with zonal mean forcings 
associated with changes in the troposphere and the stratosphere for single perturbation 
simulations. Note that zonal mean forcings are weighted by latitudinal area (i.e. 
cosine-latitude), allowing direct comparison with the total forcing. Annual and global 
mean forcing values and their standard error (i.e. due to ozone changes only) are listed 
in Table 5.3. Ozone radiative forcing shows strong dependence on the vertical 
distribution of the change (e.g. Lacis et al., 1990; Forster and Shine, 1997; Rap et al., 
2015) and to a lesser extent on the horizontal distribution (e.g. Berntsen et al., 1997). 
Differences can be seen in both the geographical pattern of the forcing and in the 










Figure 5.4. Annual mean maps of ozone radiative forcing (whole atmosphere) due to 
(a) Climate, (b) Lightning, (c) O3-recovery, and (d) Methane. Contour colours are for 
statistically significant changes at the 95 % confidence interval using two-tailed 
Student’s t test. The annual and global mean is shown on the top right corner    
(mWm−2). Right panels show zonal mean ozone forcings for the whole atmosphere 
(solid black), troposphere (dashed grey), and stratosphere (dotted grey). The zonal 
mean forcings are latitudinally-weighted, i.e. cosine(latitudes). 
 
The global forcing associated with climate (Clm−Cnt; Fig. 5.4a) of                 
−70 ± 102 mWm−2 is relatively small and not highly statistically significant (errors 
denote 1 standard error associated with the 10 year interannual variability of ozone 
change unless otherwise specified). The geographical pattern shows a relatively strong 
and significant forcing at high latitudes in the NH, related to ozone increases in the 
lower stratosphere (transport from enhanced BDC) and upper stratosphere (reduced 
chemical loss due to cooling). However, this is outweighed by a negative tropospheric 
forcing in the tropics and a negative stratospheric forcing in the SH extra-tropical 
region. The latter is largely due to additional ozone depletion in the lower stratosphere 








Table 5.3. Global and annual mean ozone RF and the standard errora (mWm−2) by 
driver and region for the 2000–2100 period. 
    Region Source CH4b 
  Whole-atmosphere Tropo. Strat. Tropo. Strat. Tropo. 
Climate 
(Clm−Cnt)c −70 ± 102 −40 ± 42 −30 ± 35 −20 ± 21 −50 ± 57 −8 
Lightning 
(Ltn−Clm)c 104 ± 108 105 ± 45     1 ± 37   79 ± 34   24 ± 48 −11 
O3-recovery 
(O3r−Ltn)d 163 ± 109 46 ± 47 117 ± 38   1 ± 1 163 ± 84 2 
Methane 
(Mth−O3r)c 238 ± 113 193 ± 51 45 ± 39 160 ± 42   78 ± 48 63 
Total 435 ± 108 303 ± 48 132 ± 37 220 ± 13 214 ± 72 46 
a The annual global mean is given along with the (±) standard error (i.e. associated with 10-year 
interannual variability of ozone). 
b Long-term ozone forcing due to methane chemistry-climate feedback. 
c,d RCP8.5 and halogen A1 emission scenarios by 2100 compared to year 2000 (Cnt run) respectively. 
 
Future lightning-induced NOx emissions (Ltn−Clm; Fig. 5.4b) shows relatively 
large though not significant global ozone forcing of 104 ± 108 mWm−2, mainly the 
result of simulated tropospheric ozone changes of 2.1 ± 2.3 DU. Two distinct peak 
regions are evident around the subtropical belts, where large ozone changes are 
coincident with relatively cloud-free areas, higher temperature, and a low solar zenith 
angle. The strongest positive forcing is found over the Sahara and Middle East deserts, 
associated with greater surface albedo.  
Ozone recovery (O3r−Ltn; Fig. 5.4c) drives a significant forcing of                 
163 ± 109 mWm−2. This forcing is largely confined to the mid- and high latitudes, 
particularly in the SH (due to ozone hole recovery), and is mainly linked to the 
stratosphere. Extra-tropical STE is especially important in the SH. This is 
demonstrated by tropospheric forcing of about ~ 100 mWm−2 in this region, which is 
largely the result of stratospheric-produced ozone transported to the troposphere. 
Methane emissions show a large positive forcing around the subtropical belts 
(Mth−O3r; Fig. 5.4d), which is principally confined to the troposphere, as there is a 
compensation between changes in the lower and upper stratosphere (Fig. 5.3d). In the 
tropical and subtropical troposphere, methane is more readily oxidised partly 
associated with higher OH levels, which results in relatively large ozone increases 




Arctic, are linked to the stratosphere (i.e. reduced ozone loss via decreased 
active/inactive chlorine partitioning).  
Figure 5.5 shows maps of annual mean normalised tropospheric ozone 
radiative forcing (NRF) between 2000 and 2100 for the four sensitivity simulations. 
The NRF – defined here as the tropospheric ozone radiative forcing divided by the 
tropospheric column ozone – is a useful diagnostic to gain insight into radiative 
effects of ozone changes. Very similar global NRFs of ~ 39 mWm−2 DU−1 due to 
(non-lightning) climate and methane, indicates relatively evenly distributed ozone 
changes in the troposphere. In contrast, more localised lightning-produced ozone 
results in higher global NRF of 46 mWm−2 DU−1, whereas ozone increases at high 
latitudes due to ozone recovery results in smaller NRF of 35 mWm−2 DU−1. This 
highlights the dependence of the resulting forcings on the vertical and horizontal 
distribution of changes in ozone. 
Previous studies have shown that the radiative forcing from tropospheric and 
stratospheric ozone do not have distinct drivers (Søvde et al., 2011; Shindell et al., 
2013a). Our results support this and show that climate change, ODSs and methane 
have consequences for both tropospheric and stratospheric ozone radiative forcing      
(Table 5.3). In this set of simulations, changes in ozone occurring in the troposphere 
and the stratosphere respectively contribute ~ 70 % and 30 % to the total annual and 
global forcing of 435 ± 108 mWm−2.  
Further insight can be gained by attributing ozone forcing based on its origin 
in the stratosphere or the troposphere. In these simulations, we used a stratospheric 
ozone tracer (see Sect. 5.2) to unambiguously differentiate ozone with tropospheric 
origin (O3T) from that with stratospheric origin (O3S). Table 5.3 shows such “source 
classified” ozone radiative forcings, using the “O3S/ozone” and “O3T/ozone” ratios 
for tropospheric and stratospheric forcings respectively. Stratospheric-produced ozone 
contributes to ~ 50 % of the annual and global future ozone forcing in this set of 











Figure 5.5. Annual mean maps of normalised tropospheric ozone radiative forcing 
(i.e. divided by the tropospheric column ozone change) due to (a) Climate, (b) 
Lightning, (c) O3-recovery, and (d) Methane. The annual and global mean is shown 
on the top right corner (mWm−2 DU−1). 
 
5.3.4. Methane feedback and resulting ozone forcing 
Future climate change and emissions of ODSs and methane will affect the oxidising 
capacity of the atmosphere (e.g., via hydroxyl radicals, OH), which influences the 
methane lifetime (τCH4) and its concentration. In turn, changes in methane 
concentrations result in a “long-term” response of tropospheric ozone at decadal time 
scales (e.g. Fuglestvedt et al., 1999; Wild and Prather, 2000; Holmes et al., 2013). The 
simulations considered here neglect this feedback by imposing fixed and uniform   
lower boundary conditions for methane. However, we can estimate how methane 
concentrations would have adjusted if they were free to evolve, as well as the 
associated ozone response and radiative forcing. Using the method described by Fiore 
et al. (2009, and refences therein), we calculate global mean equilibrium methane 




!!!!!!!!!!!! CH4 eq = CH4 Cnt!× ! τCH4(!)τCH4(!) ! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!(5.1) 
where Cnt represents the fixed boundary conditions for year 2000; (p) and (r) refer to 
the perturbation and reference simulations respectively; and f is a feedback factor 
which accounts for the response of methane to its own lifetime. The feedback factor is 
explicitly calculated for WACCM using the O3r “(a)” and Mth “(b)” simulations, as 
follows !!!!!!!!!!!!! = ! 11− ! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!(5.2) 
where s is calculated by !!!!!!!!!!!!! = !!ln !τCH4 b ! !− !ln !τCH4 a !!ln !BCH4 b ! !− ! ln !BCH4 a ! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 5.3  
and where BCH4 is the annual and global mean methane burden. We calculate a value 
of f of 1.43 which is at the upper end of the literature range (1.19–1.53) (Prather et al., 
2001; Stevenson et al., 2013; Voulgarakis et al., 2013) but within 7 % of the 
observationally constrained best estimate of 1.34 (Holmes et al., 2013).  
The ozone response to this methane feedback is estimated by linear 
interpolation: !!!!!!!!!!!!∆O3 eq!− Cnt = ! ∆CH4(eq− Cnt)∆CH4(b− a) !×!∆O3 b− a !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!(5.4) 
where ∆O3 is the change in annual and global mean of tropospheric column ozone 
(Table 5.4). Assuming the relationships between changes in methane, ozone and 
radiative forcings are linear; the associated tropospheric ozone forcings to methane 
feedback are given by the product of ∆O3 and the NRF due to methane perturbation  
(39 mWm−2 DU−1; Fig. 5.5d) and are shown in Table 5.3. The overall long-term 
tropospheric ozone forcing related to the methane feedback in this set of simulations is 
a moderate increase of ~ 15 %. Climate change (Clm and Ltn simulations) enhances 
the oxidising capacity of the atmosphere, which results in a small negative forcing of 
−19 mWm−2 due to the methane feedback. In the Mth simulation, OH concentrations 
are strongly reduced and the associated forcing of 63 mWm−2 outweighs the climate 
forcing. This forcing is within the range of ~ 40–120 (mean value of 60) mWm−2 from 
the ACCMIP ensemble (Table 8 in Stevenson et al., 2013), when considering the 






5.3.5. Background conditions and forcing 
Since the ozone response to a given perturbation is dependent on the background 
conditions (e.g. temperature, radiative heating, trace gas levels), the resulting forcing 
associated to individual drivers may be sensitive to the experimental design. For 
example, lightning-induced ozone forcing due to climate change may differ 
significantly under present-day or doubled methane concentrations (i.e. year 2000 or 
year 2100-RCP8.5 abundances). In the present study, we imposed single perturbations 
successively. Therefore, the total ozone forcing calculated from this set of simulations 
includes chemistry-climate feedbacks arising from the interactions between the 
various perturbations. Yet the attribution of indirect ozone forcings to individual 
drivers may be sensitive to the order considered (Table 5.1).  
We also completed an additional set of simulations (Table 5.5) to assess the 
robustness of the calculated RF to the order the perturbations were applied          
(Table 5.3). Lightning-induced net ozone forcing (104 ± 108 mWm−2 from Table 5.3) 
is not significantly different at the 95 % confidence interval (due to interannual 
variability only unless otherwise specified) compared to that calculated under 
approximately doubled methane concentrations (Ltn_Mth−Clm_Mth). Although the 
reported lightning net ozone forcing is 50 mWm−2 lower relative to the latter, both lie 
within the interannual uncertainty (~ 100 mWm−2). The forcing associated with ozone 
recovery (163 ± 109 mWm−2) is calculated under climate change (i.e. including 
lightning feedbacks) and present-day methane concentrations, though it also can be 
derived under present-day climate (O3r_Ods−Cnt) or doubled methane concentrations 
(Mth−Ltn_Mth). We find no significant differences between the forcings associated 
with these background conditions, although the reported mean forcing resulting from 
ozone recovery is greater by ~ 30 mWm−2. Finally, methane-induced net ozone 
forcing due to doubling its concentrations relative to present-day under ozone 
recovery conditions (238 ± 113 mWm−2), is not significantly different to that under 
present-day ODS concentrations (Ltn_Mth−Ltn) or without lightning feedbacks 
(Clm_Mth−Clm). The reported forcing associated with methane lies within the latter 
forcings (i.e. 50 mWm−2 range). Therefore, we conclude that future ozone forcings 
due to lightning, ozone recovery and methane concentrations – presented in Table 5.3 




The fact that global and annual ozone forcings associated with single 
perturbations are not significantly different with regard to background conditions is 
perhaps somewhat surprising, given that, for instance, ozone production is sensitive to 
the relative abundances of volatile organic compounds and NOx (e.g. Sillman, 1999). 
However, while the globally averaged forcing is not significantly affected by the order 
in which the perturbations are considered, there are significant differences in budget 
terms (e.g. ozone burden differences due to lightning can be as large as                     
4.5 ± 1.4 Tg), as well as ozone levels in particular regions of the atmosphere. 
Therefore, the non-linear additivity of the perturbations is important when considering 
their impacts on quantities such as ozone profiles and surface air quality (not shown). 
 
5.4. Uncertainties and outlook 
We calculate a net ozone radiative forcing of 435 ± 108 mWm−2 corresponding to the 
year 2100 under the RCP8.5 emissions scenario compared to present-day, with the 
one standard error uncertainty arising from variability in ozone between the years of 
the time slice simulations. This variability indicates a ±25 % uncertainty, which is 
slightly larger than the spread across the ACCMIP ensemble of approximately ±20 % 
(Stevenson et al., 2013). However, additional sources of uncertainty exist in the ozone 
forcing. Previously, uncertainties arising from the tropopause definition (±3 %), the 
radiation scheme or forcing calculation (±10 %), and the extent to which clouds and 
stratospheric temperature adjustment influence ozone forcing (±7 % and ±3 % 
respectively) have been estimated (Stevenson et al., 2013). Climate feedbacks, land-
use change, natural ozone precursor emissions, and future changes in the structure of 
the tropopause (Wilcox et al., 2012) may introduce at least an additional ±20 % 
uncertainty (Stevenson et al., 2013). Following Stevenson et al. (2013), we assume 
that the above individual uncertainties are independent and combine them to estimate 
an overall uncertainty of ±30 %, which represents the 95 % confidence interval. We 
note that Skeie et al. (2011) from an independent analysis estimated the same overall 
uncertainty.  
Figure 5.6 summarises the global and annual net ozone forcing as well as the 
forcings by driver and region. Overall, our annual global mean best estimate for the 
net ozone radiative forcing between 2000 and 2100 is 430 ± 130 mWm−2, with 





Figure 5.6. Ozone radiative forcings by drivers (2000–2100; mWm−2). Tropospheric 
(brown), stratospheric (blue) and net (whole atmosphere, red) forcings are shown. 
Associated ozone forcings to methane feedback (square-hatched) are shown along 
with the net forcings. The overall ozone forcing (Total) is the sum of the individual 
forcings (Climate, Lightning, O3-recovery and Methane from Table 5.3) scaled to 
1750 (star-hatched). Dots and error bars indicate the mean and the 95 % confidence 
intervals of the forcings respectively. The information on pre-industrial ozone forcing 
(1750–2000) and sources of uncertainty are detailed in Sect. 5.4. 
 
respectively. Current estimates for tropospheric and stratospheric ozone forcings from 
1750 to 2011 are 400 ± 20 mWm−2 and −50 ± 100 mWm−2, respectively (Myhre et al., 
2013). An increase of 0.5 DU in tropospheric ozone was estimated in Skeie et al. 
(2011) from 2000 to 2010, and a tropospheric ozone normalized radiative forcing of 
42 mWm−2 DU−1 calculated from the ACCMIP ensemble (Stevenson et al., 2013). 
Therefore, we estimate a net ozone forcing of 760 ± 230 mWm−2 from 1750 to 2100 
based on our simulations, which is the result of the forcings in the troposphere and the 




forcing is within the range estimated from the ACCMIP models of 600 ± 120 mWm−2 
(Table 12 in Stevenson et al., 2013). 
Previous work has shown that NRF is an appropriate tool for estimating annual 
and global tropospheric forcings derived from changes in tropospheric column ozone, 
which in turn reduces the multi-model uncertainty (Gauss et al., 2003). The NRF in 
our analysis of 43 mWm−2 DU−1 is similar to that from the ACCMIP models between 
the 1850s and 2000s, but larger compared to that in Gauss et al. (2003). This supports 
the future tropospheric ozone forcings and their uncertainties during the 21st century 
derived from the ACCMIP ensemble (calculated using the NRF), and may be used as 
a benchmark for individual studies.  
Although previous studies have examined key drivers of ozone during the 21st 
century and future changes are relatively well understood (e.g. Kawase et al., 2011; 
Banerjee et al., 2014; Banerjee et al., 2016), the resulting forcings have been explored 
in less detail (e.g. Gauss et al., 2003; Bekki et al., 2013; Stevenson et al., 2013). 
Following a process-based approach that includes chemistry-climate feedbacks, we 
calculate that climate-only, lightning, ozone recovery and methane emissions 
contribute respectively −16 ± 24 %, 24 ± 25 %, 38 ± 25 %, and 55 ± 26 % to the net 
ozone RF between 2000 and 2100 (Table 5.3 and Fig. 5.6). Further uncertainties arise 
from the long-term ozone response to methane changes, which could increase the 
overall tropospheric forcing by ~ 15 %. Climate change (including lightning 
feedbacks) alone produces a relatively small tropospheric ozone forcing of                
64 ± 44 mWm−2. A subset of eight models from the ACCMIP activity shows a small 
negative but not significant tropospheric forcing of −33 ± 42 mWm−2, with few 
models reporting positive forcings (Table 12 in Stevenson et al., 2013). The impact of 
climate change on ozone forcing is surrounded by large uncertainties, which are 
associated with chemistry-climate feedbacks and the lack of confidence in the LNOx 
sensitivity to global mean surface temperature, due to different parameterizations and 
the vertical distributions of the emissions (Banerjee et al., 2014; Finney et al., 2016), 
as well as changes in the BDC (Butchart, 2014). For example, the climate change-
induced net ozone forcing between 2000–2100 – following the future emission 
scenario RCP8.5 in an independent chemistry-climate model – is of the same order of 
magnitude but different sign (−70 mWm−2) (Banerjee et al., 2018). While they found 
similar tropospheric ozone forcing of 70 mWm−2, their negative stratospheric ozone 




forcings have respectively a substantial contribution from the stratosphere (~ 14 %) 
and the troposphere (~ 34 %), recently shown in modelling studies (Søvde et al., 2011; 
Shindell et al., 2013a; Banerjee et al., 2018). A striking result, however, is the 
contribution of the stratospheric-produced ozone to the net forcing of ~ 30 ± 20 % and 
~ 99 ± 50 % due to methane and ODS concentrations respectively, which is consistent 
with the findings from an independent chemistry-climate model (Banerjee et al., 2016, 
2018). This reflects the roles that methane plays in stratospheric ozone chemistry (i.e. 
particularly in the lower stratosphere), and that ozone recovery principally occurs in 
the stratosphere. 
 
5.5. Summary and conclusions 
This study has explored future changes in ozone by the end of the 21st century and the 
resulting radiative forcing following a process-based approach, imposing one forcing 
at a time. We have used the RCP8.5 emissions scenario to represent an upper limit on 
these responses. This is a different approach to previous studies, which typically have 
either explored future changes in ozone concentrations or ozone forcing. The methane 
feedbacks (due to the changing oxidising capacity of the atmosphere, and due to the 
long-term tropospheric ozone response) and its forcing have also been accounted for. 
In addition, non-linearities arising from chemistry-climate interactions have been 
investigated.  
The simulated present-day ozone radiative effect (RE) is in good agreement 
with estimates based on observed ozone from TES, particularly in terms of its spatial 
distribution. However, there are systematic biases: RE is overestimated in the NH and 
underestimated in the SH, with significant biases in the subtropics. These RE biases 
are mostly consistent with the biases in tropospheric ozone in current global 
chemistry-climate models (Young et al., 2018), although the simulated annual global 
present-day tropospheric column ozone (28.9 ± 1.5 DU) is within observed 
interannual variability of 28.1–34.1 DU (Young et al., 2013a). The fact that similar 
spatial distribution biases are apparent in many climate models suggests a common 
deficiency, and emissions data have been proposed as a likely candidate (Young et al., 
2013a; Young et al., 2018). 
Our analysis shows that the net ozone radiative forcing arising from climate 




largely the result of the interplay between lightning-produced ozone and enhanced 
ozone destruction (via increased temperatures and humidity). Higher methane 
concentrations and reduced ODS levels also have consequences for ozone forcing in 
the stratosphere (45 ± 39 mWm−2) and the troposphere (46 ± 47 mWm−2) respectively. 
We have demonstrated both the importance of stratospheric-tropospheric interactions 
and the stratosphere as a key region controlling a large fraction of the tropospheric 
ozone forcing (i.e. from the source point of view compared to the more common 
division by recipient-region). 
Future annual and global tropospheric and stratospheric column ozone changes 
from year 2000 to 2100 in this set of simulations (7.0 DU and 21.3 DU respectively) 
are mainly driven by methane and ODS emissions, respectively (Table 5.4). These 
changes lead to a net ozone radiative forcing of 430 ± 130 mWm−2 compared to 
present-day, with an overall uncertainty of ±30 % (i.e. representing the 95 % 
confidence interval). Relative to the pre-industrial period (year 1750), our best 
estimate for the year 2100 net ozone radiative forcing is 760 ± 230 mWm−2. 
This study highlights the key role of the stratosphere in determining future 
ozone radiative forcing in spite of the fact that the impacts largely take place in the 
troposphere. Increasing confidence in present-day observations of the Brewer-Dobson 
circulation and the stratospheric-tropospheric exchange will therefore play a crucial 
role in improving chemistry-climate models and better constraining ozone radiative 
forcing. A future study will address the importance of the stratosphere on future air 
quality commitments, which may better inform emission regulations. 
 
5.7. Supporting information  
This section presents additional information to evaluate the updated ozone radiative 
kernel (O3 RK) and illustrate in more detail present-day tropospheric ozone (Cnt; year 
2000), changes in column ozone and temperature due to the different drivers 
investigated in this study, and additional sensitivity simulations to further assess the 
robustness of the results presented in the main manuscript. Tables 5.4 and 5.5 present 
global and annual column ozone changes for the above drivers and period, and 
additional model simulations used in the main text to explore non-linearities 
respectively. Figure 5.7 compares an ozone RF calculated using the O3 RK technique 




Table 5.4. Global and annual mean ozone columns (DU)a. 
Simulation Total column Tropospheric column Stratospheric column 
Cnt 280.6 ± 8.7 28.9 ± 1.5 251.7 ± 8.1 
Clm 281.5 ± 9.9 27.7 ± 1.6 253.8 ± 9.3 
Ltn 284.2 ± 9.7 29.8 ± 1.7 254.4 ± 9.1 
O3r 299.0 ± 9.5 31.2 ± 1.7 267.8 ± 8.8 
Mth 308.9 ± 9.5 35.9 ± 1.9 273.0 ± 8.8 
Cnt+fLNOx 280.3 ± 8.6 28.4 ± 1.5 251.9 ± 8.1 
                         a
 The annual global mean is given along with the (±) standard error. 
 
model, which is based on Edwards and Slingo (1996). Figures 5.8 and 5.9 show 
annual mean tropospheric burden distribution for ozone and stratospheric ozone tracer 
(O3S) respectively. Finally, Figure 5.10 shows changes in annual and zonal mean 
temperature due to climate, lightning, ozone depleting substances (ODSs), and 























Table 5.5. Additional model simulations 
Simulation Climate1 ODSs2 CH43  
Clm_Mth 2100 (fLNOx)4 2000 2100 
Ltn_Mth 2100 2000 2100 
O3r_Ods 2000 2100 2000 
1Climate (sea surface temperatures, sea ice, CO2 and N2O, if not otherwise specified) follows the 
RCP8.5 emissions scenario. 
2Relative to Cnt, ODS boundary conditions of −63.2 % (2.156 ppbv) total chlorine, −35.7% (8.1 pptv) 
total bromine and −67.6 % (1.376 ppbv) total fluorine follow the halogen scenario A1. 
3Relative to Cnt, CH4 boundary conditions of 214.2 % (3744 ppbv) follow the RCP8.5 emissions 
scenario. 
4Offline lightning-induced NOx emissions (fLNOx) are imposed by applying a monthly mean 





























Figure 5.7. Annual mean maps of net ozone radiative forcing (Ltn_Mth−Cnt) 
calculated using a) the radiative kernel (RK) technique and b) the SOCRATES 












Figure 5.8. Present-day (Cnt) annual mean tropospheric ozone burden distribution 
(black) and the ±1 standard deviation (grey), represented by “boxes” (dashed black 
lines) of approximately equal air masses, as per Young et al. (2013). The tropopause is 
represented by the black thick line (i.e. regions below 150 ppbv ozone levels). The 
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Conclusions and outlook 
 
This thesis explored past, present and future changes in stratospheric ozone, and how 
these are linked to tropospheric compositions and climate. Chapter 2 presented an 
overview of the concepts that form the background to stratospheric ozone, as well as 
the major chemical and dynamical processes governing its abundance and distribution. 
This chapter also described tropospheric composition and climate with a focus on 
anthropogenic perturbations, before discussing linkages between the stratosphere and 
the troposphere. The evolution of stratospheric ozone in the coming century will be 
largely determined by human activities. I described future changes of stratospheric 
ozone by region and altitude, and how potential socio-economic pathways are used to 
drive chemistry-climate model (CCM) projections.  
 Chapter 3 presented an analysis of stratospheric ozone changes and associated 
climate impacts in the Atmospheric Chemistry and Climate Model Intercomparison 
Project (ACCMIP). ACCMIP was the first multi-model activity to have a number of 
models representing ozone chemistry in the stratosphere and the troposphere. This 
chapter explored the evolution of stratospheric ozone from 1850 to 2100 using a 
number of chemistry-climate models that participated in the ACCMIP activity (8 out 
of 16 models), which included time-varying stratospheric ozone (i.e. prescribed or 
interactively calculated). In ACCMIP, the multi-model mean total column ozone 
trends for the 1980–2000 period compare favourably against observational estimates, 
best agreement was found over the Antarctic (−11.9 % dec−1 compared to observed 




compared to observed −5.3 ± 3.3 % dec−1) during springtime. These models showed 
that the Antarctic ozone hole cooled the lower stratosphere during the same period and 
season (−2.2 K dec−1). In turn, stratosphere-troposphere dynamical and radiative 
coupling drives summertime tropospheric circulation changes in the Southern 
Hemisphere, for example, the modelled Southern Annular Mode (SAM) index 
increase approximately 1.3 hPa dec−1. Whether these circulation changes return to 
“normal” levels (pre-industrial conditions) or are further disrupted during the 21st 
century, will be the result of the interplay between the ozone hole recovery and 
greenhouse gases (GHGs) concentrations. Furthermore, ozone sensitivity to GHG 
abundances in the upper stratosphere will largely determine future total column ozone 
changes in the tropics, due to a trade off between lower stratospheric and tropospheric 
column ozone in the socio-economic pathways explored. 
 Chapter 4 proposed a mechanism that links internal low frequency variability 
of ozone in the middle tropical stratosphere and surface climate. Interestingly, ozone 
variability in this region of the stratosphere resembles multi-decadal climate 
variability in Pacific Ocean sea surface temperatures, the so-called Interdecadal 
Pacific Oscillation (IPO). Using observational data and chemistry-climate model 
simulations, this chapter identified a plausible mechanism that involves both 
dynamical (Brewer-Dobson circulation, BDC) and chemical (NOx-catalysed loss) 
processes to drive multi-decadal variability in mid-stratospheric tropical ozone. 
Sensitivity CCM simulations showed that negative ozone trends since the 1990s in the 
tropical mid-stratosphere are primarily explained by internal climate variability       
(50 %). Major volcanic eruptions, nitrogen dioxide and ozone depleting substances 
(ODSs) emissions are also important factors, respectively contributing to 
approximately 25 %, 18 % and 6 % to the former trends. The results also indicated 
internally generated low frequency variability in the shallow and deep branches of the 
BDC, which is important for interpreting observationally derived changes in recent 
decades and isolating long-term trends. 
 Chapter 5 investigated future ozone radiative forcing between present-day 
(2000) and the end of the 21st century (2100), due to climate change (with and without 
lightning-related feedbacks), ODS and methane concentrations. This chapter 
presented an upper limit of projected ozone forcing by exploring a high intense 
emission socio-economic development. The model captured well both present-day 




2.21–2.26 Wm−2) and its spatial distribution (r = 0.6, p < 0.01; correlation against 
observed data). The results showed small and not highly significant net ozone forcing 
of 33 ± 104 mWm−2 associated with climate change, which arises from the trade off 
between lightning-produced ozone (104 ± 108 mWm−2) and increased ozone loss in a 
warmer and wetter atmosphere (−70 ± 102 mWm−2). This chapter highlighted the role 
of both (1) stratosphere-troposphere interactions and (2) the importance of the 
stratosphere controlling a large fraction of the tropospheric ozone forcing: (1) reduced 
ODS abundances and increased methane concentrations had implications for ozone 
forcing in the troposphere (46 ± 47 mWm−2) and the stratosphere (45 ± 39 mWm−2) 
respectively; (2) stratospheric-produced ozone (i.e. source point of view) contributes 
to approximately 50 % of the total ozone forcing (i.e. including the troposphere and 
stratosphere) in this set of simulations. Overall, the best estimate of net ozone forcing 
in this chapter – including above drivers and different sources of uncertainty –           
is 430 ± 130 mWm−2 relative to 2000 (i.e. 20 % of the modelled present-day ozone 
radiative effect), and 760 ± 230 mWm−2 relative to 1750 (i.e. pre-industrial reference 
year). 
Overall, in this thesis I demonstrated that changes in stratospheric ozone are 
intrinsically linked to other elements of the Earth system, specifically to the climate 
and composition of the troposphere. I quantified the evolution of stratospheric ozone 
and related climate impacts using both, existing model simulations to evaluate not 
fully understood processes and associated feedbacks, and own sensitivity simulations 
to assess radiative forcings in a process-based approach. I addition, I demonstrated for 
the first time a link between decadal to inter-decadal internal climate variability in sea 
surface temperatures and ozone in the tropical middle stratosphere, and proposed a 
mechanism which involves dynamical and chemical processes. 
 As global climate models evolve to further complexity to become Earth 
System Models, it allows scientists to address research questions in a more consistent 
framework. CCMs more routinely include tropospheric and stratospheric chemistry 
and climate feedbacks relevant to ozone, yet they have a number of limitations (e.g. 
dynamical processes and chemical reactions represented, parameterisations, horizontal 
and vertical resolution, top lid and so forth). New multi-model activities can be used 
to assess model developments – do they capture observed changes in trace gases due 
to the correct processes, or is their uncertainty associated with chemistry-climate 




more thoroughly linkages between the stratosphere and the troposphere due to climate 
change and internally generated climate variability, and for identifying key 
deficiencies in models. For example, stratospheric ozone chemistry is particularly 
sensitive to GHGs in the upper stratosphere (temperature dependence of catalytic 
chemistry). Thus, future studies considering changes in total column ozone should 
include the whole stratosphere (up to ~ 50 km height), which may be particularly 
important for the tropics. In addition, CCMs not constrained by observed meteorology 
struggle to capture natural variability. As the Arctic vortex is more disturbed, variable 
and relatively warmer compared to its Antarctic counterpart, simulating 
heterogeneous chemistry (i.e. processes on polar stratospheric clouds) and 
stratospheric ozone interannual variability remains a challenge in this region. 
Furthermore, current CCMs typically simulate smaller ozone negative trends in the 
tropical lower stratosphere compared to observations, which may be associated to 
deficiencies in the underlying general circulation model and transport processes (i.e. 
BDC). This is an active area of research because ozone determines to a large extent 
temperatures in the lower stratosphere, and the latter may be involved in significant 
chemistry-climate feedbacks. Also CCMs consistently project an acceleration of the 
BDC due to climate change with the concomitant increase in stratosphere-troposphere 
exchange. Due to this is particularly important for the upper troposphere and lower 
stratosphere (e.g. region with highest radiative efficiency of ozone), more research 
based on observational estimates is needed to better constrained the BDC and its 
seasonal cycle.  
Nevertheless, the development and use of CCMs to become increasingly 
complex enables us to formulate more detailed questions. For example, the quasi-
biennial oscillation (QBO) modulates transport and dynamical processes in the 
stratosphere, as well as ozone catalysed chemistry indirectly. An interactive and 
“realistic” representation of the QBO in CCMs can be used to explore linkages 
between the stratosphere and the troposphere due to climate change and internally 
generated climate variability. However, there is a suggestion that in some CCMs, a 
strong tropical upwelling may prevent an interactive representation of the QBO, 
whereas a weak tropical upwelling may lead to simulate shorter QBO periods. Also, 
due to the ever-increasing computational capacity, additional processes are being 
included in CCMs after laboratory and field experiments identify new relevant 




lived species containing halogen radicals (i.e. Cl, Br, I) have a significant influence on 
tropospheric and stratospheric composition. With regard to climate, halogen chemistry 
affects methane, ozone and other species (i.e. oxidation), which are radiatively active 
and affect the Earth's energy balance via direct and indirect processes. In the last 
decade, new observations and the implementation of halogen chemistry in CCMs have 
led to groundbreaking findings, yet its impacts on the global chemical composition 
and climate feedbacks remain poorly understood. More research is needed to improve 
our understanding on the chemical composition of the atmosphere and the 
concomitant chemistry-climate feedbacks, which will benefit from the continuous 
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